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Journal
of the Florida

SENATE
SPECIAL SESSION
June 7, 1978-June 8, 1978

At a Special Session of the Legislature, convened by
proclamation of His Excellency, Reubin O'D. Askew, Governor
of Florida, under the proclamation hereinafter
set forth, begun and held at the Capitol,
in the City of Tallahassee, in the
State of Florida

JOURNAL OF THE SENATE
notify an injured employee of his rights; amending s. 440.20(5),
(7) nnd ( 10), Florida Statutes, providing additional penalties for
late payment; authorizing the judge of industrial claims to ex
amine lump sum payments in excess of benefits allowable under
the Jaw; authorizing lump sum settlements without a hearing
under certain circumstances; amending s. 440.25(3), Florida Stat
utes, specifying limitations on and considerations of judges of
industrial claims conducting hearings on awards for diminution
of wage-earning capacity; limiting the extent of an award for
disability; requiring reports; amending s. 440.29(3), Florida
Statutes, modifying provisions relating to practice and procedure
before the Industrial Relations Commission and judges of indus
trial claims; amending s. 440.34(1) and (3). Florida Statutes;
providing for determination of attorne�••s fees by judges of in
dustrial claims; specifying that a portion of the attorney's fees
are payable by emplo�•er or carrier under certain circum
stances; limiting attorney's fees subsequent to a written offer
of settlement; amending s. 440.37, Florida Statutes, specifying
fraudulent activities and penalties therefor; adding a new sub
section to s. 440.38, Florida Statutes, relating to security for
comprnsation, providing for certain medical benefits policies;
creating s. 440.442, Florida Statutes, providing that commis
sioners and judges of industrial claims shall folio"· the Code of
Judicial Conduct; amending s. 440.45(1), Florida Statutes; pro
viding initial procedure for appointment of judges of industrial
claims; amending s. 440.49(4) (g), Florida Statutes, and adding
new subsection (2) thereto, relatine- to rehabilitation of injured
employees and certain uses of the Special Disability Trm:t Fund;
amending s. 440.57, Florida Statutes. modifying provisions relat
ing to pooling. by employers, of liabilities: creating s. 440.59,
Florida Statutes, providing for a quarterly risk management
report; amending s. 443.12(7), Florida Statutes; providing cir
cumstance� for the relense of unemployment compensation rec
ords; creating s. 624.433, Florida Statutes; requiring workmen's
compensation insurers to rnbmit certain reports; specifying
contents; providing for rate review; amending s. 627.091(1),
Florida Statutes, and adding a subsection. providing for deduct
ible provisions in manuals of classifications, rules, and rates;
creatinl! s. 627.092, Florida Statutes, providing for a Workmen's
Compensation Administrator; amendine- s. 627.101(1), Florida
Statutes, relating to rate filings; providing for a joint legislative
study committee; requiring reports; providing an appropriation;
providing an effective date.
-and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Allen Morris, Clerk
Amendment 1-On page 4 strike everything after the enacting
clau5e and insert:

Section 1. Paragraph (b) of subsection (1), and paragraph
(d) of subsection (2) of section 440.02, Florida Statutes, are
amended to read:

440.02 Definitions.-When used in this chapter, unless the
context clearly requires otherwise, the following terms shall
have the following meanings:
(1) "Employment."
(b)

The term "employment" shall include:

1. Employment by the state and all political subdivisions
thereof and all public and quasi-public corporations therein, in
cluding officers elected at the polls.

2. All private employments in which three &He or more employees are employed by the same employer.
(2)

"Employee."

( d)

The term "employee" shall not include:

1. An independent contractor, including an individual who
agrees in writing to perform services for a person or corpora
tion without superv-ision or control as a real estate salesman or
agent, if such service by such individual for such person or
corporation is performed for remuneration solely by way of com
mission; &P

2.

A person whose employment is both casual and not in the

3.
ies:

A volunteer who falls into one of the following categor-

course of the trade, business, profession, or occupation of the
employer; or,
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a. Volunteers who Rerve in private nonprofit agencies and
who receive no compensation other than expenses in an amount
less than or equivalent to the standard mileage and per diem
expenses provided to salaried employees in the same agency.
b. Volunteers participating in federal programs established
pursuant to Public Law 93-113.
Section 2. Subsection (1) of section 440.11, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
440.11

Exclusiveness of liability.-

(1) The liability of an employer prescribed in s. 440.10 shall
be exclusive and in place of all other liability of such employer
to any third party tortfeasor and to the employee, the legal
representative thereof, husband or wife, parents, dependents,
next of kin, and anyone otherwise entitled to recover damages
from such employer at law or in admiralty on account of such
injury or death, except that if an employer fails to secure
payment of compensation as required by this chapter, an injured
employee, or the legal representative thereof in case death re
sults from the injury, may elect to claim compensation under
this chapter or to maintain an action at law or in admiralty
for damages on account of such injury or death. In such action
the defendant may not plead as a defense that the injury was
caused by negligence of a fellow servant, that the employee as
sumed the risk of the employment, or that the injury was due to
the contributory negligence or comparative negligence of the em
ployee. The same immunities from liability enjoyed by an em
ployer shall extend as well to each employee of the emplo11er
when such employee is acting in furtherance of the employer's
business and the injured employee is entitled to receive benefits
under t,his chapter. Such fellow-employee immunities shall not
be applicable to an employee who acts, with respect to a fellow
employee, with willful and wanton disregard o·r unproved phy
sica.l aggression or with gross negligence when such acts result
in in_iur-11 or death, or such acts proximately cause such injury or
death, nor shall such immunities be applica.ble to employees of
the same employer when each is operating in the furthera.nce of
the employer's business but they are assigned primarily to un
related works within private or public employment.
Section 3. Subsections (1) and (2) of section 440.12, Florida
Statutes, are amended to read:

440.12 Time for commencement and limits on weekly rate of
compensation.( I) No compensation shall be allowed for the first 7 days
of the disability, except benefits provided for in s. 440.13; pro
vided, however, that if the injury results in disability of more
than 14 days compensation shall be allowed from the com
mencement of the disability. All weekly compensation payments,
except for the _first week, shall be paid by check.
( 2) Compensation for disability resulting from injuries
which occur after December 31, 1974, shall not be less than
$20 per week. However, if the employee's wages at the time
of injury are less than $20 per week, he shall receive his full
weekly wages. If his wages at the time of the injury exceed
$20 per week, compensation shall not exceed an amount per week
which is:
(a) Equal to sixty-six and two-thirds percent of the aver
age weekly wage, determined as hereinafter provided for the
year in which the injury occurred and
(b)

Adjusted to the nearest dollar �le µ.,

For the purpose of this subsection the "average weekly ..,-age"
means the average weekly wage paid by employers subject to
the Florida Unemplo�·ment Compensation Law as reported to
the department for the four calendar quarters ending each
June 30, which average weeklv wage shall be determined by the
department on or before November 30 of each year and shall
be used in determining the maximum weekly compensation r_ate
with respect to injuries occurring in the calendar year im
mediately following. The average weeklv wage determined by
the department shall be reported annua'lly to the Legislature.

Section 4. Subsections (1) and ( 3) of section 440.13, Florid•
Statutes, are amended to read:
440.13 Medical services and supplies; penalty for violations:
limitations.(1) Subject to the limitations specified in paragraph (3) (bt
the employer shall furnish to the employee such remedial trea
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June 8, 1978
Uy Representatives Richmond and Brown-

HB 16-D-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Florida
Evidence Code: amending section 8 of chapter 76-237, Laws of
Florida, as amended, and section 23 of House Bill 2207, Hl78
Re1'1.llar Session: revising the effective date of the code and of
said act; providing an effective date.
-was determined by the President to be within the purview
of the Governor's call, read the first time by title and on
motion by Senator Plante, by two-thirds vote, placed on the
special order calendar.
On motions by Senator Plante. by two-thirds vote HB 16-D
was read the second time by title and by two-thirds vote was
read the third time by title, passed and certified to the Hou�c.
The vote on passage was:
Yeas-32
Mr. President
Barron
Castor
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Gallen
Glisson

Gorman
Graham
Hair
Henderson
Holloway
J �wis
MacKa,·
McClain

Myers
Peterson
T'oston
Renick
Scott
Skinner
Snicola
Thomas, Jon

Thomas, Pat
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-2
Johnston

requiring the Governor to appoint a lay member; providing
an effective date.
-was determined by the President to be within the pur
view of the Governor's call, read the first time by title and on
motion by Senator Wilson, by two-thirds vote placed on the
special order calendar.
By Senator Lewis-SB 10-D-A bill to be entitled An act relating to group
insurance for state officers and employees; amending s. 112.075 ( 3)(b), Florida Statutes; requiring the Department of Ad
ministration to maintain a schedule of maximum benefit
payments to be used in administering a self-insurance health
insurance plan; limiting the inspection or copying of the maxi
mum benefit schedule: providing an effective date.
-was determiner! by the President to be within the purview
of the Governor's call, read the first time by title and referrer!
to the Committee on Rules and Calendar.
On motions by Senator Plante, by two-thirds vote SB 10-D
was withdrawn from the Committee on Rules and Calendar
and by two-thirds vote placed on the special order calendar.
On motions by Senator Lewis, by unanimous consent SB 10-D
was taken up out of order and by two-thirds vote read the
second time by title.
Further consideration of SB 10-D was deferred.

Williamson

On motion by Senator W. D. Childers, the rules were waived
and the Senate recessed at 11 :40 a.m. to reconvene at 2 :00
p.m.

Votes after roll call:
Yea-Firestone, Gordon

AFTERNOON SESSION

INTRODUCTION
Br Senators Plante and BrantleySB 8-D-A bill to be entitled An act relating to products
liability actions; providing that the liability of a manufacturer
or seller of a product be based on the knowledge and technology
in existence at the time the product was originally sold; pro
viding an exception: prohibiting the admission of certain
evidence: providing that negligence is to be allocated on the
basis of the fault of each party; providing defenses; providing
an effective date.
On motions by Senator Plante, by the required constitutional
two-thirds vote of the membership, SB 8-D was admitted for
introduction, read the first time by title and referred to the
Committee on Rules and Calendar.
On motions by Senator Plante, by two-thirds vote SB 8-D
was withdrawn from the Committee on Rules and Calendar and
by two-thirds vote placed on the special order calendar.
On motions bv Senator Plante, bv two-thirds vote SB S-D
was read the se�ond time bv title and by two-thirds vote was
read the third time by title,· passed and certified to the House.
The vote on passage was:
Yeas-37
Mr. President
Barron
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D .
Firestone
Gallen
Glisson
Gordon

Gorn1.c1n
(;roham
If air
Henderson
Holloway
.J0hnston
T cwis
MacKay
l\TcClain
J\!yers

9

Peterson
Pl:rnte
Pnston
Renick
Sayler
Scott
Skinner
Spicola
Thomas, Jon
Thomas, Pat

Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Williamson
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays--1
Dunn
By Senators Wilson and W. D. ChildersSB 9-D-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Depart
ment 0f Prnfessional and Occupational Regulation; adding s.
20.30(6), Florida Statutes: requiring each examining and li
censing board of such department to have a lay member;

The Senate was called to order by the President at 2:00
p.m. A quorum present-39:
Mr. President
Garron
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Firestone
Gallen
Glisson

Gordon
Gorman
Graham
Hair
Henderson
Holloway
Johnston
Lewis
MacKay
McClain

Myers
Peterson
Plante
Poston
Renick
Sayler
Scott
Skinner
Spirola
Thomas, Jon

Thomas, Pat
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The Ho11orablc Lew Brantley, President
I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has passed with amendmentsBy Senator Barron and othersSB 3-D-A bill to be entitled An act relating to workmen's
compensation; amending s. 440.02(1)(b), (2) (d) and (9), Florida
Statutes, changing the definition of employment, excluding cer
tain volunteers from the definition of "employee", and changing
the definition of disability, under the Workmen's Compensation
Law; adding a new subsection (2) to s. 440.10, Florida Statutes,
providing duties of subcontractors with respect to securing
payment of compensation; amending s. 440.11(1), Florida Stat
utes; extending the exclusiveness of liability to fellow employees
with certain exceptions; amending s. 440.12(1) and (2), Florida
Statutes, relating to compensation payments; amending s. 440.13 (1) and (3), Florida Statutes, relating to injured employees'
remedial treatment, care, and attendance; modifying procedure
with respect to furnishing same; including treatment or service
at hospitals and other health care providers under certain fee
provisions: creating an advisory committee to aid in adoption
of schedules of charges; empowering the Division of Labor of
the Department of Commerce to conduct certain investigations
relative thereto; amending s. 440.15(3) (u), (10)(c) and (11),
Florida Statutes. relating to compensation for disability; re
stricting consideration of diminution of wage-earning capacity
with respect to claims; providing for authorization to release
unemployment compensation information; amending s. 440.185(2), (4) and (9), Florida Statutes, decreasing time period for
reporting knowledge of injury or death; requiring the division to

12
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under this chapter for temporary total disability or permanent
Iota., rhsability resulting from in,iuries to an employee who is
receivin_q 01· has received unemployment compensation under
chapter 443, or under the unemplo,•ment compensation law of
any other state, for any week with respect to which weekly
compensation henefits a re pa,·ahle under this chapter for
temporar,• total disabilit,• or perma.nent total discibility, shall
be reducl'd hy the amount of unemployment compensation re
ceived.
Section 6. Subsections (2) and (9) of section 440.185, Flor
ida Statutes, are amended to read:
440.185 Notice of injury or death; reports; penalties for
violations.( 2) Within 7 ±4 days of actual knowledge of injury or death,
the employer shall report same to the carrier by letter or on
a form prescribed by the dh·ision, providing the following
information:
(a)

The name, address, and business of the employer;

(b) The name. social security number, street, mailing ad
dress, and occupation of the employee;
(c)

The cause and nature of the injury or death;

(d) The year, month, day, and hour when, and the par
ticular locality where, the injury or death occurred; and
(e)

Such other information as the division may require.

(9) Any employer or carrier who fails or refuses to send
any form, report, or notice required by this section shall be
subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $100 for each such
failure or refusal. However, any employer who fails to notify
the carrier of the injury on the prescribed form or by letter
within the 7 :µl da,•s required in subsection (2) shall be liable
for the civil penalty, which shall be paid by the employer and
not the carrier. Failure by the employer to meet its obligations
under subsection (2) shall not relieve the carrier from liabilitv
for the civil penalty if it fails to comply with subsections ( 4)
and (5).
Section 7. Subsection (5), (7), and (10) of section 440.20,
Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
440.20

Payment of compensation.-

(5) If any installment of compensation payable without an
award is not paid within 14 days after it becomes due, as pro
vided in subsection (2), there shall be added to such unpaid
installment an amount equal to 20 � percent thereof, which
shall be paid at the same time as, but in addition to, such
installment of compensation, unless notice is filed under sub
section (4), or unless such nonpayment results from conditions
over which the employer or carrier had no control. When any
installment of compensation payable without an award has
not been paid within 14 davs after it became due and the
claimant concludes the prosec·ution of the claim before a judge
without having specifically claimed additional compensation in
the nature of a penalty under this section, he will be deemed
to have acknowledged, that o,,-ing to conditions over which the
emplo,•er or carrier had no control, such installment could not be
paid within the period prescribed for pa,·ment and to lrnve
waived his right to claim such penalty. However, during the
course of a hearing, the judge on his own motion may raise the
question of whether such penalty should be awarded or excused.
If no claim for such penalty is presented and the judge does
not raise the question on his own motion during the hearing,
no penalty will be awarded, and it will be deemed that the
judge has excused such delay in payment of compensation pur
suant to this section. The division may assess without a hearing
the above-mentioned 20 � percent additional payment against
either the employer or the insurance carrier, depending l!flOTI
who was at fault in causing the delay. However, if any party
requests a hearing within 20 days of the assessment, such
hearing shall be conducted before a judge of industrial claims in
accordance with s. 440.25. The insurance policy cannot provide
that this sum will be paid b,· the carrier if the division or the
juclg-e of industrial claims determines that the 20 � percent
additional payment should be made by the employer rather
than the carrier. A n11 additional installment. of compensation
paid n11 the earrier pursuant to this section shall be paid
directl11 t,, the employee.

June

(7) In cidrlit.inn to any othe,· JJcnalties provided bu f/,is
chapter for late pciymcnt, if an71 installment of compe11Rat.ion
,s not pa,cl wl,en 1/ bcr.omes due. the employer or carrier .shall
pa71 int.ere.st thereon at t.hc rate of 12 percent per annum from
the dnte the mstnllment become.• due until it is pciid, wl,ethr,·
such i nstallment is 7w11able witl,out. an order or tmder the
terms of an order.
(a) Within 30 days after final payment of compensation
has _ bee_n made, the employer shall send to the division a
notice, m accordance with a form prescribed by the division
stating that such final pa,·ment has been made, the total
amount of compensation paid, the name of the emplovee and
of any other person
to whom compensation has been paid,
_
the date of the m.1ury or death, and the date to which com
pensation has been paid.
{b) If the employer fails to so notify the division within
such time the division may assess against such employer a
civil penalt,• in an amount not over $100.
(10) Upon the application of any party in interest and
after giving due consideration to the interests of all inter
ested parties, if a ,iudge of industrial claims finds that it is
for the b�st interests of the person entitled to compensation
said .iudge of industrial claims may enter a compensatio�
order requiring that the liabilit,• of the employer for com
pensation shall be discharged by the payment of a lump sum
equal to the present value of all future pavments of com
pensation, computed at 4 percent true disco�nt compounded
annual!,•, or requiring that the employer make advance pay
ment of a part of the compensation for which said emplover
is liable by the payment of a lump sum equal to the present
value of such part of the compensation computed at 4 per
cent true discount compounded annually. Upon joint petition
of all interested parties and after giving due consideration
to the interests of all interested parties, if a judge of indus•
trial claims finds that it is for the best interests of the per
son entitled to compensation, such judge of industrial claims
may enter a compensation order approving and authorizing
the discharge of the liability of the employer for both com
pensation and remedial treatment, care, and attendance lw
the payment of a lump sum equal to the present value of all
future payments for both compensation and remedial treat
ment, care, and attendance; and a compensation order so en
tered upon joint petition of all interested parties shall not be
subject to modification or review under s. 440.28. Provided.
however, that nothino in this Rubscction shall be construed
to mean that a iud_qe
of industrial claims is required to ap
.
prove any award for lump sum pci11ment when it is deter
mined by the _iudge of industrial claims that the pn11ment
bein17 made is in excess of the value of benefits the claimrrnt
iconld be entitled to nnder this chapter. The jud�e shall make
or cause to be made such investiirntions as he considers nec
essary, in each case in which the parties ha\·e stipulated that
a proposed final settlement of all liability of the emplo:,er
shall not he suhiect to modification or review under s. 440.�8.
to determine wh.ether such final disposition will definite],· nid
the rehabilitation of the iniured worker or otherwise is rle:1rl)·
for the best interests of the person entitled to compensation,
and in his discretion mav have an investil!ation made h,; the
Rehabilitation Section or' the Bureau of Workmen's Con1pen
sation. The _ioint petition and the report of any investil!ation
so made will be deemed a part of the proceedinl!. A ,iudi:-e. in
his discretion. may hear testimonv relating to a nrnpose,J
stipulation for setticmcnt under thi; subsl'ction without h:n-in!:'.
in hand th� hureau file: however. he shall in no eYent <'ntcr
an order thereon "·ithout first J,aving- reviewed the hurrnu fil<',
ll'hen the claimant is repre.sented b y counsel or when the
claimnnt and r,arrirr or employer are represented b11 co1111.•rl,
_final approval of t.he l1tmp sum settlement a17reement. ns pro
vided for in a .ioint petition and stipulation, shall be appr?•'.td
b11 e11t.r11 of nn order within 7 daus of the filh1r, of 11uch 1mnt
p·eti. tio11· and stipnlatinn without a· hM.rin_q ,inlesR the ind.Qr de
terrnines, at his disr,rrtion, /.hat arlditiona.l t.cstim01111 is nerded
before .snch sett.lement can be approved or disapprnved and
�o notifies the partir.s. The probability of the death of the
injured emnlovee or other person entitled to compensation be
fore the expiration of the period during which such pe rs_0
is entitled to compensation shall, in the absence of srcc,n
circumstances making such course irnnroper, be rletermined
in accordance with the most recent United States Life Tnhl
published b,• the National Office of Vital Statistics of t e
United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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ment, care, and attcnrlance under the direction and supervision
of a qualified physician or surgeon, or other recognized prac
titioner, nurse, or hospital, and for such period as the nature of
the injury or the process of recovery may require, including
medicines, crutches, artificial members, and other apparatus.
If the employer fails to provide the same after request by the
injured employee, such injured employee may do so at the ex
pense of the employer, the reasonableness and the necessity
to be approved by a judge of industrial claims. The employee
shall not be entitled to recover any amount personally expended
for such treatment or service unless such employee shall haYe
requested the employer to furnish the same and the employer
shall have failed, refused, or neglected to do so, or unless the na
ture of the injury required such treatment, nursing, and services
and the employer or the superintendent or foreman thereof, hav
ing knowledge of such injury, shall have neglected to pro,·ide
the same; nor shall any claim for medical, surgical, or other
remedial treatment be valid and enforceable unless within 10
days following the first treatment (except in cases where first
aid only is rendered), and thereafter at such intervals as the
division by regulation may prescribe, the physician or other
recognized practitioner giving such treatment or treatments
furnishes to the division and to the employer. or to the carrier
if the employer is not self-insured, a report of such injury
and treatment on forms prescribed by the division, provided that
a judge of industrial claims for good cause may excuse the
failure of the physician or other recognized practitioner to
furnish any report within the period prescribed and may order
the payment to such employee of such remuneration for treat
ment or service rendered as the judge of industrial claims finds
equitable. Alo1•g with such reports, the physician or other recog
nized prnctitiouer shall furnish n, sworn statement that the treat
ment or services rendered were reasonable and necessary with
respect to the bodily injury sustained. Said sworn statement
shall read as follows: "Under penalty of per_iury, [ declare that
I have read the foregoing, and the facts alleged are true, to
the best of my knowledge and belief and that the treatment and
services rendered were reasonable and necessary with respect
to the bodily injury :rnstained." All medical reports obtained
or received by the employer, the carrier, or the injured em
ployee, or the attorney for any of them, with respect to the
remedial treatment, care, and attendance of the injured em
ployee, including- reports of every examination, dia!n}osis, or dis
ability evaluation, shall be filed with the Bureau of Workmen's
Compensation within 5 days after receipt of same. A medical
report not previously filed with the bureau shall not be re
ceived in evidence in a contested case unless the party offer
ing- same has furnished a copy thereof to the opposing- party or
his attorney at least 5 days prior to the hearing at which it
is offered. The physician shall also furnish to the injured em
ployee, or to hi8 attorney, on demand, a copy of each such
report without charg-e to the injured employee, except actual
cost to the physician or hospital furnishing same.
(3) (a) All fees and other charges for such treatment or
service, inclnding treatment or service at any hospital or other
health care prorider, shall be limited to such charg-es as prevail
in the same community for similar treatment of injured persons
of like standard of li,·ing-, and shall be subject to regulations
by the division, which shall adopt schedules of charges for
such treatment or services.
(b) ThPre is hereby created an advisory committee to aid
and assist f/,p Drpartment o_f Commerce in adoptinq ,sched1tle.s
oj ma:rim111n chorqes for hospital treatment and services pay
nhle thro11_ah worlc111e11·s compcusotion benefits. to bP appoi11trrl
b11 and serve at the plea.sure of the Secretary of Commerce.
(c) ThP- Division of l,n.bor of the Department of Commerce
�hall bP cmpowered to investiqate hospitals and medical prac
titioner., to determine if they are in compliance i,•ith the
schrdnlr of char,'lc� adopted by the division or if they are
rPqlfirinq unjustified trrritment, hospitalizotion, or office visits.
I( the divi.sion finds t.hrit the hospital or medical practitioner
has macfo s11ch exce.ssi11 e charges or required such treatment,
ho.spitalization. or visit.,. the ho,spital or medical practitioner
shn./l not. receive payment. nnder this chapter from a carrier,
employer, or emplo11ee f_ or the exces.sive fees or unjustified
trrat111e11t, hospitalization, or visits and, _furthermore, the
ho.spit.n/ or medicn.l practitioner shall be liable to return to
the carrier o,· .self-in.surer any such fees or charges already
collected.

(d)-f-4+ All rights for remedial attention under this section

shall be barred unless a claim therefor is filed with the division

11

within 2 years after the time of injury, except that if payment
of compensation has been made or remedial attention has been
furnished by the employer without an award on account of
such injury a claim may be filed within 2 years after the date
of the last payment of compensation or within 2 years after
the date of the last remedial attention furnished by the em
ployer; and all rights for remedial attention under this section
pursuant to the terms of an award shall be barred unless a
further claim therefor is filed with the division within 2 years
after the entry of such award, except that if payment of
compensation has been made or remedial attention has been
furnished by the employer under the terms of the award a
further claim may be filed within 2 years after the date of
the last payment of compensation or within 2 years after the
date of the last remedial attention furnished by the employer.
Section 5. Paragraph (n) of subsection (3), paragraph (c)
of suhgection (10), and subsection (11) of section 440.15, Flor
ida Statutes, are amended to read:
440.15 Compensation for disability.-Compensation for dis
ability shall be pairl to the employee, subject to the limits
provided in s. 440.12(2), as follows:
(3) PERMANENT PARTIAL DISABILITY.-In case of dis
ability partial in character but permanent in quality, the com
pensation shall, in addition to that provided by subsection (2),
be 60 percent of the averag"e weekly wages, and shall be paid
to the employee as follows:
(u) Other cases: In all other cases in this class of disability
the compensation shall be:
1. 60 percent of the injured employee's average weekly wage
for such number of weeks as the injured employee's percentage
of disability is of 175 � weeks when the injured employee's
percentage of disability is 10 percent or less;

2. 60 71ercent of the injured employee's average weekly wage
for such number of 1ceeks as the injured employee's percentage
of disability is of ,150 weeks when the injured employee's per
centage of disabilit_11 is more than 10 percent bnt less than
anrl including 50 percent;
3. (j() percent of the injured employee's average weekly wage
for such number o_f weeks as the injured employee's percentage
o_f disahilit!I is of 525 1ceeh when the injured employee's per
centa_qr of disability is more than 50 percent but less than
and including 99 percent.
� However, ti.at for the purpose of this paragraph
"disability" means either physical impairment or diminution of
wag-e-cnrning- capacity, whichever is greater.
(10) EMPLOYEE ELIGIBLE FOR BENEFITS UNDER
THIS CHAPTER AND FEDERAL OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS,
AND DISABILITY INSURANCE ACT.(cl No disability compensation benefits payable for any
week, inclurling those benefits provided by paragraph (1) (e),
shall be reduced pursuant to this subsection until the Social
Security Administration determines the amount otherwise pay
able to the employee under 42 U.S.C. s. 423 and s. 402 and
the emplo,•ee has beg-un receiving such social security benefit
pa,·ments. The employee shall, upon demand by the division,
the employer, or the carrier, authorize the Social Security
Administration to release disability information relating to him,
and authorize the Division of Employment Secnrity to release
nncmployment com/"'n.sation information relating to him, in
accordance with rules to be promulgated by the division pre
scribing- the procedure and manner for requesting the authoriza
tion and for compliance by the employee. Neither the division
nor the employer or carrier shall make any payment of bene
fits for total disability or those additional benefits provided by
para(!"raph (l) (e) for any period during which the employee
willfullv fails or refuses to authorize the release of information
in the ·manner and within the time prescribed by said rules.
The authority for release of disability information g-rantcd by
an emplrJyee under this paragraph shall be effective for a
period not to exceed 12 months, such authority to be renewable
as the division may prescribe by rule.
(11) EMPLOYEE ELIGIBLE FOR BENEFITS UNDER
TIIIS CHAPTER WHO HAS RECEIVED UNEMPLOYMENT
COMPENSATION.-Weekly compensation benefits payable
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( e) ·The time limitation imposed by the claimant or the
circumstances.
( f) The nature and length of the professional relationship
with the claimant.

(g) The experience, reputation, and ability of the law,,er or
lawyers performing the services.
(h)

The contingency or certainty of a fee.

Section 11.
read:
440.37

�--

Section 440.37, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Misrepresentation;

fraudulent activities;

7,cnalties

(1) Any person who willfully makes any false or misleading
statement or representation for the purpose of obtaining or
denying any benefit or payment under this chapter f'-flfHt
a ffi#!Oemea,rnr &f tJ½e fi-Mt fl� 111rnisllaele lifl
g�
�l'fWH!ee H> "' � "' � &!' &. �:

*

ae

(a) Who presents or causes to be presented an11 written
or oral statement. as part of, or in support of, a claim for pay
ment or other benefit. pursuant. to any p,·ot·ision of this chapter,
lrnowin
. g I.hat snch statement contains a.n11 false or misleading
informa.tio. n concerning an11 fact or thing material to s11ch claim,
or
(b) ll'ho prepares or makes an11 written or oral statement
that is intended to be presented to an11 emplo11er, insurance
company, or self-insured program in coJ1nection with, or in
support of, an11 claim for pa11ment or other benefit pursuant
t.o any provision of this chapte,·, knowing that such statement
contains a.ny false or misleading information concerning any
fact or thinp material to such claim, shall be guilty of a felony
of the third depree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.08S, or s. 775.084.
(2)(a) All claims forms as provided for in this chapter
shall contain a notice that clearly states in substance the
{o(lowing: "Any person who, knowingly and with intent to
m7ure, defraud. or deceive any employer or employee, inAsurance
company, or srlf-insured program, files a sta.temen.t. of claim
cont.aining any false or ni-islea.ding information is g1tilt11 of
a felony of the third degree."
(b)J. An11 ph11sicia.n licensed under chapter 458, osteopath
licensed nndcr cha.pter 45.9, chiropractcr lic. en.sed under chapter
4 60, or any other practit.ioner licensed under the laws of this
state who knowingly and will_fully assists, conspires with, or
ur,qes an11 per,qon to fraudulently violate any of the provisions
of this chapter, or any person who, due to such assistance,
conspiraCJJ, or ur,qing by said p h71sician, osteopath, chiropractor,
or prnctitioner, knowinpl11 and wil/full11 benefits from the
proceeds derived from the use of such fra.1td, is guilty of a
felon11 of the third degree, punishable as provided in s. i75.082,
s. 775.083, or s. 775.084. In the event that a physician, osteo
path, chiropractor, or other practitioner is adj1tdicated /71lilt.y
of a violation of this subpara{lraph, the State Board of Medical
Examiners as 8et forth in chapter 458, the State Board of
Osteopa.thic Medical Examiners as set forth in chapter 459,
the Florida State Board of Chiropractic Examiners as set forth
in. chapter 460, or other appropriate licensing authorit11, which
ever is appropriate, shall hold an administrative hca1'ing
to consider the imposition. of administrative sanctions as pro1,idcd h11 law apainst said physician, osteopath, chiropractor, or
other practitioner.

<

2. Any attorney who knowin{ll1J and wiUfull11 assi.sts, con
spires with, or urges an11 claimant to fra.udulently violat. e any
of the provi.•ions of I.his chapt.er, or any person who, du,;
to such assi.stan.ce, conspirac11, or urging an such attorney's
part,, knowingly and willf1tlly benefits from the proceed,; de
rived from the use of snch fraud. is guilt11 of a felony of
the third de _qree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083,
OT 8, 775.084.
3. No person or governmental unit licensed under chapter 3.9 5
to maintain or operate a hospital, and no administrat. or or em
ployee of any 11uch hospital, shall knowingly and willfully allow
the use of the facilities of such hospital by any person in a
scheme or conspiracy to fraudulently viola.t e any of the pro
visions of this chapter. Any hospital administrator or emplo11ee
who violates this 1mbparagraph is guilty of a felon11 of the third
degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084. Any adjudication of guilt for a violation of this subpara-
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r,raph, _or the use of b_usiness practices demonstrating a. pattern
tndicattnp that the spirit of the law set forth tn this part is not
being_ followed, shall be grounds_ for suspension or revocation of
th� _ltcens_e to 07Jerate the hospital or the imposition of an ncl
mimst�at,ve policy of up to $5,000 b11 the licensing agency as 8 ct
forth tn chapter 395.
(c! . Any per:•on damaged as a re.•ult of a violation of a1111
prcrnision. of this s!-lbsecfwn where the,·e has been a criminul
ad;udicatwn of guilt shall have a cause of action to recot'er
c?7:1-pensatory dama_gcs, plus all reasonable investipation and
litigation expenses, including attornc1/s fees at the trial and rrp
pellate courts.
(d) For the purposes of this subsection, the term ".st u l r 
mc,!t''. inclurl�s, hut is "0,1- limited to, any notice. s_tatement, prnnf
of in7ur11, bill for services, d1apnos1s, prescnptwn, hospital nr
1octor records, x-ray I.est result, or other evidence of los.�, in
;ury, or c:rpense.
(e) The provisions of this subsection shall also apply 1vith
respect to any emplo11_er, insurer, self-insurer, adjustin,q firm. or
a ,qent or rcpre,.sentat11•c tl'.creof w_ho intentionally inj1trcs. cl c 
fra!-'ds, or deceives any clmmant with re _qa,·d to any claim. Such
cla1mant shall have the right to recover the damages provided
in this subsection.
. (f). It is unlawful for any a.ttorney or other pei·son, iJt his
tndtvtdnal capacity or in his capacity as a public or private cm
p_loyee, or for any firm, corporation: partnership; or as.socia
twn to unlawfully solicit any busfoess _in and about city or cot1J1ty
hospitals. courts, or any public institution or public place in
and about private hospitals or sanitariums, or in and about � Jt y
private institution, or upon private property of an11 character
wh!f-tsoever, for the purpose of making workmen's compensation
�/aim�. Any person who violates the provisions of this pa.rarn·aph
i� guilty of a felony of the third de{lrce, punishable
as pro
r
vtc�ed m s. 7'(5.082_, s. 7i5.08S, M' s. 775.084. T henever any cir
C!-ltt or special grievance con:imittee acting under t.he jurisdic
tion of the Supreme Court finds probable ca.use to believe that
a71: attorne11 is guilty of a violation of this section, such com
mittee shall forward to the appropriate state attorney a copy
of the findings of probable cause and a copy of the report being
filed in the matter.
Section 12. Subsection (6) of section 440.38, Florida Stat
utes, is renumbered as subsection (5), and a new subsection (5)
is added to said section to read:
440.38

Security for compensation.-

(5} All insurance carriers autho·rized to write workmrn'R
compensation insurance in this state shall make available, at the
option of the employer, an insurance policy containing a coin
surance provision. which shall bind the carrier to pa71 80 percent,
and the emplo11er to pay 20 percent, of the medical benefits
due to an employee for an injury compensable under this chap
ter, up to the amount of $5,000.One hundred percent of the medi
cal bcnefit.s above $5,000 due to an employee for one injury
,qhall b� paid by the carrier. Regardless of any coinsuraJtce or
deductible amount. the claim shall be paid by the applicable
ca:ner, which shall then be reimbursed by the employer for any
comsurance or deductible amounts paid by the carrier. The
empl.011er !!hall be liable for such reimbursement. No insurance
c_arricr shall be required to offer cnin,<urancc t.o anu employer
1.f, as a re,qTLlt of a. credit investigation, the ca.-rricr r/ctcrminr•
that the employer is not sufficiently financinlly stable to be
respon.sible for payment of such coinsurance a.mount,s .
Section 13.
read:

Section 440.442, Florida Statutes, is created to

440.44� Code of Judicial Conduct.-lndustrial Relatioru1 Com
missioners and judges of industrial claims shall observe and abide
/,y the Code of .lnr/icia.l Conduct adopted by the Supreme Court
of Florida as of the effective date of this act, as well as all
amendments thereto that are hereafter adopted by the rnurt.
Al1Jt maf.crial violation of a canon of the Code of Judir:ial C�
dnct shall constitute cit.her malfeasance or misfeaMnce in of.f•�
and shall be prounds for suspension and removal of such co�
mis.sionrr or _ind.or p11rsuant. to the provisions of sec. 7. Art. IV
of the State Constitution, and all general laws implementing that
provision.
Section 14. Subsection (1) of section 440.45, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
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The probability of the happening of any other contingency
affecting the amount or duration of the compensation, except
the possibility of the remarriage of a surviving spouse, shall
be disregarded. As a condition of approving a lump sum pay
ment to a surviving spouse. the judge of industrial claims in
the judge's discretion may require security which will insure
that, in the event of the remarriage of such surviving spouse,
any unaccrued future payments so paid may be recovered or
recouped by the employer or carrier. Such applications shall
be considered and determined in accordance with ss. 440.25 and
440.27 and the workmen's compensation rules of procedure
prescribed by the commission and adopted by the Supreme
Court.
Section 8. Subsection (3) of Section 440.25, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
440.25

Procedure in respect to claims.-

( 3) (a) The division or judge of industrial claims shall
make or cause to be made such investigations as it consirlers
necessary in respect to the claim and u·pon application of any
interested party the judge of industrial claims shall order a
hearing thereof; prnvided, however, no claim for diminution
of wage-carr6n o. capncity shall mature until r!O days after the
employee has reached maximum medical iml)rovemcnt. If a
hearing on such claim is ordered. the judge of industrial claims
shall give the claimant and other interested parties at lea•t
lG days' notice of such hearin_g served upon the claimant and
other interested parties by mail. All medical renorts obtained
by the carrier or employer under this section shall be furnished
free of charg-e to the employee or the nttorney thereof on
demand.
(b) The hearing shall be held in the county where the in
jury occurred, if the same occurred in this state. unless
otherwise agreed to between the parties and authorized by the
judge of industrial claims in the county where the injury oc
curred. ff the injury occurred without the state. and is one for
which compensation is payable under this chapter, then the
hearing above referred to may be held in the county of the
employer's residence or place of business, or in any other
countv of the state which will at the time of forwarding the
file for hearing, in the discretion of the di\·ision, be the most
convenient for a hearing. Subsequent to the forwarding of the
file to such county, the parties and the judge may ag-ree to
transfer such file to a county that is deemed most conven
ient for a hearing. The hearing- shall be conducted by a j ud'.!'e
of industrial claims. who shall within 30 days, unless other
wi,e a1;reed to by the parties, after such hearing determine
the dispute in a summary manner. At such hearing the
claimant and employer may each present evidence in respect
of such claim and may be represented by any attorney author
ized in writin1c for such purpose. ·when there is a conflict in
the medical evidence submitted at the hearing- the judge of
industrial claims may designate a disinterested doctor to sub
mit a report or to testify in the proceeding, after such doctor
has reviewed the medical reports and evidence, examined the
claimant. or otherwise made such investigation as appropriate.
The report or testimony of any doctor -so designated by the
judge of industrial claims shall be made a part of the record
of the proceeding- and shall be given the same consideration b:,r
the judge of industrial claims as is accorded other medical
Hidence submitted in the proceedin�: and all costs incurr�d in
�onnection ,Yith such examination and testimony may br as
sessed as costs in the proceeding, subject tn the provisions
of s. '140.13(3) (a). No judge of industrial clai111s shnll either
make a fi11rli11.r; of, or rz1Ca1·d compensatio11 f_ or. disrzbilitlf for
71!111sica/ -in1,-,nirme11t that is g,·cater than 1hr grrntr-st di.s
al,ility _f/ii:r11 the clnimant by n1111 examining o,· treat.i;1g ph>J
sician. c.ccrpt npon stipnlntio11 of the parties.
(c) The order making- an award or rejecting the claim.
referred to in this chapter as a compen,ation order. shall �ct
forth the findinl!S of ultimate facts and the mandate, and the
order need not include any other reason or justification for
such mandate. 6-fttl. However, in -making an award for dimi
nution o_f waue-earnin_q capncity, /he judr,e of indnstrial clai111.s
slrn./l consider a11d 111ake written findinr,s oi fuel in the ord,r
on each oi the fo//0111i11q factor., ,,,hich urc al)plicable In the
specific claim before him:

1.

Extent of claimant's actual physical impairment;

2.

Claimant's age;

3.

Claimant's worlc hi,tory;

4.

13

Education of claimant;

5. lnrzbility to obtain work v,hich claimant can perform in
his aftcr-i11jury condition;

6.

Wage.q act11al/11 beinq earned b11 claimant after the inj11ry;

7.

Claimant's ability to compete in the open labor market.

8. Claimant's continued emplo11ment in the same employ
ment; or
9. Evidence of r1ood faith work search.
The compensntion order shall be filed in the office of the
division at Tallahassee. A copy of such compensation order
shall be sent by mail to the parties and attorneys of record at.
the last known address of each, with the dates of mailing noted
thereon.
(d) Each jndr,e of indnsti-ial claim or the Industrial Rc
lation.s Commi.ssion is reqni.-ed to submit a s. pecial report In
the B11reau oi ll'orkmen's Compensation in each conteslcd
wor/(men's compensation case in which t.h e ca.SP i.� not dr
ter_mined within ,10 days of final hearing or within 180 day.• nf
f1lmr, an applicat,on for re1•iPW. Said fnrm ,qha/1 he prnvided
1111 the . h11rran and shall contain the name of the judge oi
111dn.stnal clarnrn. ,_f the case is brfore a iudoe nf industr;nl
claims, th� atto':1eys involved, and a brief· explanation by the
1nd.f/e of mdustrial cla,m.q or the Industrial Relations Commis
sioner as to the reason for such a delay in issuing a final order.
The. Bm·eau of_ Workmen's Compensation shall compile theRe
specwl reports mto
an annual public report to the Governor, th�
Secretnry of Commerce, the Legislature, the Florida Bar and
the Appellate Di.strict Judicial Nominating Com-missions.'
Section 9. Subsection (3) of section 440.29, Florida Statutes.
is amended to read:
440.29 Procedure before the commission or judges of in
dustrial claims.( :J) The practice and procedure before the commission and
the jurl!!es of industrial claims shall be governed bv rules
adopted b,, the Supreme Court except to the extent that such
ntles conflict with the provis.ions of this chapter.
Section 10. Subsection (1) of section 440.34, Florida Stat
utes. is amended to read:
440.:34

Attorney's fees; costs; penalty for violations.-

(1 l If the employer or carrier shall file notice of contro
versy as pro,·ided in s. 440.'.?0, shall decline to pay a claim on
or hefore the 21st day after they have notice of same, or
shall otherwi.,c resist unsuccessfully the payment of compen
sation. and the claimant shall have employed an attorney at
law in the successful prosecution of the claim, there shall. in
addition to the award for compensation, be awarded a reason
abk attorney's fee of 25 percent of the fir,t $5.000 of the
amount of the benefits secured. 20 percent of the next $!;.000
of the amount of the benefits secured. and 15 percent of the
remaining- amount of the benefits secured. to be apnroved h,·
the .imke of industrial claims. which fee may he paid direct tn
the atto:·ne,· for the claimant in a lump sum. With re.�pect to
attorne 11's ices ,m claims for /,ene_fits other than medical be11e
fil.s. 75 pe1·cc11/..shall be ,-,nicl by the employer or cnrricr and
:!!i prrcr,,/..<hall /JP. paid Ii>/ the claimant; hnwr1>er, thr r>n
plo11cr nr carrier s. hnll pa11 all of t.he attorney's fee if the
claima11t p.-ot·e.s /.o the j11clr,c that the employer or ca,·riP1·
hn,,,l/,·rl hi .� claim in a neg/ir,rnt. arl1itrar11. or capricioll,< 1110»
nrr. However. the judge of industrial claims shall consider the
following faclors in each case and may increase or decrease
the :ittorne,·'s fee if in his j11d�1ent the circumstances of the
particular cnse warrant such action:
(a) T11e time and labor required, the novelt,· and difficult,·
of the nuestions involved. and the skill requisite to perform
the legal service properly.
(h) The likelihood, if apparent to the claimant, that the
accepta,1ce of the particular employment will precbde em
plo,·ment of the lawyer hy others or cause antagonisms with
othPr clients.
(cl The fee customarily charged in the locality for similar
leg-al services.
( d)
The amount involved in the controversy and the bene
fils resulting to the claimant.
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(1) Any ;n,qp1rrr authorized f.a write o p0Uc71 nf workm.rn'n
rornpcusnf.ion insurance or sclf-i11surrr nha/l transmit. the Jnl
lowing information to the departm
. ent each year with the
anrmal report of such insurer, and such in formation shall be
brolcen down by ifs nationwide and Florida insurance writings:
(a)

Direct premiums written;

(b)

Direct premiums earned;

(c)

Dividends paid or credited to policyholders;

(d)

Losses paid;

(e)

Allocated loss adjustment expenses;

(I)
paid;
(g)

The ratio of allocated loss adjustment expensrs to losses
Unallocated loss adjustment expenses;

(h) The ratio of unallocated loss adjustment expenses to
losses paid;
(i) The tot .al of losses paid and unallocated and allocated
loss adjustment expenses;
(j) The ratio of losses paid and unallocated and allocated
loss adju.,�tment expenses to premiums earned;
(k) The number of claims outs.landing a.s of December SJ
of ea.ch year;
(l) The total amount of losses unpa.id a.s of December 31
of each 11ear;
(m) The total amount of allocated and 1mallocated loss
ad.iustment expenses unpaid as of December 31 of each year;
and
(n) The total of losses paid and allocated loss ad,i11strnr•1t.
expensrs. and unallocated loss ad,iustment expenses, plus t.he
total o_f losses unpaid as of December 31 of each year and loss
adjustment expenses unpaid as of December 31 of each '!/ear.
(2) The department. shall prol'ide a summary of in formation
provided pursuant to snbsection (1) in its annual report.
(3)(a) The first report of this. information shall include
/he information for the last 6 months for the year enrli11,q
December ,11, lf/78. Such report shall be filed no later than
March 1, J.Q79. Beginning with the report for the period ending
December 31, 1980, all .fnture reports shall have all information
required by wb�ection (1) brol,cn down by year for the current
and 2 preceding years.
(b) Within W days after ,'\!larch 1, 1980, the Departmc11t
of Insurance shall comme11ce a review of the rates of all
workmen's compen.•ation ;,,surers in effect at the time. If,
after t.he review, the department finds 011 a preliminor!I ba.•,;s
that th
. e rate may be excessive, inadequate, or unfairly dis
criminatOrJJ, the department shall so notify the insurer. Upon
being so notified, t.he filer shall within 60 da11s file with the
department all information which the filer be(ievcs prnves the
reasonableness, adequacy, and fairness of the rate. In sur,h
ins.t ances, the filer shall carry the burden of proof. In the
event the department. finds that a rate is crccs.•ivc, i11adequatc,
or 1wf. a-irl11 discriminatory, the department may order that a
new rate schednle be thereafter filed b11 the filer and ma>/
furthc,· .specif11 the -manner tn which nonco-rnpiiance shall /,'c
corrected.
( 4) There is hereby authorized one position and, for the
l 978-'i9 fiscal year, $100.000 appropriated from the Insurance
Commissioner's Regulatory Trust Fund to implement the pro
Yisions of this section.
Section 20. Subsection (1) of section G27.091, Florida Stat
utes, is amended, and subsection (5) is added to said section to
read:
627.001 Rate filings; workmen's compensation and employer's
liability insurances.(1) As to workmen's compensation and employer's liability
insurances, every insurer shall file with the department every
manual of classifications, rules and rates, every rating plan
and every modification of any of the foregoing which it pro
poses to use. Evc1·11 insurer is hercbu auf.horized to i11clude dr
ductible provisio11s in its manual of classifications, rules, and
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rate.,. Such ded11ctiblcR Rhall in oil caseR br in a form ,,, ,1
111ouur,· which is consist.cnf 1oifh f/,r, u11drrl11111g purpn�r ,,(
chapter 440.
(5) P11rsum1t to the pro11i.sio11s of s. 62i.,121, the dcparf n, e,.f
may exami11e the undcrl11i11g statistical data Hs.ed in si,,·h
filings.
Section 21.
read:

Section G27.092, Florida Statutes, is created to

627.0.?2 Workmen's Compcnsaf.ion Admi11istrator.-Thr,-r
is crcate
. d within the Dfrision of Insurance Company Rry 11/,,_
tion o.f the Dcparf111e11t of Insurance the position of ll'ork111r,,· s
Compensation Administrator to monitor carrier practices i11 fl,,,
j-ield of workme11's compcn.•.ation.
Section 22. Subsection (1) of section 627.101, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
627.101 When filing becomes effective: workmen's com
pensation and employer's liability insurances.(1) The department shall review filings as to workmen's
compensation and employer's liability insurances as soon as
reasonably possible after they have been made in order to
determine "·hether they meet the applicable requirements of
this part. If the depart.111ent determines that part of a rate
filing does not meet the applicable requirements of this part,
it ma11 reject. so much of t.he fil-ing a.a does not meet these re
quirements, and approve the remainder of the filing.
Section 23. The presiding officer of each house of the
Legislature shall, on or after July 1, 1978, designate members
of each house of the Legislature to serve on a joint committee,
for the purpose of receiving reports, recommendations, and sup
porting cost data from state officers and others with exper
tise and experience in the workmen's compensation system
who have prepared reliable data as to the effects of the pro
posals on injured workers, employers, and other members of
the public. The committee members so designated shall pre
pare recommendations and present them to their respective
houses on March 1, 1!17!l. There is hereby appropriated from
the General Revenue Fund $150,000 to carry out the provisions
of this section.
Section 24. It is the intent of the Legislature, in enacting
this act, that it shall not operate to supersede or repeal any
changes made to the sections herein contained at the l!l78
regular session of the Legislature unless a contrary intent
is expressly set forth herein. To that end, the Division of
Statutory Revision of the Joint Legislative Management Com
mittee is directed to give full effect to the provisions of this
act, as well as to any such changes, insofar as it is possible to
do so.
Section 25. This act shall take effect July 1, 1978, and
shall apply to all claims arising out of injuries which occur on
or after such date.
Amendment 2--Strike entire title and insert:
A bill to be entitled An act relating to workmen's compensation;
amending s. 440.02(1)(b) and (2)(d), Florida Statutes, chang
ing the definition of employment and excluding certain volun
teers from the definition of "emplo�·ee"; amending s. 440.11 (1),
Florida Statutes, extending the exclusiveness of liability to fel
low employees with certain exceptions; amending s. 440.12(1)
and (2), Florida Statutes, relating to compensation payments;
amending s. 440.13(1) and (3), Florida Statutes, relating to
injured employees' remedial treatment, care, and attendan_cc:
modifying procedure with respect to furnishing same; includ1;1g
treatment or service at hospitals and other health care prond
ers under certain fee provisions; creating an advisory com•
mittee to aid in adoption of schedules of char�es; empowenni;r
the Division of Labor of the Department of Commerce to con
duct certain investigations relative thereto; amending s. 440.15(3)(u), (10) (c), and (11), Florida Statutes, relating to com
pensation for disability; changing the basis upon which_ un•
scheduled permanent partial disability benefits are determined;
providing for authorization to release unemployment comp�
sation information; amending s. 440.185(2) and (9), Flon d•
Statutes, decrea�ing the time period for reporting- knowledi,?
of injury or death; amending s. 440.20(5), (7), and (10) Flor
ida Statutes. providing additional penalties for late payment;
authorizing- the judge of industrial claims to examine lum�
sum payments in excess of benefits allowable under the Jaw,
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Judges of industrial claims.-

(!) The Governor shall appoint as many full-time judges of
industrial claims as may be necessary to effectually perform the
duties prescribed for them under this chapter. The Governor
shall initially appoint a judge from a list of at least three
per.sons nominated by the Appellate District Jlldicial Nominat
ing Commission for the appellate district in which the judge
will principal/11 conduct hearings. No person shall be nominated
or appointed as a full-time judge of industrial claims who has
not had 3 years' experience in the practice of law in this state;
and no judge of industrial claims during a term of office shall
engage in the private practice of law. The Governor may ap
point any former judge of industrial claims to serve as a judge
of industrial claims pro hac vice to complete the proceedings on
any claim with respect to which the judge had heard testimony
and which remained pending at the time of the expiration of the
judge's term of office. However, no former judge of induRtrial
claims shall be appointed to serve as a judge of industrial claims
pro hac vice for a period to exceed GO successive days.
Section 15. Subsections (2) through ( 4) of section 440.49,
Florida Statutes, are renumbered as subsections ( 3) through ( 5),
respectively, new subsection (2) is added to said section, and
paragraph (g) of present subsection ( 4) of said section is
amended to read:
440.49 Rehabilitation of injured employees; Special Disability
Trust Fund.(2) Any insure,· or insurance holding company, or subsidiary
of either, which offers to sec1tre employment or help or gives
information as to where employment or help may be secured,
and performs snch acts exclusively in conjunction with its
efforts to rehabilitate injured or disabled indi-viduals. shall be
exempt from the provisions of chapter 449, relating to pri1:ate
employment agencies.
(4) LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR SUBSEQUENT IN
JURY THROUGH SPECIAL DISABILITY TRUST FUND.-

15

for which same is entitled to reimbursement, upon filing re
quest therefor and submitting evidence of such payment in
accordance with rules prescribed by the division.
Section 16.
read:

Section 440.57, Florida Statutes, is amended to

440.57 Pooling- liabilities.-The division may, under such
rules and regulations as it may prescribe, permit two or more
employers to ·enter into agreements to pool their liabilities under
this chapter for the purpose of qualifying as self-insurers and
each employer member of such approved group shall be classi
fied as a self-insurer as defined in this chapter. The agreP.ment
entered into under this section may provide that the pool shall
be liable for 80 percent, and the employer member shall be liable
for 20 percent. of the medical benefits due an11 employee for an
inj1try compen.sable under this chapter up to the amount of
$5,000. One hundred percent of the medical bcnefit,q above
$5.000 due to an employee for one injury shall be paid by the
pool. The agreement may also pro1:ide that rnch employer mem
ber shall be responsible for the first $100 of medical benefits
due each of it.q employees for each injury. The claim shall be
paid by the pool, regardless of its size, which shall be reim
bursed by the employer for any amounts required to be paid
by the employer nnder the agreement.
Section 17.
read:

Section 440.59, Florida Statutes, is created to

440.59 Risk management report.-The Division of Labor of
the Department of Commerce shall complete on a quarterly
basis an analysis of the previous quarter's injuries which ·re
sulterl in workmen's compensation claims. The analysi.q shall
be broken down by risk cla..ssification and shall show for each
such risk classification the frequency and severity for the
various types of injllry, and shall include an analysis of the
cauus of such injuries. The division shall distribute to each
employer and self-insurer in the state covered b11 the workmen's
compensation law the data relevant to its work force. The
report shall also be distributed to the insurers authorized to
write workmen's compensation insurance in the state.

(g) Reimbursement of employer.-The right to reimburse
Section 18. Suhsection (7) of section 443.12, Florida Stat
ment as provided in this subsection shall be barred unless written utes. is amended to read:
notice of claim of the right to such reimbursement is filed by
the employer or carrier entitled to such reimbur,ement with the
443.12 Division and board; powers, duties, etc.; rules and
division at Tallahassee prior to 60 days after the order award regulations; personnel; advisory councils; records and re
ing the excess permanent compensation with respect to which ports; cooperation, etc.such reimbursement is claimed becomes final or, if payment of
such excess permanent compensation is made by the employer
(7) RECORDS AND REPORTS.-Each employing unit shall
or carrier without an award. prior to 60 days after the date keep true and accurate work records, containing such informa
the first payment of excess compensation for the permanent tion as the [ division J may prescribe. Such records shall be open
disability was made. The notice of claim shall contain such to inspection and be subject to being copied by the division at
informntion ag the division by rule or regulation may require; any reasonable time and as often as may be necessary. The
and the employer or carrier claiming reimbursement shall fur division or an appeals referee may require from any employing
nish such evidence in support of the claim as the division reason unit any sworn or unsworn reports. with respect to persons em
ably may require. Fo,· notice of claims on the Special Disability ployed by it, deemed necessary for the effective administration
Tn,st F,wd filed nn or after July 1, 1!178, the Special Disnhi/ity of this chapter. Information thus obtained. or obtained from any
Trust Fund shall, within 120 days of receipt of notfre that a individual pursuant to the administration of this chapter, shall,
carrier has paid, been required to pay. or acceptr,d liability for except to the extent necessary for the proper presentation of a
excess compen.,ation, scr11e notice o_f the acceptance of the claim claim or upon written authorization of the clnimant who has
for· reimbursement. Failure of the Special Disability Trust a workmen's compensation claim pending, be held confidential
F1rnd to scn•e the notice shall be deemed a denial of the claim and shall not be published or be open to public inspection (other
by thP Special Disability Trnst Fund for reimbursement. If the than to public emplo>·ees in the performance of their public
Special Disability Trust Fund through its representative denies duties), in any manner revealing the individual's or employing
or controverts the claim, the right to such reimbursement shall unit's identity, but any claimant (or his legal representative)
be barred unless an application for a hearing thereon is filed at a hearing hefore an appeals referee or the [board] shall
with the division at Tallahassee within 60 days after notire to be supplied with information from such records to the extent
the employer or carrier of such denial of contro,·ersion. When necessary for the proper presentation of his claim. Any em
such application for a hearing is timely filed. the claim shall be ployee or member of the [board] or any employee of the divi
heard and determined in accordance with the procedure pre sion who violates any provision of this subsection shall be guilty
scribed in s. 440.25 to the extent that same is applicable. and in of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided
accordance with the workmen's compensation rules of procedure. in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083. Provided. however. the division
In such proceeding on a claim for reimbursement, the Special may furnish to any employee copies of any report previously
Disability Trust Fund shall be made the party respondent. and submitted by such employer, upon the request of such employer,
no findings of fact made with respect to the claim of the injured and the division is authorized to charge therefor such reason
employee or the dependentg for compensation, including any able fee as the [division] may by regulations prescribe not to
finding made or order entered pursuant to s. o.140.20(10), shall exceed the actual reasonable cost of the preparation of such
be res judicata. The Special Disability Trust Fund shall not be copies. Fees received by the division for copies as herein pro
joined or made a party to any controversy or dispute between vided shall be deposited to the credit of the Employment Se
an employee and the dependents and the employer or between curity Administration Trust Fund.
two or more emplo�·ers or carriers without the written consent
of the fund. When it has been determined that an employer or
Section 19. Section 624.435, Florida Statutes. is created to
carrier is entitled to reimbursement in any amount, the em read:
ployer or carrier shall be reimbursed periodically every 6
6:!4.4S5 Reports of information by workmen's compensation
months from the Special Disability Trust Fund for the compen
sation and medical benefits paid by the employer or carrier insurers required.-
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authorizing lump sum settlements without a hearing under
certain circumstances; amending s. 440.25 ( 3), Florida Statutes,
specifying limitations on and considerations of judges of indus
trial claims conducting hearings on awards for diminution of
wage-earning capacity; limiting the extent of an award for
disability; requiring reports; amending s. 440.29(3), Florida
Statutes, modifying provisions relating to practice and proce
dure before the Industrial Relations Commission and judges of
industrial claims; amending s. 440.34(1), Florida Statutes: pro
viding for determination of attorney's fees by judges of indus
trial claims; specifying that a portion of the attorney's fees
are payable by employer or carrier under certain circumstances;
amending s. 440.37, Florida Statutes, specifying fraudulent ac
tivities and penalties therefor; adding a new subsection to
s. 440.38, Florida Statutes, relating to security for compen
sation, providing for certain medical benefits policies; creating
s. 440.442, Florida Statutes, providing that commissioners and
judges of industrial claims shall follow the Code of Judicial
Conduct; amending s. 440.45(1), Florida Statutes; providing
initial procedure for appointment of judges of industrial claims;
amending s. 440.49( 4) (g), Florida Statutes, and adding new sub
section ( 2) thereto, relating to rehabilitation of injured em
ployees and certain uses of the Special Disability Trust Fund;
amending s. 440.57, Florida Statutes, modifying provisions re
lating to pooling, by employers, of liabilities; creating s. 440.59,
Florida Statutes, providing for a quarterly risk management
report;amending s. 443.12(7), Florida Statutes; providing cir
cumstances for the release of unemployment compensation rec
ords; creating s. 624.435, Florida Statutes; requiring workmen's
compensation insurers to submit certain reports: specifying con
tents; providing for rate review; providing an appropriation;
amending s. 627.091 (1), Florida Statutes, and adding a subsec
tion, providing for deductible provisions in manuals of classifi
cations, rules, and rates; creating s. 627.092, Florida Statutes,
providing for a Workmen's Compensation Administrator; amend
ing s. 627.101(1), Florida Statutes, relating to rate filings;
providing an appropriation; providing an effective date.
Senators Barron, MacKay, McClain and Dunn offered the fol
lowing amendment to House Amendment 1 which was moved
by Senator MacKay and adopted:
Amendment IA-On page 33, strike all of lines 11 through
23 and insert: A new Section 23
Section 23. The foregoing sections represent the first phase
of needed reform of the workmen's compensation law. Further
reform, which will involve the review of the part of the law
which provides compensation and other assistance for workers
with a compensable, permanent partial disability, should be
undertaken at such time as the proposals for such review have
been refined and data as to cost and other effects have been
fully deYeloped. Accordingly, the presiding officer of each
house of the legislature shall. on or before July 1, 1978, desig
nate members of each house of the legislature to serve on a
joint commitee, for the purpose of receiving reports, recom
mendations and supporting cost data from state officers and
others with expertise and experience in the workmen's com
pens:ition system who have prepared reliable data as to the
effects of the proposals on injured workers, employers and other
members of the public. The committee so designated shall
prepare recommendations and present them to their respectiYc
houses on March l, 1979. In recog-nition of the seriousness of
the problems in the existing system and the urgent need for
major reform, Chapter 440, Florida Statutes. is repealed as of
.July 1, 1979. There is hereby appropriated from the general
revenue fund $150,000 to carry out the provisions of this section.

On motions by Senator MacKay, the Senate concurred in
House Amendment 1 as amended and House Amendment 2 as
amended and the House was requested to concur in the Senate
amendments.
SB 3-D passed as amended and the action of the Senate was
certified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-39
Mr. President
Barron
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Firestone
Gallen
Glisson

Gordon
Gorman
Graham
H::iir
HC'nderson
Holloway
Johnston
Lewis
:l[acKay
:'vfcClain

Thomas, Pat
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

Myers
Peterson
Plante
ro��on
Renick
Sayler
Scott
Skinner
Spirola
Thomas, .Jon

Nays-None
INTRODUCTION
By Senator W. D. ChildersSB 11-D-A. bill to be entitled An act relating to cosme
tology: amending section 7 of Senate Bill 564, 19i8 Regular
Session; changing the effective date of section 6 of Senate
Bill 564, 19i8 Regular Session; providing an effective date.
On motions by Senator W. D. Childers, by the required
constitutional two-thirds vote of the membership, SB 11-D was
admitted for introduction, read the first time by title and
referred to the Committee on Rules and Calendar.
On motions by Senator W. D. Childers, by two-thirds vote SB
11-D was withdrawn from the Committee on Rules and Calen
dar and by two-thirds vote placed on the special order calendar.
On motions by Senator W. D. Childers, by two-thirds vote
SB 11-D was read the second time by title and by two-thirds
vote read the third time by title, passed and certified to the
House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-36
Mr. President
Barron
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Firestone
Gallen

Glisson
Gorman
Graham
Hair
Henderson
Holloway
Johnston
Lewis
MacKa,·

Thomas, Pat
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

McClain
Myers
Plante
Poston
Renick
Scott
Skinner
Spirola
Thomas, Jon

Nays-1
Gordon
Vote after roll call:
Yea-Peterson

Senator Poston moved the following amendment to House
amendment 1 which failed:

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Amendment lB-On page 1, line 31, insert: Section 2. Not
withstanding any provision of chapter 440, Florida Statutes,
the amount paid by an employer to an insurer shall be based
on the first $200 of an employee's weekly wage.

The Ho11orable Lew Bra11tlcy, President

(Renumber subsequent section.)
Senators Barron, MacKay, McClain and Dunn offered the fol
lowing amenrlment to House amendment 2 which was moved by
Senator MacKay and adopted:
Amendment 2A-On page 3, line 25 in title, between ( ;) and
"providing", insert: repealing Chapter 440, Florida Statutes,
effective .July 1, 1979.

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has passed with 3 amendmentsBy the Committee on Judiciary-Civi!Sll 6-D-A bill to be entitled An act relating to state lands;
creating the State Lands Study Committee; prescribing the
membership and duties of such committee; providing an ap
propriation; providing an effective date.
-and requests the concurrence of the Senate.
Allen Morris, Clerk
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i · tf00. providing for release of certain unemployment compen
• 11' information; providing for reduction of workmen's com
�ti on benefits for permanent total disability if the claim
rt ls also receiving unemployment compensation benefits;
�ding s. 440.185(2), (4), (9), Florida Statutes; reducing the
m�r of days in which the employer shall report an injury
the division to notify an injured em
: bi• insurer;_ requiring
.,_to yff of his m,hts; mcreasmg the penalty to the employer for
notify his carrier within the specified . time; amend
· pi.lure to
. Q.20(5), _(10),_ Flond_a Statutes, and addmg subsection
lntr,. 4 Isaid
section; mcreasmg the penalty to the carrier for
( H) to
t-Jlure to pay compensation in a tim�ly manner; authorizing
Ute judge of industrial claims to examine lump sum payments
Ill excess of benefits allowable under the law; authorizing
)amp sum settlements without a hearing under certain circum
,tance,: reriuiring the car:i_er to notify the employer of any
pendinl{ settlement; proh1b1tmg lump sum payments for future
JM(lical expenses: amending s. 440.25(3)(b), Florida Statutes,
9Jld adding parag-raph (d) to said subsection; limiting the ex
�t 0( an award for disability; requiring certain reports from
jadirt"' of industrial claims and industrial relations commis
sloners; amending s. 440.29(3), Florida Statutes; authorizing
· the pr:ictice and procedure before judges of industrial claims
.tic, be promulgated by rules of the division; amending s.
'-C0.34(1), ('.!), (5), Florida Statutes; providing for determina
tion of attorney's fees by judges of industrial claims; increasing
;· pn,alty for rcrcivinll' consideration or a gratuity for certain
· ,emces with respect to claims and for soliciting business;
.Hmiting- attorney's fees subsequent to a written offer of settle
. 111ent; a1;1ending s. 4�0.37, Flo_rida Statutes; providing a penalty
· for makm:!', presentmg, causmg to be presented, or preparinis
. false, incomplete, or misleading statements with respect to
•. daims; providing a penalty for fraud; providing that such
• fraud is g-rounds for imposition of administrative penalties b v
, nrious licensing boards; establishing a cc.use o f action for
·: d.e.mages resulting from such violations; creating s. 440.442,
Florida Statutes; establishing a code of conduct for, and pro
ttdurcs for the discipline of judges of industrial claims and
�\ Industrial rel ations_ c_ommissioners_; amending s. 440.45( 1), Flor
t;;r Ida Statutes: prov1dmis for appointment from nominations for
''"!J;, jurii:-es nf inrlustrial claims; amending s. 440.49(1), (2), Florida
S�tutes: rc��iring special reports by judges of industrial
r., d111ms; prov_1dmg for a 50 percent reduction in compensation
�-- when _a cla, mant refuses t� accept training or education;
--- amending s. 44:l.1217), Flonda Statutes; providing circum
�
.. �a- rtanres for the release of unemployment compensation records;
cnating 5: 62-!.433, Florida Statutes; requiring all workmen's
.
- (; eompensat10n msurers to _m_ake annual reports to the Depart
-�
· �
_- : · ll!ent _of Insurance; requiring the Department of Insurance
'..jt;/ to, reYtew workmen's compensation insurance rates and deter
·' /f; ;:m� if the,·_ are excessive, inaderiunte or unfairly discrimina
authonztng a new �ate sched':'I ': under cert3:in circum�P , .
ces. pm,
1clmg severab1ltty; prov1dmg an effective date.
. 'l:.f·.
· •'.°'i·
-was read the first time by title and SB 636 was laid on
•,·,�·, the table.

lk�

It.a.;;·

,...j..... �

fr,, ·

�n motinn by Senator McClain, by two-thirds vote CS for SB
was read the second time by title.
)fcClain. MacKay and Zinkil offered the following
•mSr•n�;itors
mcnt which was moved by Senator McClain;
d.t�:r�d, 1t'11t I-On pag-e 4, line 3, strike all after the enacting
\ 1
_nscrt: Section 1. Paragraph (b) of subsection (1)
hid··
lln• "i ', ' '• ·ct,on (()) of section 440.02, Florida Statutes, are
n, " 1 t 0 re::id:
◄�0 n-,
· .. s.-When used in this chapter, unless the
�trxt- ·I n 0 rm,t,on
rlr_ requires otherwise, the following terms shall
�•� tiw " �"wing
meanings:
(! l
"F:mplnyment."
lb) Tl 10
term "employment" shall include:
_
1
Ui.;r��-�ployment by the state and all political subdivisions
hi,,J u ,t, .:'nd . all public and quasi-public corporations therein,
n ' "1 ftct >rs elected
at the polls.
t ..,_
\11 Pri,·atc emp 1 oyments m
• which
•
three ooe or more em....,;..,.,. .ir
. e employe d by
the same employer.
I�)
._ a 11 ;'.},;�;•hility" means any bodily disability rating based
.I 1 vh1ch ·is medically or scientifically demonstrable

-;n•

'r' 1
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and "'!hich results in an incapacity because of the injury to
earn m the same or any other employment the wages which
the employee was receiving at the time of the injury or wage
earning loss as prescribed by s. 440.15(3)(b).
. Section 2. Subsection (1) of section 440.11, Florida Statutes,
1s amended to read:

440.11 Exclusiveness of liability.(1) The liability of an employer prescribed in s. 440.10 shall
be exclusive and in place of all other liability of such em
ployer to any third party tortfeasor and to the employee, the
legal representative thereof, husband or wife, parents, de
pendents, next of km, and anyone otherwise entitled to recover
damages_ from such employer at law or in admiralty on account
of such mJury or death, except that if an employer fails to se
cure payment of compensation as required by this chapter, an
mJured employee, or the legal representative thereof in case
death results from the injury, may elect to claim compensation
under this chapter or to maintain an action at law or in ad
miralty for damages on account of such injury or death. In
?uch action the defendant may not plead as a defense that the
mJury was caused by negligence of a fellow servant, that the
employee assumed the risk of the employment, or that the injury
was due to the contributory negligence or comparative negli
gence of the employee. The same immunities from liabilit11 en
joyed by an employer shall extend as well to each emp.loyee
of the employer when such employee is acting in furtherance
of the employer's business and the injured employee is entitled
to rece_i�e benefits 11nder this chapter. Such fellow-employee
,mmnmlies shall not /Jc ap]Jlicable t-0 an employee who acts.
with respect to a fellow employee, with willful and wanton dis
regard or unprovoked physical aggression or with gross negli
gence when such acts result in injury or death, or s-u.ch acts
proximately cause such injury or death nor shall such im
m1wities be. applicable t_o employees o/ the same employer
1ch c_n each rn operatrng tn the furtherance of the employer's
buswess but they are assigned primarily to unrelated works
w'!th,n pnvate or public em.ploym.cnt.
. Section 3. Subsection (2) of section 440.12, Florida Statutes,
1s amended to read:

440.12 Time for commencement and limits on weekly rate
of compensation.-

(_2) Compensation for disability resulting from injuries
which occur after December 31, 1974, shall not be less than
$20 per week. However, if the employee's wages at the time of
mJury are less than $20 per week, he shall receive his full
weekly wages. If his wages at the time of the injury exceed
$20 per week, compensation shall not exceed an amount
per week which is:
(a) Equ::il to sixty-six and two-thirds percent of the
average weekly wage, determined as hereinafter provided for
the year in which the injury ocurred and

(b) Adjusted to the nearest dollar -� M �For the purpose of this subsection the "average weekly wage"
means the average weekly wage paid by employers subject to
the Flonda Unemployment Compensation Law as reported to
the departn!ent for the four calendar quarters ending each
June 30, which average weekly wage shall be determined by the
department on or before November 30 of each year and shall
be used m determmrng the maximum weekly compensation
rate with respect _ to injuries occurring in the calendar year
1mmed1ately followrng. The average weekly wage determined by
the department shall be reported annually to the legislature.
Section 4. Par�graph (a) of subsection (3) of section 440.13,
Flonda Statutes, 1s amended to read:

440.13 Medical services and supplies; penalty for violations;
limitations.-

(3_) (a)_ All _ fees and other charges for such treatment or
service, mc/1ldmg treatment or service at any hospital in non
enier!}rncy cases or nthcr heal/.h care provider, shall be limited
to such charges _ as prevail in the same community for similar
treatment of mJurcd per�ons of like standard of living, and
shall be sub.1cct to rcg-ulat10ns by the division, which shall adopt
schedules of charges for such treatment or services.
Section 5. Subsections (3) and (11) and paragraph (c)
of subsect10n (10) of section 440.15, Florida Statutes, are
amended to read:
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\Tot<' nfter roll cnll:

Yens-32

Yea-Vogt
The bill was ordered engrossed and then enrolled.
The Honorable Lew Brantley, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has passed with amendmentsBy Senator Gallen-

-and requests the concurrence of the Senate.
Allen Morris, Clerk

Peterson
Poston
Renick
Sayler
Scarborough
Skinner
Spicola
Thomas. Jon

Myers

Wilson

Vote after roll call:
Yea to Nay-Holloway
Senator Gallen moved that the Senate reconsider the Yote b,
which CS for SB 970 passed on May 18.
The motion was placed on the calendar for consideration
May 25.

Section 1.
read:

Senator Trask presiding

Section 823.13, Florida Statutes, is created to

Thomas, Pat
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-3

SPECIAL ORDER

823.13 Places where obscene materials are illegally kept, sold,
or used, declared a public nuisance; drive-in theaters, films
visible from public streets or public places.-

SB 915 was taken up and on motion by Senator Don
Childers-

(1) Any store, shop, warehouse, building, vehicle, ship, boat,
vessel, aircraft, or any place whatever, which is visited by per
sons for the purpose of unlawfully purchasing or viewing any
obscene material or performance as described in chapter 847, or
which is used for the illegal keeping, selling, or delivering- of
the same, shall be deemed a public nuisance. No person shall
keep or maintain such public nuisance or aid and abet another
in keeping or maintaining such public nuisance.

CS for HB 30i-A bill to be entitled An act relating to con
dominiums; adding new paragraphs to s. 718.112(2), Florida
Statutes, and amending- subsection (3), pro\·iding that condo
minium association bylaws must require that all officers of
certain associations shall be bonded and that the association
shall bear the cost of bonding; requiring that such bylaWI
include proposed annual budget information: amending- s. 718.111(1), Flordia Statutes, and adding subsections (11), (12) and
(13) thereto, exempting certain associations from the require
ment of being incorporated; providing that notwithstandinf ·
an,• provision in chapter 718, Florida Statutes, an association :"
under certain conditions may operate a group of residential
condominiums as though they were a single condominium for
purposes of financial matters and that common expenses for ·
a group of residential condominiums operated by a single u- .
sociation may be assessed against all unit owners; requirilll ·
that certain amendments to a declaration of condominium be
by secret ballot; authorizing condominium associations to pur
chase land and/or recreation leases; amending s. 718.203(6),··
Florida Statutes, providing that an insured warranty P;O�
of no less than 10 vears duration which covers a res1drnu,u,
condominium shall remain in effect for the remainini; portiGa,
of said JO year period; providing that the insuring co11;rany 19
required to meet any obligations of this section; pro,,dmr
effective date.

Section 3.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1978.

Senator Gallen moved the following amendment to House
Amendment 1 which was adopted:
2.

\.

r.orman
Graham
Hair
Henderson
Holloway
,Johnston
Lewis
MacKay

Amendment 1-On page 1, line 11, strike everything after
the enacting clause and insert:

(2) It shall be unlawful and is hereby declared a public
nuisance for any ticket seller, ticket taker, usher, motion picture
projection machine operator, manag-er, owner, or any other
person connected with or employed by any drive-in theater in
the state to knowingly exhibit, or aid or assist in exhibiting
any motion picture, slide, or other exhibit which depicts nudity
which is harmful to minors as described in chapter 847.013, if
such motion picture, slide, or other exhibit is visible from any
public street or public place, other than that place intended for
the showing of such motion pictures, slides or other exhibits.

I!

Mr. President
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Firestone
Glisson

Gordon

SB 186-A bill to be entitled An act relating to public
nuisances: amending s. 823.10, Florida Statutes, to provide that
any place where obscene materials or performances are ille
gall�· used, viewed. sold or delivered is a public nuisance;
providing an effective date.

I"
I,

May 24, 19i8

Amendment IA-On page 1, line 14, strike "3." and insert:

Amendment 2-On page 1, lines 1-7, strike all of said lines
and insert: A bill to be entitled An act relating to public nuis
ances; creating s. 823.13, Florida Statutes, to provide that any
place where unlawful obscene materials or performances are
illeg-ally used, viewed, sold or delivered is a public nuisance;
prohibiting drive-in theaters from exhibiting- material harmful
to minors when visible from a public street or public place;
providing an effective date.
On motion by Senator Gallen, the Senate concurred in House
Amendment 1 as amended and the House was requested to
concur.
On motion by Senator Gallen, the Senate concurred in House
Amendment 2.
SB 186 passed as amended and the action of the Senate was
certified to the House. The vote on passage was:

-a companion measure, was substituted for SB 915
the second time by title.
On motion by Senator Don Childers, further
CS for HB 307 was deferred.
By the Committee on Commerce and Senators McClain,
Kay and ZinkilCS for SB 636-A bill to be entitled An act relating to
men's compensation; amending s. 440.02(1) (b), (9
Statutes; changing the definitions of "employmen .
with three or more employees and "disability" to requt19
cal impairment and to include diminution of wa
pacitr: amending s. 440.11(1), Florida Statutes�
th
the exclusiveness of liabilitv to fellow employees
exceptions; amending s. 440.12(2), Florida Statutesih
that the average weekly wage shall be adjusted to . e
dollar; amending s. 440.13(3) (a), Florida Statutei,!, li
that fees or charges for hospital treatment mnY . a
d
rule; amending s. 440.15(3), (l0)(c), (11), Flor!.
changing provisions for permanent partial disabihtf -....
1

f:.
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for any period during which the employee willfully fails
or refuses to authorize the release of information in the man
ner and within the time prescribed by said rules. The authority
for release of disability and brnefits information granted by
an employee under this paragraph shall be effective for a
period not to exceed 12 months, such authority to be renewable
as the division may prescribe by rule.

(11) EMPLOYEE ELIGIBLE FOR BENEFITS UNDER
'I'HIS CHAPTER WHO HAS RECEIVED UNEJ\!PLOYJ\IENT
COMPENSATION.-Weekly compensation benefits payable
und er this chapter for temporary total disability or permn11cnt
total riiw/Jility resulting from injuries to an employee who
i.< rcceivi11,q or has received unemplo;-ment compensation under
chapter 443, or under the unemployment compensation law
of any other state. for any week with respect to which weekly
compensation benefits are pa,·able under this chapter for
temporary total disability or permanent total disability, shall
be reduced by the amount of unemployment compensation re
ceived.

Section 6. Subsection (2), (4), and (9) of section 440.185,
Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

440.185 Notice of injury or death; reports; penalties for
violations.-

(2) Within 7 }LI da,•s of actual knowledge of injury or
death, the employer shall report same to the carrier by letter
or on a form prescribed by the division, providing the following
information:
(a)

The name, address, and business of the employer;

(c)

The cause and nature of the injury or death;

(e)

Such other information as the division may require.

(b) The name, social security number, street, mailing ad
dress, and occupation of the employee;
(d) The year, month, day, and hour when, and the particu
lar locality where, the injury or death occurred; and
(4) The carrier of a self-insured employer shall, within
10 days of receipt of the form reporting the injury, or of
knowledge of the injury if the employer is self-insured, mail
the form or a letter containing the information required by
subsection (2) to the division at its address in Tallahassee.
However, the division may by rule provide for a different re
porting system for those t,·pes of injuries it determines should
be reported in a different manner. Within 24 hours after re
uipt. of the report of injury from the carrier or self-i11sured
=1>loyer, the division shall nof.ify the in.,i11red emplo11ee by
appro,,,.inte written notice advising him of his rights, rrmedies
and rcs,,on.<ibilitie.s 1<11de,- the a.ct. The lilorkman's Compen
ration Advi.sory Council shall annually review the means
0! !aid notification and shall recommend to the division ap
proprin te changes.
(9) � emJll8:•ep OP ea� ,,,.'il& � &P � te �
� � �Ir, fH' � J'ef!MiPeB � � � �
..... � to a ei""H �� "9t te � � w � �
� � � �er, Any employer who fails to notify
lh_e carrier of the injury on the prescribed form or by letter
thin the i }LI da,rs required in subsection (2) shall be liable
dor a tlH! ch·il penalt\·, 11ot tn exceed $:!no which shall be paid
"�ctlu to the cmploi1ee
the employer and not the carrier.
F 1lure by the employer bymeet
its obligations under subsection
to
�
(2 8 hall ,not relieve the carrier from liability for the civil
�
_ 1 ty if it fails to comply with subsections (4) and (5).

1

""'

51tion 7. Subsections (5) and (10) of section 440.20, Fiortatutes, are amended and subsection ( 14) is added to
d. �ction to read:

«0.20 Payment of compensation..
-( !) If �ny installment of compensation payable without
war:d 1s not paid within 14 davs after it becomes due,
�v_ided in subsection (2), there shall be added to such
lch hstallment an amount equal to 20 +Q percent thereof,
all be
at the same time as, but in addition to,
'-di Insst:ilJmentpaid
of compensation, unless notice is filed under
..'-'ct n
i
(4)
o
,
or
unless such nonpavment results from con�.
over which the employer or · carrier had no control.
a ny .installment of compensation payable without an
has �ot been paid within 14 days after it became due
'the claimant
concludes the prosecution of the claim before
" :: :
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a judge without having specifically claimed additional com
pensation in the nature of a penalty under this section, he will
be deemed to have acknowledged that, owing to conditions
over which the employer or carrier had no control, such install
ment could not be paid within the period prescribed for pay
ment and to have waived his right to claim such penalty.
However, during the course of a hearing, the judge on his own
motion may raise the question of whether such penalty should
be awarded or excused. If no claim for such penalty is presented
and the judge does not raise the question on his own motion
durini:- the hearing, no penalty will be awarded, and it will be
deemed that the judi:-e has excused such delay in payment of
compensation pursuant to this section. The division may assess
without a hearing the above-mentioned 20 � percent addi
tional payment against either the employer or the insurance
carrier, depending upon who was at fault in causing the delay.
However, if an,· party requests a hearing within 20 days of the
assessment, such hearing shall be conducted before a judge of
industrial claims in accordance with s. 440.25. The insurance
policy cannot pro"ide that this sum will be paid by the carrier
if the division or the judge of industrial claims determines
that the 20 -1� percent additional payment should be made
by the employer rather than the carrier. Any additional in
stallment of compc11sation paid by the carrier pursuant to
this section shall be paid directly to the emplouee.
( 10) Upon the application of any party in interest and after
giving due consideration to the interests of all interested
parties, if a judge of industrial claims finds that it is for
the best interests of the person entitled to compensation, said
judge of industrial claims ma,· enter a compensation order
re<7uiring that the liability of the employer for compensation
shall be discharged by the payment of a lump sum equal to
the present value of all future payments of compensation,
computed at 4 percent true discount compounded annually,
or requiring that the employer make advance payment of a
part of the compensation for which said employer is liable
by the payment of a lump sum equal to the present value
of such part of the compensation computed at 4 percent
true discount compounded annually. Upon joint petition of
all interested parties and after giving due consideration
to the interests of all interested parties, if a judge of industrial
claims finds that it is for the best interests of the person
entitled to compensation, such judge of industrial claims
may enter a compensation order approving and authorizing
the discharge of the liability of the employer for � com
pensation -.,a �-tttt t.Pee� � QM �- by the
pay1nent of a lump sum e<7ual to the present value of all
future pa,·ments for � compensation QM -4ial tPeatment1
e&PC; &1Hl ��-; and a compensation order so entered
upon joint petition of all interested parties shall not be subject
to modification or review under s. 440.28. Provided, however,
that. nothing in this s11b.<ection shall be construed to mean
tha.t. a judge of industrial claims is required to approve any
award for lump sum payment when it is determined by the
,iudge of industrial claims that the paument being made is
in c�·cess of the amount of compensation the claimant would
be entitled to under the law. The judge shall make or cause
to be made such investigations as he or she considers necessary,
in each case in which the parties have stipulated that a
proposed final settlement of all liability of the employer shall
not be subject to modification or review under s. 440.28, to
determine whet.her such final disposition will definitely aid the
rehabilitation of the injured worker or otherwise is clear];, for
the best interests of the person entitled to compensation,
and in his discretion may have an investigation made by the
Rehabilitation Section of the Bureau of Workmen's Compen
sation. The joint petition and the report of any investigation
so made will be deemed a part of the proceeding. A judge, in
his discretion, may hear testimony relating to a proposed
stipulation for settlement under this subsection without having
in hand the bureau file; however, he shall in no event enter
an order thereon without first having reviewed the bureau
file. Jl l hen the claimant is represente·d by counsel or when
t.he claimant and carrier or employer is represented by
counsel, _final approval of the lump /!Um settlement a.greement
as provided (or in the joint stipulation, Rhall be deemed to be
approved 11Jitho11.t a hearing unless the jndge det.ermincs, at
his discretion, that additional te.<timnny is needed before the
case con be settled a.nd so notifies the parties ,vitl1in 15 dn11s
o_fter _fi/inp of so.id joint stipiLla.tion. The probability of the
death of the injured employee or other person entitled to
compensation before the expiration of the period during which
such person is entitled to compensation shall, in the absence
of special circumstances making such course improper, be
determined in accordance with the mo�t recent United States
Life Tables published by the National Office of Vital Statistics
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440.15 Compensation for disability.-Compensation for dis
abilit_v Rhall be paid to the employee, subject to the limits pro
vided in s. 440.12(2), as follows:
(3) PERMANENT PARTIAL DISABILITY:-In case of
disability partial in character but permanent in quality, the
compensation shall, in addition to that provided by subsection
(2), be�� &f � � � � fHttl �
be paid to the employees as � provided in paragraphs
(a) and (b) of this .rnb.�eciion.
(a)

lFhen a bodily disability rating is in excess of:

1. Sixt!f-nine percent of the bod11 as a whole but less than
J()() vn·cent, the compensation shall be 100 percent of the in
j11red employee's a1•cragc weekly wa{le for such number of
weeks a.s the inju,·ed employee's percentage of disabi.lity is of
/,50 weeks;
" Fifty-nine percent of the body a.s a whole but less than
70 percent, the compensation shall be 80 percent of the in
j11red employee's a.verage weekly wage for such number of
weeks as the injured employee's percentage of disability is of
400 weeks;
3. Fo,·ty-nine percent of the body as a whole but less than
GO pe1·cent, the comprnsation shall be 60 percent of the injured
employee's avera.ac weekly wa,ae for such number of weeks as
the inj11rcd employee's percenta.ae of disability is of 400 weeks;
4. Thirty-nine percent of the bod11 as a whole but less
than 50 percent, the compensa.tion shall be GO percent of the
injnrcd employee's average weekly wage for such number of
weeks as the injured employee's percentage of disabi.lity is of
350 wee/cs;
5. Twenty-nine percent of the body as a whole but less
than 40 percent, the compensation shall be GO percent of the
injured employee's average weekly wa.ge for such number of
weeks as the injured employee's percentage of disability is of
300 wee/cs;
G. Nineteen percent of the body as a whole but less than
30 pcrcrnt, the compensation shall be 60 percent of the injured
emplo11ee's average weekly wage for such number of weeks as
the injured employee's percentage of disability is of !JOO weeks;
7. Zero percent of the body as a whole but less than 20
percent, the compensation shall be 60 percent of the injured
employee's average weekly wage for such number of weeks as
the injured employee's percentage of disability is of 100 weeks.
W Mm��� eemreHsotioH,
W

� � � � eem13eHeRtieH,

W �� ffl!'&, -H-4 -weelffl' eempeHeetieH,
fd+ � � ++& � eem13eHsotieH.
+e1- � � � weeJ..s! eempeHeatieH.
-fB �mb l&f"t; � � t'9FAJ1eneotieH,
fg+ ¥+Pet ftttgeF � U �• eem13eHeotieH,
W ½ffftt tee� ;;-9 weeJH-! eem13eH□otieH.
fi+ � fi-R.g-ep � :W weeJ..s! ee,n13eHcetieH.
f:i+ � � � a{) � eemfleHeetieH.
fl-+ � � t,1,-Q-R � tee loot; ,W � eeHlfleHsotieH,
+4 �� � � -ffl � eomfleHeotieH.
fm} � &f. lieoPiH�! GempeRBRtieH f&i, l-906 &f �
&f. - ea+. 4G wee!T;;. Gem11eHsol,ieH HH' +aee &f � ff
�fie&!'&;��

W P�-. f:em!'eneatieH w +eeF &f. - t.li!IB &M
t"t�-e 9-f & d� e4e-i. be t.li-e - M Ml' +&l'e &f. � �
� Go�t+&f½ f-fl-1' +aee ff tltt! fH-et fllioloH�e eh&+l be
0i½Htel-f ef. � eempeHeatieR � � +aee &f � efl-ttt,e d+git.

w
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A-ffi� - 6-1' l-eg-+ ��t-Hffi
!H'm Si'
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(b )W �e¥ eaeee-+ In a-!+ � any cases in this class
of disability in which the in.inrrd employee claims a wr,_uc
earning loss, the compensation shall be GO percent of the in
jured emplo�·ee's averag-e weekly wage for such number 0f
weeks as the injured employee's percentage of disability is of
350 weeks with the c11111lo11cr or carrier receiriHg credit ror
any 1w11111e11ts of co11111ensation made under paragraph (o);
proYided, however, that for the purpose of this paragraph
"disability" means ei-t.flt'F �H!&+ �&H'ffieRt 6-1' d-+m�
&f wage-earning loss �r, "'hl,4>e-vtt ¥.! �- I-lo Kever, 110
claims for a 1cage-earni11g loss shall be made 1rnt.il aftei· the
date of tire last )'ermanent partial di.sability 7ia11ment based
on tire bodil11 disability rating. In determining a wage-earning
loss, the industrial claims judge shall consider the injHrcd
worker's 7,hysical condition and inability to obtain a tyl'c
of work which he can do in <. ofar as affected by the inJ11r11,
wages actually being earned after the injury, and c1·idencc
of realistic work search. If the industrial claims j11d,qe rnn/,cs
an award based on a wage-earni11g loss, he shall mnkr.
specific 1ori:ttc11 findings of _fact in the record based on roch
oi the above criteria, setting forth the justifica.tion of an11
award based 011 a wa_qe-earni11g loss.
(c) When a disabled worker reaches maximum medical
improveme11t and 1·eceivcs a bodily disnbilit11 ra.ting from the
authori=ed treating ph11sician, the carrier, notwith.�tanding the
provisions of s. 44().J.9(1)(a), within 21 days after the date
of the last permanent vartial disability payment based on
the bodily disability roting as provided in panr,qraph (a)
or after the date a claim is made for a wage-earning los«,
whichever is la.ter in time, shall accept a wa,qe-earning los«
if such 1vagc-car,ring loss is ,qrcatc,· than the disabilitv
rating.
(d) The division shall adopt rules for determinin,a tlte
existence and degree of permanent bodily disability rntirrfl«.
Such r11les shall be in accordance ,!'ith g11idclines for ..,1,_r.li
determination established by the American
. Medical A.<socrat1ot1
as revi<ed from time t.o time, 1cherc s11ch guidelines arc ap
plicable. A11y evaluation or finding as to tire e:ristcnce 111'
deg,·ec of such bodi/11 disability rati11,q made for the purpos e•
of this chapter shall be made in accordance with such rulei.

(10) EMPLOYEE ELIGIBLE FOR BENEFITS UKDE R
THIS CHAPTER AND FEDERAL OLD-AGE, SUJffl\'ORS,
AND DISABILITY INSURANCE ACT.(c) No disability compensation benefits payable for anT
week, including those benefits proYided by parag-raph (l)(��
shall be reduced pursuant to this subsection until th� SOCl
Security Administration determines the amount otherwise
able to the employee and his or he1· dependents unde �
i
U.S.C. s. 423 and s. 402 and the employee has beg-un rece�
such social security benefit payments. The empl oyee rri.r"
upon demand b�· the division. the emplo�•er, or the ca �
authorize the Social Securit\· Administration to release
ability information relating to him, mid authorize the D• �
;,t/1
of Employment Security to release unemployment r.om{'e".at ..,
information relatinp to him, in accordance with ru J8 to
promulgated by the division prescribing the proce ure1
manner for requesting the authorization and for cor�
by the employee. ]\either the di,·ision nor the emP f
carrier shall make any payment of benefits for total d sa1) (
or those additional benefits provided by para gr a pb (

pa.Ii
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or employee of an11 such hospital, shall lcnowingly and willfnlly
allow the use o_f the facilities of BUch hospital by an insured
party in a scheme or conspiracy to fraudulently violate any of
the provisions of this chapter. Any hospital administrator or
employee who violates thi.� subparagraph is guilty of a felony
of the third degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.08�. B.
iiS.08.1, or s. 7i5.084. An11 adjudication of guilt for a viola
tion of this rnbparngraph, or the use of business practices
demonstrating a pattern indicating that the spirit o_f the law
set forth in this act is not being followed, shall be grounds for
,nispension or revocation of the license to operate the hospital
or the impo.,ition of an administrative penalty of up to $5,000
b11 the licensing agency as set forth in chapter 395.
(c) Any person damaged as a result of a violation of any
JJ>'nvi.,ion oj this subsection where there has been a criminal
adjndication of guilt shall have a cause of action to recover
compensatory damages, plus all reasonable investigation and
liti_qation expenses including attorneys' fees at the trial and ap
pellate courts.

shall not be required to pay that portion of
player or carrier ble
to work performed after tho claimant's
the /ee attributa
fa ilu.re to accept the offer.
(5) Any person:
(a) Who receives any fees or other consideration or any
gratuity on account of_ services so rendered, unless such con
side ration or gratmty 1s approved by the Judge of mdustnal
daims, the commission, or such court; or
(b) Who makes it a business to solicit employment for a
lawyer or for himself or herself in respect of any claim or
award for compensation,
shall be guilty of a felony of the third degree misdemeaReP ef
t,1.e � �. punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s.
775.083, or s. 775.084.
Section 11. Section 440.37, Florida Statutes, is amended
to read:
440.37 Misrepresentation; fraudulent activities; penalties

�--

(d) For the purposes of this subsection, the term "state
ment" incfodes, but is not limited to, a.ny notice, statement, proof
of injury, bill for services, diagnosis, prescription, hospital or
r/or,fn;· rcco1·d.,, x-rrry, test result, or other evidence of loss, in.
jury, or expense.

( J) ( a) Any person who willfully makes any false or mis
leading statement or representation for the purpose of ob
taining or denying any benefit or payment under this chapter;
t;'H-H-½' <» a. misdemeaRSP � t4e ftt.e.t � �
or �
&hl,; "" rre··ided i-ft s-, � e, � &P e, �

ee

( e) The provisions of this subsection shall also apply as
to any employer insurer, adjusting firm, or agent or repre
sentative thereof who intentionally injures, defrauds, or de
ceives any clnima nt with regard to any claim. Snch claimant
shall have the right to recover the damages provided in this
su/1section.

(b) Who presents or causes to be presented any written or
oral slate111ent as part of, or in snpport of, a claim for payment
or othe,· benefit p1trsuant to any provision of chapter 440,
k1101ci11g that snch statement contains any false or misleading
iniormation co11cerning any fact or thing material to such
claim; or
(c) IV ho prepares or makes any written or oral statement
that is intended to be presented to any employer, insurance
company, or self insured program in connection with, or in
support of, any claim for payment or other benefit pursuant to
any provision of chapter 440, knowing that such statement
contains any false or misleading information concerning any
fact or thing -materirrl to wch claim; shall be guilty of a felony
ui 1/ic third degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, B.
7:5.118-l, 01· s. 775.084.

(2)(a) All claims forms as provided for in this chapter
shall co11tain a notice that clearly states in substance the fol
lowi11_q: "Any person who, knowingly and with intent to injure,
deJ rand, or deceive any employer or employee, insurance com
P(t'"'· or self insured program, files a statement of claim con
taming any false or misleading information is guilty of third
dcgl'Ce felony."
. (Ii) I. Any pi, ysician licensed under chapter 458, osteopath
l1crnscd under chapter 459, chiropractor licensed under chap
t,•r -16 11, or any other practitioner licensed under the laws of
ti,,,, state who knowingly and willfully assists, conspires with,
or nrqcs any insured party to fraudulently violate any of the
1>roJl·1sio11s OJ this chapter, or any person who, due to such aB
·"·''1'"11·1·, conspiracy, or urging by said physieian, osteopath,
c_h I ro proctor, or practitioner, knowingly and willfully bene
J its Jnnn t./1e proceeds derived from the use of such fraud,
1.8 :;iulty of a. felony of the third degree, pnnishable as provided
" ·'· 7,.,.08.!, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084. In the event that a
I' ;1.'1-"1 r11111, osteopath, chiropractor, or other practitioner is ad
!'."'1•·u/,•,/ guilty of a violation of this subparagraph, the State
,,,.,l u 1 ,\[,•,/ical Exn mi11ers as set forth in chapter 458, the
.\/''1•· n,,nrcl of Osteopath Medical Examiners as set forth in
c " 1 l>I,.,- 4,5.9, or the Florida State Board of Chiropractic Ex
,,,,, • ., • .,._, 1 1.s .,et
forth in chapter 460, or oti,er approprinte li
"U unthority, whichever fa appropriate, shall hold an ad
c,·"·'.
,,,,,,,'.,/r
rrtive heuring to consider the imposition of admin
".1 r,, 1 ,,.,•.,a 11ct
ions as provided by law against said physician,
,,.,,, "l"11h, chiroprnctor, or other practitioner.
-· .·1 ny attorney who knowingly and willfully assists, con:
'1''"1
·' ,,.,tt,. or urges ctny claimant to fraudnlently violate amJ
� .: ,,. ))r0uis
ions of this chapter, or any person who, due to
1
/'.'
. :r:-;.�u-:tan.r.c, conspiracy, or urging on. such attorney',q part,
,,,, 11'!11
!! and willfully 1,enefit., from the proceeds derived
}'
»se nf such fraud, fa guilty of a felony of the third
;'r
/
,t:
-- '• 1!><>1ts hable as provided ·in s. 775.082 ' s• 775• 083 J or s
,
' ' ,I.I/,\'-�•

L ..

I

'."'·

•

1

.\' n {lrrson or governmental unit licensed under chapter
nwintain o,· operate a hospital, and no administrator

"
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( f) It is unlawful for any attorney or other person, in his
individual capacity or in his capacity as a public ar private
employee, or for any firm, corporation, partnership, or as
sociation to unlawfully solicit any bWliness in and about
cit,, or county hospitals, conrts, or any public institution or
public place, in and about private hospitals or sanitariums,
or in and about any private institution or upon private prop
erty of any character whatsoever for the purpose of making
wo1·/cmen's compensation claims. Any person who violates the
provisions of this paragraph is guilty of a felony of the third
degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
775.084. Whenever a.n y circuit or special grievance committee
a.cling under the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court finds
probable cause to believe that an attorney is guilty of a
violation of thi.� section., such committee shall forward to the
appropriate state attorney a copy of the findings of probable
cause and a copy of the report being filed in the matter:
Section 12.
read:

Section 440.442, Florida Statutes, is created to

440.442 Code of conduct.-Industrial relations commissioners
and judg-es of industrial claims �hall obsen·e and abide by the
code of judicial conduct adopted by the Supreme Court as of
the effective date of this act as well as all amendments thereto
that are hereafter adopted by the court. Any material violation
of a cannon of the code of judicial conduct shall constitute
ei thcr malfeasance or misfeasance in office and shall be grounds
for suspension and removal of such commissioner or judge
pursuant to the provisions of s. 7, Art. IV of the State Consti
tution, and all general laws implementing that provision.
Section 13. Subsection (1) of section 440.45, Florida Stat
tutes, is amended to read:
440.45 Judges of industrial claims.(1) The Governor shall appoint as many full-time judges
of industrial claims as may be necessary to effectually perform
the duties prescribed for them under this chapter. The Gov
ernor shall initially appoint a judae from a list of at least
3 pei·sons nominnteri by the appellate district judiC1"al nominat
in_q r:ommission for the appellate district in which the judge
will principally condnct hearings. No person shall be nominated
or appointed as a full-time judge of industrial claims who hns
not had 3 years' experience in the practice of law in this state;
and no judge of industrial claims during a term of office shall
engag-e in the private practice of law. The Governor may ap
point any former judge of industrial claims to serve as a judge
of industrial claims pro hac vice to complete the proceedings
on any claim with respect to which the judge hnd heard testi
mony and which remained pending at the time of the expiration
of the judge's term of office. However, no former judge of in-
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of the United States Department of Health, Education, and
Weliare. The probability of the happening of any other con
ting-cncy affecting the amount or duration of the compensation,
except the possibility of the remarriage of a surviving spouse,
shall be disregarded. As a condition of approving a lump sum
payment to a surviving spouse, the judge of industrial claims
in the judge's discretion may require security which will in
sure that, in the event of the remarriage of such surviving
spouse, any unaccrued future payments so paid may be re
covered or recouped by the employer or carrier. Such applica
tions shall be considered and determined in accordance with
ss. 440.25 and 440.27 and the workmen's compensation rules of
procedure prescribed by the commission and adopted by the
Supreme Court. Whenever a cla.im is to be �ettlcd undrr
this Rection. the carrier shall notify the emrloJJer and the
rm.7,ln11cr 1na11, at the emplo11cr's c:rpcn�e, employ an attorney
t.o rq,rescnt the interest of thr emplouer before nny claim
mn11 lie approved and paid 1mder this section.
(14)

U.'MP-SUM PAYMENTS; LIMITATIONS.-

(a.) L11mp-s11m payments in. exchange for a release of the
carrier's linbilit11 for c01>1JJe11 .satinn other than _for medical
ex11enses shall be allo1t"ed only under special circ11mstances
when the claimant can demonstrate if is to be in his or her
best interests.
(b) In no case shall a l11m71-s11m pa11111ent in e:rchange
for the release of a carrier's liability for future medical
e:rpenses be allowed.
Section 8. Paragraph (b) of subsection (3) of section 440.25,
Florida Statutes, is amended and paragraph (d) is added to
said subsection to read:
440.25

Procedure in respect to claims.

(3)
(b) The hearing shall be held in the county where the
injury occurred, if the same occurred in this state, unless
otherwise agreed to between the parties and authorized br the
judge of industrial claims in the county where the injury
occurred. If the in.iury occurred without the state, anrl is
one for which compensation is payable under this chapter, then
the hearing above referred to may be held in the county of the
employer's resirlence or place of business, or in any other
countv of the state which will at the time of forwarding the
file for hearing, in the discretion of the division, be the
most convenient for a hearing. Subsequent to the forwarding
of the file to such county, the parties and the judge may
agree to transfer such file to a county that is deemed most
convenient for a hearing. The hearing shall be conducted by a
judge of industrial claims. who shall within 30 days, unless
otherwise agreed to by the parties, after such hearing de
termine the dispute in a summary manner. At such hearing
the claimant and employer may each present evidence in re
spect of such claim and may be represented by any attorney
authorized in writing for such purpose. When there is a
conflict in the medical evidence submitted at the hearing the
judge of industrial claims may design ate a disinterested doctor
to submit a report or to testify in the proceeding, after
such doctor has reviewed the medical reports and evidence,
examined the claimant, or otherwise made such investigation
as appropriate. The report or testimony of any doctor so
designated by the judge of industrial claims shall be made a
part of the record of the proceeding and shall be given the
�ame consideration by the judge of industrial claims as is
accorded other medical evidence submitted in the proceed
ing: and all costs incurred in connection with such examination
and testimony may be assessed as costs in the proceeding,
subject to the provisions of s. 440.13(3) (a). No judge of in
dustrial claims shall either make a finding of, or award
compensation for, a. disability jor physical impairment that
is .Qreatcr in character or in qnalit11 than the greatest dis
abilit11 testified to b11 an11 examining or treating physician.
(d) Each judge of industrial claims and each commis
sioner of the Industrial Relations Commission is herrb11 re
quired to submit a special re7>0rt to the Bureau of Workmen's
Com))en.sation in each conte.sted workmen's compensntion case
in which the crrne i.s not determined within 30 da1JR of hearing
or within 180 da11s of _filing of a.n applicat.ion for review. Said
form shall be provided bu the bureau and shall contain the
name of the judge of ind11Rtrial claims, the commissioners and
thr. attorne11s involved and a brief explanation of the .iud,qe of
induRtrial claims or the industrial relations commissioner aR
to �he reason for rnch a delay in issuing its final order.
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The llnrea1.1. of fforlcmcn's Compensation shall compile theBc
special report.s into an. a.n111wl public report to the Governor
thr. Sr.creiar11 n_f Cnmmrrrc, f/,r, Lrgi.slat11re, t.he Florida Ba,-'
and the judicial nominating commission.
Section 9. Subsection (3) of section 440.29, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:

440.29 Procedure before the commission or judges of in
dustrial claims.(3)

The practice and procedure before the commission �
f+f ttHl� e-la� shall be governed by rule�
adopted by the Supreme Court. The practice and proccd11rr,
i11rl11di11g b11t 11nt limited to administrative procedure,, and
hcari11_q proced,,res be.fore the jud.Qes of industrial claims
shall be governed by rules promulgated by the division. This
)Jrovision shall 11ot lie cm1str11rd tn mean that there can be a11 11
interference with a .i11dgc of industrial claims' independ r,it
decision as tn the subjcrt. nrnttcr of any ca.se /1eforc him, or
_ industrial claims.
as to a1111 nrlin_r, to /,r made Int the _ i1,d_qe of
Thi.s pro1·isin11 is to i11surc thr uniform handli11g of workmr11',s
cnmpc1rnotio11 rlaim.s thro11_qhont the state, and to additional111
inm,re that claimant's cases are disJJc11scd within the shorfcs·r.
time possible.

w �

Section 10. Subsections /1), (3), and (5) of section 440.34,
Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
440.34

Attorney's fees; costs; penalty for violations.-

(1) If the employer or carrier �hall file notice of con
troverny as provided in s. 440.20, shall decline to pay a claim
on or before the 21st clay after they have notice of same,
or shall otherwise resist unsuccessfully the payment of com
pensation, and the claimant shall have employed an attorney
at law in the successful prosecution of the claim, there shall,
in addition to the award for compensation, be awarded a
reasonable attorney's fee of 25 percent of the first 5S.000 of
the amount of the benefits secured, 20 percent of the next
$5,000 of the amount of the benefits secured, and 15 percent
of the remaining amount of the benefits secured, to be de
termined �� by the judge of industrial claims, which
fee may be paid direct to the attorney for the claimant in a
lump sum. OJ snch attorney's fees, 50 percent shall be paid
b11 the emplo11er or cn1-ricr and 50 percent shall be paid by the
cla.imant; however, the emrloyer 01· carrier shall pny all n_f
the attorney's fee if the claimant proves to the judge that the
employer or carrier handled his claim in a, negligent, arbi
trary, or capriciou s. man
. ner, a.nd acted without ))robable cause.
However, the judge of industrial claims shall consider the
following factors in each case and may increase or decrease
the attorney's fee if in his judgment the circumstances of
the particular case warrant such action:
(a) The time and labor required, the novelty ancl diffi
cultr of the questions involved, and the skill requisite to
perform the legal service properly.

(b) The likelihood, if apparent to the claimant, that the
acceptance of the particular emplo:,,ment will preclude employ
ment of the lawyer by others or cause antagonisms with other
clients.

(c) The fee customarily charged in the locality for similar
legal �ervices.

(d) The amount involved in the controversy and the benefits
resulting to the claimant.
(e) The time limitation imposed by the claimant or the cir
cumstances.
(f) The nature and length of the professional rclation�hlp
with the claimant.
(g) The experience, reputation, and ability of the lawyer r# __
lawyers performing the services.

(h) The contingency or certainty of a fee.
( 3) If any proceedings are had for review of any cla!lllo
award, or . compensation order before a�y �ourt,_ the _court �
allow or increase the attorney's fees, m its d1�cretion. ,,..
.
fees shall be in addition to the compensation paid the_ cliffldl
,_.
and shall be paid as the court may direct. Howev_er, 1f
plo11er or can·frr .serves on the claimant a. writum o ff.-r •f
settlement and such offer is not accepted in writing tioll "·
10 da71s nf such service, and the award for com pnun
less than or equal to the written offer of settlement, W _.,·
·.

..,.t1•'."
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vnlidity shall not affect other prov1s1ons or applications of
the act which can be given effect without the invalid pro
vision or application, and to this end the provisions of this
net are declared severable.
Section 19.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1978.

Senator Dunn moved the following amendment to Amendment
l which failed:

Amendment lA-On page 4, lines 16-18, page 6, lines 1-33
pnge 7, lines 1-14 reinstate stricken language and on page 4,
lines 20-27 page 5, lines 1-22 delete underscored language
The President presiding
Senators Williamson and Ware offered the following amend
ment to Amendment 1 which was moved by Senator Williamson
and adopted:
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bers of the public. The committees so designated or appointed
shall prepare recommendations and present them to their re
spective houses on the day the 1979 session convenes. In recog
nition of the seriousness of the existing problems in the system
and the urgent need for major reform, the second phase of the
revision effort shall be assii;med a high priority and considered
by the legislature in the early days of the 1979 regular session.
Section 440.15 is repealed as of July 1, 1979.

Section 20. This act shall take effect July 1, 1978, and shall
apply to all claims arising after July 1, 1978.
Senator Holloway moved the following amendment to Amend
ment 1 which was adopted:

Amendment lG-On page 31, between lines 15 and 16 insert:
Section 18. Present subsection ( 4) of section 627.091, Florida
Statutes, is renumbered as subsection (5), and a new subsection
( 4) is added to said section to read:

Amendment lB--On page 7, line 9, reinsert deleted language
on lines 9 through 14.

627.091 Rate filings; workmen's compensation and employ
er's liability insurance.-

Senators Johnston, Scarborough, Ware and Dunn offered the
following amendment to Amendment 1 which was moved by
Senator Johnston and failed:

Section 19. Subsection (1) of section 627.151, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:

Reletter subsequent subsections.

Amendment lC-On page 18, lines 8-25, strike all of said lines
Senators Dunn and Scott offered the following amendment to
Amendment l which was moved by Senator Dunn:
Amendment lD-On page 19, lines 12-17, strike all under
scored language and insert: Notwithstanding any other pro
visions of this chapter, attorneys fees shall be awarded to the
prerniling party, and the jud_ge of industrial claims shall de
termine which party is the prevailing party.
Sen:itor Scott moved the following substitute amendment for
Amendment lD which failed:

.\mendmcnt l for Amendment lD-On page 19, lines 12-17,
strike all of lines 12 through 17 inclusive and insert: lump sum.
Amendment 1D failed.

Scn:itor Firestone moved the following amendment to Amend
ment I which was adopted:

.\mendmcnt lE-On page 30, line 22, insert: Section . A new
scctiun is created to read: Any insuror or insurance holding
company or a subsidiary of either which offers to secure employ
ment or help, or gives information as to where employment or
help may be secured and performs such acts exclusively in con
Ju11,·tion with its efforts to rehabilitate injured or disabled
ind" iduals shall be exempt from the provisions of chapter 449,
Florida Statutes, relating to private employment agencies.
On motion by Senator Ware, the Senate reconsidered the vote
by which Amendment lC failed. Amendment lC was adopted.
;;"nators lllacKay and Zinkil offered the following amend
ni•·nt lo Amendment 1 which was moved by Senator MacKay and
adopt e<l:
. \nwndmcnt lF-On page 30, strike line 22 and insert:
�;'<'t,'.,n IU. The foregoing sections represent_ the first phase
n, "<led reform of the workmen's compensat10n law. Further
''''"nn. which will involve the replacement or revision of that
P:ir-t "f th e law which provides compensation and other assist
"
;"( for workers with a compensable, permanent partial dis
: " lty, should be undertaken at such time as the proposals for
;.�;-h revision have been refined and data :is to cost and otr.er
orr'.'•·ts h�\·e heen fully developed. Accordingly, the presiding
Ii i,·,ir n{ each house of the leg-islaturc shall, at the org-aniz::i1;',"". session in November 1978, desig-nate a standing- commitsubstance, or appoint a select_ committee, to receive re
1,11'rt�t· rceo mmcn
_
dat1ons and supportrng cost data from state
ofr·:
1' •·r�
and others with experience in the workmen's compen
•nt
system who have prepared reliable data as to the effects
of ;';''
10 Proposals on injured workers, employers and other mcm-

(4) The basis of premium included for rate-making pur
poses shall be a maxi-mum of $200 per person per week.

627.151 Basis of approval or disapproval of workmen's com
pensation or employer's liability insurances filing; scope of
disapproval power.-

( 1) In determining at any time whether to approve or
disapprove a filing as to workmen's compensation or employer's
liability insurances, or to permit the filing otherwise to become
effective, the department shall give consideration only to the
applicable standards and factors referred to in ss. 627.062, �
627.072, and 627.091 (4).
[Renumber subsequent sections]

Amendment 1 as amended was adopted.
Senators McClain and MacKay offered the following amend
ment which was moved by Senator McClain and adopted:

Amendment 2-In title, on page 1, lines 6, 7 and 8 strike:
"physical impairment and to include diminution of wage-earning
capacity;" and insert: bodily disability rating and wage-earning
loss; on page 2, between lines 23 and 24, insert: specifying
that a portion of the attorney's fees are payable by employer
or carrier under certain circumstances;
Senator Firestone moved the following amendment which
was adopted:
Amendment 3-On page 3, line 30 after "severability;" insert:
exempting certain insurers from chapter 449, Florida Statutes;
Senator Holloway moved the following amendment which
was adopted:

Amendment -I-On page 3 in title, line 29, after the semicolon
insert: renumbering s. 627.091(4), Florida Statutes, and adding
a new subsection (4) to said section: providing a maximum
basis of premium included for rate-making purposes; amending
s. 627.151(1), Florida Statutes; providing that such maximum
basis of premium for rate-making purposes shall be given con
sideration by the Department of Insurance in determining
whether to approve or otherwise permit to become effective
a filing as to workmen's compensation or employer's liability
insurance;

Senators McClain and l\IacKay offered the following amend
ment which was moved by Senator McClain and adopted:
Amendment 5-On page 2 in title, strike everything after
the semicolon on line 17 through the semicolon on line 20
On motion by Senator McClain, by two-thirds vote CS for
SB 636 as amended was read the third time by title, passed,
ordered engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on
passage was:
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dustrial claims shall be appointed to serve as a judge of in
d1rntrial claims pro hac vice for a period to exceed 60 suc
cessive days.
Section 14. Subsections (1) and (2) of section 440.49, Flor
ida Statutes, are amended to read:

440.49 Rehabilitation of injured employees; Special Dis
ability Trust Fund.( 1) In cases in which it appears that disability probably will
be permanent, the division shall assist injured employees to
obtain appropriate training, education and employment and
may cooperate with federal and state agencies for vocational
education and with any public or private agency cooperating
with such federal or state agencies in the vocational reha
bilitation of injured employees. The division may, and it is
authorized to, expend moneys from the special fund established
by s. 440.50, for the purpose of assisting such injured employees
to obtain appropriate training, education and employment in
connection with their vocational rehabilitation. Such expendi
tures shall only be made in accordance with rules promulgated
by the division establishing standards for eligibility and types,
duration, and cost of training and educational programs to be
made available. All hearings arising under this subsection shall
be conducted by judges of industrial claims pursuant to s.
440.25. However, no judge of industrial claims shall assume
jurisdiction to approve or disapprove rehabilitation under this
provision until the division has been given reasonable time to
evaluate the injured worker and advise all parties as to the
rehabilitation program it may propose if said rehabilitation
program is to be funded out of the fund established by s.
440.60. The division shall be a party to all hearings involving
any claims made against the fund established by s. 440.50.
Hearings conducted under this subsection which are not deter
mined within SO days of hearing or within 180 days of filing
of an application for review shall file a special report to
the Bureau of Workmen's Compensation as required under s.
440.25.

(2) Whenever the division determines that there is a rea
sonable probability that with appropriate training or education
a person entitled to compensation for total or partial disability
which is or is likely to be permanent may be rehabilitated to
the extent that such person will require less care and attendance
or to the extent that such person can become gainfully employed
or increase earning capacity and that it is for the best interests
of such person to undertake such training or education, if the
injured employee without reasonable cause refuses to under
take the training or educational program determined by the
division to be suitable, the judge of industrial claims Bhall
t4e � tl.ieePet!en suspend, reduce, or limit the
compensation otherwise payable to such person under this
chapter, by not less than 50 percent, any provisions of this
chapter to the contrary notwithstanding.

� m

Section 15. Subsection (7) of section 443.12, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
443.12 Division and board; powers, duties, etc.; rules and
regulations; personnel; advisory councils; records and reports;
cooperation, etc.-

(7) RECORDS AND REPORTS.-Each employing unit shall
keep true and accurate work records, containing such in
formation as the [division] may prescribe. Such records shall
be open to inspection and be subject to being copied by the
diYision at anv reasonable time and as often as may be neces
sary. The di_;ision or an appeals referee may require from
any employing unit any sworn or unsworn reports, with
respect to persons employed by it, deemed necessary for the
effective administration of this chapter. Information thus ob
tained, or obtained from any individual pursuant to the
administration of this chapter, shall, except to the extent
necessary for the proper presentation of a claim or upon
written authorization of the claimant who has a workmen's
compensation claim pending, be held confidential and shall not
be published or be open to public inspection (other than to
public employees in the performance of their public duties),
in any manner revealing the indiYidual's or employing unit's
identity, but any claimant (or his legal representative) at a
hearing before an appeals referee or the [board] shall be
supplied with information from such records to the extent
necessary for the proper presentation of his claim. Any
employee or member of the [board] or any employee of the
division who violates any provision of this subsection shall
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be guilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable
as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083. Provided, however, the
division may furnish to any employer copies of any report
previously submitted by such employer, upon the request of
such employer, and the diYision is authorized to charge there
for such reasonable fee as the [division] may by regulations
prescribe not to exceed the actual reasonable cost of the
preparation of such copies. Fees received by the division
for copies as herein pro,·ided shall be deposited to the credit
of the Employment Securit>· Administration Trust Fund.
Section 16.
read:

Section 624.433, Florida Statutes, is created to

624.433 Reports of information by workmen's compensa
tion insurers required.
(1) An>' insurer authorized to write a policy of workers'
compensation insurance shall transmit the following informa
tion to the department each year in the annual report of such
insurer, such information shall be broken down by its nation
wide and Florida insurance ,nitings:
(a)

Direct premiums written:

(b)

Direct premiums earned;

(c)

Dividends paid or credited to policyholders;

(d)

Losses paid;

(e)

Allocated loss adjustment expense;

(f) The ratio of allocated loss adjustment expense to
losses paid;
(g)

Unallocated loss adjustment expense;

(h) The ratio of unallocated loss adjustment expense to
losses paid;
(i) The total of losses paid and unallocated and allocated
loss adjustment expenses;
(j) The ratio of losses paid and unallocated and allocated
loss adjustment expenses to premiums earned;
(k) The number of claims outstanding as of December 31
of each year;
(1) The total amount of losses unpaid as of December 31
of each year;
(m) The total amount of allocated and unallocated loss
adjustment expenses unpaid as of December 31 of each year;
and
(n) The total of losses paid and allocated loss adjustment
expenses and unallocated loss adjustment expenses, plus the
total of losses unpaid as of December 31 each year and loss
adjustment expenses unpaid as of December 31 each year.

(2) The department shall provide a summary of informa
tion provided pursuant to subsection ( 1) in its annual report.
(3) The first report of this information shall include the
information for the year ending December 31, l!l79._ Such
report shall be filed no later than March 31, 1980. Beg-mnm g
with the report for the period ending December 31, 1981, a1 1
future reports shall have all information required by sul>section ( 1) broken down by year for the current and 2
previous years.

Section 17. Within 30 days after January 1, 1981, the De•
partment of Insurance shall commence a review of the rat.el
of all workmen's compensation insurers in effect at the _time.
If, after the review, the department finds on a prchn m
i n7
basis that the rate may be excessive, inadequate or unf air 1
discriminatory, the department shall so notify the msuf�r�
Upon being so notified, the insurer shall within 60 dnY�.
'ea .
with the department all information which the insurer bchevte.
proves t�e reasonableness, adequacy, and fairness of the
.
In such mstances, the msurer shall carry the burd_en of P . ·
e
.,.,
In the event the department finds that a rate 1s cxc llll aY ·
inadequate or unfairly discriminatory, the departmcn� :.., :
order that a new rate schedule be thereafter filed by the lil� ·
and further specifying the manner in which noncompliance ...,.
''
be corrected.

:!ot.

Section 18. If any provision of this act or
thereof to any person or circumstance is held
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Yeas-37

Mr. President
Barron
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Firestone
Gallen
Glisson

Corn1an
Graham
Hair
Henderson
Holloway
.Johnsto�
l,cwis
lllacKay
McClain
!',l· yers

Peterson
Plante
Poston
Renick
Savler
Scarborough
Srntt
Skinner
Spicola
Thomas. Jon

Thomas, Pat
Tobiassen
Trask
Vog-t
Williamson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-1
Wilson

On motion by Senator Zinkil, the rules were waived and CS
for SB 636 after being engrossed was ordered immediately
certified to the House.
HB 624-A bill to be entitled An act relating to search war
rants; adding subsection (8) to s. 933.18, Florida Statutes;
providing- for issuance of a warrant to search a private dwelling
if it is being used for the unlawful sale, possession or purchase
of wildlife or freshwater fish; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator
Dunn, by two-thirds vote HB 624 was read the third time by
title, passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-36
Gordon
Gorman
Graham
Hair
Holloway
Johnston
l\IacKay
Mvers
Peterson

718.501 Regulation by Divi�ion of Florida Land Sales and
Condominiums.-

(3)(a) Each condominium association shall pay to the divi
sion, on or before January 1 of each year, an annual fee in the
amount of sn crnts $+ for each residential unit in condominiums
operated by the association. If the fee is not paid by June 1,
then the association shall be assessed a penalty of 10 percent
of the amount due, and the association shall not have standing
to maintain or defend any action in the courts of Florida until
the amount due plus any penalty is paid.
Section 718.3025, Florida Statutes, is created to

718.3025 Agreements for operation, maintenance, or manage
ment of condominiums; specific requirements.-

Yea-Ware
Yea to Nay-Scott

Mr. President
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Firestone
Gallen
Glisson

Am�ndmcnt 1-On page 4, between lines 29 and 30, insert:
Section 4. Parag-raph ( a) of subsection (3) of section 718.501,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Section 5.
read:

Votes after roll call:

May. 24, 1978

Plante
Poston
Renick
Sayler
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Spicola
Thomas. Jon

Thomas, Pat
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
·ware
Williamson
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-1
Barron

The Senate resumed consideration ofCS for HB 307-A bill to be entitled An act relating to
condominiums; adding new paragraphs to s. 718.112(2), Florida
Statutes, and amending subsection (3), providing that condo
minium association bylaws must require that all officers of
certain associations shall be bonded and that the association
shall bear the cost of bonding; requiring that such bylaws
include proposed annual budget information; amending s. 718.111 ( 1), Florida Statutes, and adding subsections (11), (12) and
( 13) thereto, exempting certain associations from the require
ment of being incorporated; providing that notwithstanding any
pro,·ision in chapter 718, Florida Statutes, an association under
certain conditions may operate a group of residential condo
miniums as though they were a single condominium for purposes
of financial matters and that common expenses for a g-roup of
residential condominiums operated by a single association may
be assessed against all unit owners; requiring that certain
amendments to a declaration of condominium be by secret
ballot; authorizing condominium associations to purchase land
and/or recreation leases; amending s. 718.203(6), Florida Stat
utes, providing that an insured warranty prog-ram of no less
than 10 years duration which covers a residential condominium
shall remain in effect for the remaining portion of said 10 year
period: providing- that the insuring company is required to meet
any obligations of this section; providing an effective date.
Senator Henderson moved the following amendment which
was adopted:

(]) No written contract between a developer or party con
tracting to provide maintenance or management services and
an association prior to assumption of control of the association
by unit owners other than the developer, by the developer or
party contracting to provide maintenance or management serv
ices, or by the association after the assumption of control by
unit owners other than the developer, which provides for op
eration, maintenance, or management of a condominium asso
ciation or property serving the unit owners of a condominium
shall be valid or enforceable unless the contract:

( a) Specifies the sen·ices, obligations, and responsibilities
of the developer or party contracting to provide maintenance
or management services to the unit owners.

(b) Specifies the amount of money to be paid for each
service, obligation, or responsibility to be performed by the
party contracting to provide maintenance or management serv
ices and a time schedule indicating how often the service, obli
gation, or responsibility is to be performed, whether this be
daily, weekly, monthly, or at some other regularly scheduled
interval.

(c) Specifies a minimum number of personnel to be employed
by the party contracting to provide maintenance or management
services for the purpose of providing service to the association.

(2) In any case in which the party contracting to provide
maintenance or management services fails to provide such serv
ices in accordance with the time schedule set forth in the con
tract, the association is authorized to procure such services from
some other party and shall be entitled to collect any fees or
charges paid for service performed by another party from the
party contracting to provide maintenance or management serv
ices.

(3) Any services or obligations not stated on the face of
the contract shall be unenforceable.
Section 7. Subsection (4) of section 718.401, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:

718.401 Leaseholds.-A condominium may be created on
lands held by a developer under lease or may include recrea
tional facilities or other common elements or commonly used
facilities on a leasehold, if, on the date the first unit is
conveyed by the developer to a bona fide purchaser, the lease
has an unexpired term of at least 50 years. If rent under the
lease is pa�·able by the association or by the unit owners, the
lease shall include the following requirements:

(4) In any action bv the lessor to enforce a lien for
rent payable or in any action by the association or a unit owner
with respect to the oblig-ations of the lessee or the lessor und er
the lease, the unit owner may raise any issue or interp� se
any defenses, leg-al or equitable, that he may have Wl�h
respect to the lessor's obligations under the lease. If the unit
owner initiates any action or interposes any defense other than
payment of rent under the lease, the unit owner or the a11sociation shall pay into the registry of the court any allel!"edly
accrued rent and the rent which accrues during the pendencY
of the proceeding, when due. If the unit owner fails to . pa�
the rent into the registry of_ the court, it shall consti�
·.
.
an absolute waiver of the umt owner's defenses other t an
he
..
·•
h
payment, and the lessor shall be entitled to default. W en_
unit owner has deposited the required funds mto the regi�
of the court, the lessor may apply to the court for disburscment
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b. Volunteers participating in federal programs established
pursuant to Public Law .93-11 S.
Section 2. Subsection (1) of section 440.11, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
440.11

Exclusiveness of liability.-

(!) The liability of an employer prescribed in s. 440.10 shall
be exclusive and in place of all other liability of such employer
to any third party tortfeasor and to the employee, the legal
representative thereof, husband or wife, parents, dependents,
next of kin, and anyone otherwise entitled to recover damages
from such employer at law or in admiralty on account of such
injury or death, except that if an employer fails to secure pay
ment of compensation as required by this chapter, an injured
employee, or the legal representative thereof in case death
results from the injury, may elect to claim compensation under
this chapter or to maintain an action at law or in admiralty
for damages on account of such injury or death. In such action
the defendant may not plead as a defense that the injury was
caused by negligence of a fellow servant, that the employee
assumed the risk of the employment, or that the injury was
due to the contributory negligence or comparative negligence
of the employee. The same immunities from liabilif,y enjo11ed by

an employer shall extend as well to each employee of the
employer when such employee is acting in furtherance of the
employer's business and the injured employee is entitled to
receive bcnefi:ts under this chapter. Such fellow-employee im
munitiel! shall not be applicable to an employee who acts, with
re1<pect to a fellow employee, with willful and wanton disregard
or unpro1•oked phy,�ical a_r,gression or with gross negligence
when 1mch acts resnlt in injury or death, or snch acts proxi
matel11 cause such injnry or death, nor shall such immunities
be applicable to employees of the same employer when each is
operating in the furtherance of the employer's business but
they are a1<si,qned primarily to unrelated works within private
or public employment.
Section 3. Subsections (1) and (2) of section 440.12, Florida
Statutes, are amended to read:
440.12 Time for commencement and limits on weekly rate
of compensation.(!) No compensation shall be allowed for the first 7 days
of the disability, except benefits provided for in s. 440.13;
provided, however, that if the injury results in disability of
more than 14 days compensation shall be allowed from the
commencement of the disability. All weekly compensation pay
men ts, , except for the first week, shall be paid by check.

(2) Compensation for disability resulting from injuries
which occur after December 31, 1974, shall not be less than
120 per week. However, if the employee's wages at the time of
injury arc less than $20 per week, he shall receive his full
weekly wages. If his wages at the time of the injury exceed
$20 per week, compensation shall not exceed an amount per
week which is:
{a) Equal to sixty-six and two-thirds percent of the aver
age weekly wage, determined as hereinafter provided for the
year in which the injury occurred and
(b)

Adjusted to the nearest dollar f!l1:1ltif.)le ef $!f.

For the purpose of this subsection the "average weekly wage''
means the average weekly wage paid by employers subject to
the Florida Unemployment Compensation Law as reported to
the department for the four calendar quarters ending· each
June 30, "·hich average weekly wage shall be determined by
the department on or before November 30 of each ye::ir and
shall be used in determining the maximum weekly compen
sation rate with respect to injuries occurring in the calendar
year immediately following. The average weekly wage de
termined by the department shall be reported annually to the
legislature.
Section 4. Subsections (1) and (3) of section 440.13, Flor
ida Statutes, are amended to read:
440.13. Medical services and supplies; penalty for viola
tions; limitations.(1) Subject to the limitations specified in paragraph (3) (b),
the employer shall furnish to the employee such remedial treat
ment, care, and attendance under the direction and supervision
of a qualified physician or surgeon, or other recognized prac-
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titioner, nurse, or hospital, and for such period as the nature
of the injury or the process of recovery may require includ
ing medicines, crutches, artificial members, and oth�r appa
ratus. If the employer fails to provide the same after requeRt
by the iniured employee, such injured employee may do so at the
expense of the employer, the reasonableness and the necessil\·
to be approved by a judge of industrial claims. The emplo vee
shall not be entitled to recover any amount personally expended
for such treatment or service unless such employee shall
have requested the employer to furnish the same and the em
ployer shall have failed, refused, or ner:lected to do so, or unlesg
the nature of the injury required such treatment, nursing and
sen-ices and the employer or the superintendent or for�man
thereof, having knowledge of such injury, shall have neglected
to provide the same; nor shall any claim for medical, sur�ical
or other remedial treatment be valid and enforceable unlc��
within 10 days following the first treatment (except in ca�es
where first-air! only is rendered), and thereafter at such inter
vals as the division by regulation may prescribe, the physician
or other recognized practitioner giving such treatment or treat
ments furnishes to the division and to the employer, or to th e
carrier if the employer is not self-insured, a report of such
injury and treatment on forms prescribed by the division, pro
vided that a judge of industrial claims for good cau�e mav
excuse the failure of the physician or other recognized rac
titioner to furnish any report within the period prescribed and
may order the payment to such employee of such remuneration
for treatment or service rendered as the judge of industrial
claims finds equitable. Along with such re7Jorts, the physir.ian
or other recognized practitioner shall furnish a sworn Rtate

ment that the treatment or sr,rvices rendered were rea�onab/e
and 11eces,sary u:ith rr-spect to the bodily injur11 sustainrd, SniJ
sworn statement shall read as follows: "Under pe11alty of prr
jury, I declare that T ha,ve read the fore.goin.Q, and the facfi,
a/Teprd arl' true, to thr- best of m71 knowled,r,c m1d beliPf and
that the treatment and services rendered were reasonable and
necessary with reRpect to the bodily injur71 snstainrd." All

medical reports obtained or received by the employer, the
carrier, or the injured employee, or the attorney for any of
them, with respect to the remedial treatment, care, and Rt
tendance of the injured employee, including reports of every
examination, diagnosis. or disability evaluation, shall be filed
with the Bureau of Workmen's Compensation within 5 day!!
after receipt of same. A medical report not previously filed
with the bureau shall not be received in evidence in a con
tested case unless the party offering same has furni�hed a
copy thereof to the opposing party or his attorney at lea�t fi
days prior to the hearing at which it is offered. The physician
shall also furnish to the injured employee, or to his attorney,
on demand, a copy of each such report without charge to the
iniured emoloyee, except actual cost to the physician or hOfl
pital furnishinJ? same.
(3)(a) All fees and other charges for such treatment or
service, including treatment OT Mrvice at a,n y hottpital OT othM'
health care provider, shall be limited to such charges as pttVan
in the same community for similar treatment of injured per
sons of like standard of living, and shall be subject to re�la
tions by the division, which shall adopt schedule!I of charges
for such treatment or services.

(b) There is hereby created an advisory committee to aid
and ai,sist the Department of Commerce in adopting •chedl'h•
of maximum chnr_qes f or hospital treatment and services pa Jin bl�
through workmen's compensation benefits, to hr- appoint.ed by
and srrve at the plea.�nre of the Secretary of Commerce.
(c) The Division of La,bor of the Department of Comme-rc,
shall be empowered to investigate hospitals and medical prac
titioners to determine if the11 are in compliance with the 11�h�cl
ule of charges adopted bu the division or if they are requtn"g
unjustified treatment, hor,pitalization, or office viBiu. If V.,
dit>ision finds that the hospital or medical practitioner � '"?d,
such excessive charges or required such treatment, ho�t�luo
tion, or visits, the hospital OT medical practitioner l!hall "ot
receive pa11ment under this chapter from a carrier, employ,r,
or employee for the excessive fees or u11.jWJtified trea�!•
ho,spitalization, or visi:ts a,nd, furthermore, the hospital OT
cal practitioner shall be liable to return to the carriM' OT H •
insurer any such fees or charge/! already collected.

""'1,._

(d)+b-t- All rights for remedial attention under this sect_i�
shall be barred unless a claim therefor is filed with the di
sion within 2 years after the time of injury, exceft that
payment of compensation has been made or remedia attention
has been furrtished by the employer without an award on ac
count of such injury a claim may be filed within 2 years after

if
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Cherry
Considine
Conway
Cox
Craig
Crawford
Crenshaw
Culbreath
Danson
Davis
Dixon
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Evans
Ewing
Fechtel
Fontana
Forbes
Fortune
Foster

Fox
Frank
Gallagher
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grizzle
Gustafson
Haben
Hagler
Hawkins
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hill
Hodes
Hutto
James
Jennings
Jones

Ker�haw
Kirkwood
Kutun
Lewis, J. W.
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
Maxwell
McDonald
McPherson
Melvin
Mica
Mixson
Moffitt
Moore. R.
Moore, T.
Morgan
Neal
Nelson
Nuckolls

Ogden
O'Malley
Pajcic
Papy
Patterson
Poindexter
Poole
Ready
Rish
Robinson
Sadowski
Sample
Sheldon
Smith
Steinberg
Taylor
Thompson
Ward
Warner
Woodruff
Young

Nays-10
Andrews
Crady
Hodges

Hollingsworth McCall
Langley
Patchett
Richmond
Martin

Williams

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Hazelton, T. Lewis
So the bill passed and was immediately certified to the
Senate.
By Representative Sheldon-

HB 14-D-A bill to be entitled An act relating to nursing

homes; adding subsection (3) to s. 400.19, Florida Statutes,
providing for certain hearings to be held within nursing home
facilities; amending s. 400.23(3) and (4), Florida Statutes;
providing for evaluation of nursing home facilities; provid
ing three rating categories; removing provision requiring
inclusion of a facility's rating in advertising; removing pro
visions requiring that the level of state vendor payments to
facilities be based on ratings received; amending s. 400.307(2)
( e), Florida Statutes, and adding paragraph (f) thereto, au
thorizing district nursing home ombudsman committees to
enter nursing homes, with or without prior notice, for certain
purposes; authorizing said committees to review Medicaid
patients' personal property and money accounts; providing an
effective date.
-was read the first time by title. On motion by Mr. Sheldon,
the rules were waived and HB 14-D was read the second time
by title. Without objection, further consideration of HB 14-D
was temporarily deferred.
SB 3-D-A bill to be entitled An act relating to workmen's
compensation; amending s. 440.02(1)(b), (2)(d) and (9), Florida
Statutes, changing the definition of employment, excluding cer
tain volunteers from the definition of "employee", and changing
tho definition of disability, under the Workmen's Compensa
tion Law; adding a new subsection (2) to s. 440.10, Florida
Statutes, providing duties of subcontractors with respect to se
curing payment of compensation; amending s. 440.11( l), Florida
Statutes; extending the exclusiveness of liability to fellow em
ployees with certain exceptions; amending s. 440.12 ( l) and (2),
Florida Statutes, relating to compensation payments; amending
s. 440.13(1) and (3), Florida Statutes, relating to injured em
ployees' remedial treatment, care, and attendance; modifying
procedure with respect to furnishing same; including treatment
or service at hospitals and other health care providers under
certain fee provisions; creating an advisory committee to aid
in adoption of schedules of charges; empowering the Division of
Labor of the Department of Commerce to conduct certain investi
gations relative thereto; amending s. 440.15(3)(u), (10)(c) and
(11), Florida Statutes, relating to compensation for disability;
restricting consideration of diminution of wage-earning capac
ity with respect to claims; providing for authorization to release
unemployment compensation information; amending s. 440.185
(2), (4) and (9), Florida Statutes, decreasing time period for re
porting knowledge of injury or death; requiring the division to
notify an injured employee of his rights; amending s. 440.20(5),
( 7) and ( 10), Florida Statutes, providing additional penalties for
late payment; authorizing the judge of industrial claims to ex-
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amine lump sum payments in excess of benefits allowable un
der the law; authorizing lump sum settlements without a hearing
under certain circumstances; amending s. 440.25(3), Florida
Statutes, specifying limitations on and considerations of judges
of industrial claims conducting hearings on awards for diminu
tion of wage-earning capacity; limiting the extent of an award
for disability; requiring reports; amending s. 440.29(3), Florida
Statutes, modifying provisions relating to practice and pro
cedure before the Industrial Relations Commission and judges
of industrial claims; amending s. 440.34(1) and (3), Florida
Statutes; providing for determination of attorney's fees by
judges of industrial claims; specifying that a portion of the at
torney's fees are payable by employer or carrier under certain
circumstances; limiting attorney's fees subsequent to a written
offer of settlement; amending s. 440.37, Florida Statutes, speci
fying fraudulent activities and penalties therefor; adding a new
subsection to s. 440.38, Florida Statutes, relating to security for
compensation, providing for certain medical benefits policies;
creating s. 440.442, Florida Statutes, providing that commission
ers and judges of industrial claims shall follow the Code of Ju
dicial Conduct; amending s. 440.4/'i(l), Florida Statutes; provid
ing initial procedure for appointment of judges of industrial
claims; amending s. 440.49(4) ( g), Florida Statutes, and adding
new subsection (2) thereto, relating to rehabilitation of in.iured
employees and certain uses of the Special Disability Trust Fund;
amending s. 440.57, Florida Statutes, modifying provisions relat
ing to pooling, by employers, of liabilities; creating s. 440.59,
Florida Statutes, providing for a quarterly risk management re
port; amending s. 443.12(7), Florida Statutes; providjng cir
cumstances for the release of unemployment compensation rec
ords; creating s. 624.433, Florida Statutes: requiring workmen's
compensation insurers to submit certain reports: specifying con
tents; providing for rate review; amending s. 627.091(1), Flor
ida Statutes, and adding a subsection. providing for deductible
provisions in manuals of classifications, rules, and rates; cre
ating s. 627.092, Florida Statutes, providing for a Workmen's
Compensation Administrator; amendinl?' s. 627.101(1), Florida
Statutes. relating to rate filings; providin'! for a joint legisla
tive studv committee; requiring reports; providing an appro
priation; ·providing an effective date.
-was taken up. On motion by Mr. Forbes. the rules were
waived and SB 3-D was read the second time by title.
Representatives Moffitt and O'Malley offered the following
amennment:
Amendment I-Strike everything after the enacting clause
and insert: Section 1. Paragraph (b) of !'lubsection (1), and
paragraph (d) of subsection (2) of section 440.02, Florida Stat
utes, are amended to read:
440.02 Definitions.-When used in thi!! chapter, unless the
context clearly requires otherwise, the following terms shall
have the following meanings:
(1)

"Employment."

(b)

The term "employment" shall include:

1. Employment by the state and all political subdivisions
ther0of and all public and quasi-public corporations therein,
including officers elected at the polls.
2. All private employments in which three &He or more
employees are employed by the same employer.
(2)

"Employee."

( d)

The term "employee" shall not include:

1. An independent contractor, including an individual who
agrees in writing to perform services for a person or corpora
tion without supervision or control as a real estate �ale�man
or agent, if such service by such individual for such person
or corporation is performed for remuneration !lolely by way
of commission; 8-fl
2. A person whose employment is both casual and not in
the course of the trade, business, profession, or occupation of
the employer; or,
3.

A volunteer who falls into one of the following categories:

a. Volunteers who .�erve in private nonprofit agencies and
who receive no compensation other than expenses in an amount
less than or equivalent to the standard mileage and per diem
expenses provided to salaried employees in the same ag-ency,
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whethrr such installment is payable w:"thont an order or under
thr terms of 011 nrder.
( a) Within 30 days after final payment of comJ_Jensation
has been made, the employer shall send to the d1v1�1�n. a
notice, in accorc!ance with a form prescribed by the d1v1s1on
stating that such final pa,,mcnt has been made, the total
amount of compensation paid, the name of the empl0yce _and of
any other person to whom compensation has been paid, the
date of the injury or death, and the date to which compensation
has been paid.
(b) If the employer fails to so notify the didsion within
such time the division mav assess a;ramst such employer a
civil penalty in an amount not over $100.
(10) Upon the application of any party in interest and
after giving due consideration to the interests of all nite!·rskd
parties, if a .iudge of industrial claims finds that 1_t 1s for
the best interests of the person entitled to compensa_tion, said
judge of inclustrial claims may enter a compensation order
requiring that the liabilit;· of the employer for compensation
shall be discharged by the payment of a lump sum equal
to the present value of all future payments of compensation,
computed at 4 percent true discount compounded annually,
or requiring that the cmplo,•er make advance payme_nt of a
part of the compensation for which said emplo;•er 1s liable
by the pavment of a lump sum equal to the present value
of such p:.irt of the compensation compu�ed at 4 _rercent true
discount compounded annual!,•. Upon Joint pet1t10n of all
interested parties and after i;i,·ing due consideratio.n to t.he
interests of all interested parties, if a judge of industrial
claims finds that it is for the best interests of the person
entitled to compensation, such judge of industrial claims may
enter a compensation order approving and authonzmg the
clischarge of the liability of the employer for both compen
sation and remedial treatment, care, and attendance by the
pavment of a lump sum equal to the present value of all
future pa\'ments for both compensation and remedial treat
ment car·e and attendance· and a compensation order so
enter�d up'on joint petition' of all interested parties shall
not be subject to modification or review under s. 440.28.
Provided howci•cr that 110thing in th is subsection shall be
construed t.o mean 'that a j1u/qe of indnstrial claims is rcqnircd
to approve an11 a.ward for· l1wip sum payment when it is
determined b11 the judge of industrial claims that. the pay
mrnt being made is in e�·cess of the val. ue of benrf,ts the
claimant ;could be entitled to mider this chapter. The judge
shall make or cause to be made such investigations as he
considers necessary in each case in which the parties have
stipulated that a p�oposed final settlement of all liability of
the employer shall not be subject to modificabon o_r re:·i_ew
under s. 440.28, to determine whether such fmal d1spos1tion
wi!I definitelv aid the rehabilitation of the in,iured worker
or otherwise · is c!earlr for the best interests of the person
entitled to compensation, and in his di�cretion ma,• hnve an
investigation made by the Rehabilitation Section of the Bureau
of ·workmen 's Compensation. The joint petition and the report
pf any investigation so made will be deemed a part �f the
proceeding. A judge, in his discretion, may hear testimony
relating to a proposed stipulation for settlement under this
subsection without having in hand the bureau file; however, he
shall in no event enter an order thereon without first ha,·ing
reviewed the bureau file. When the claimant is rcp,·csented b11
co,mscl or whrn the claimant and carrier or employer arc
represented l,71 counsel, final approval of the lump .su.m
sctUement aq.-eement. a.s provided for in a jo:nf petition and
stipulation, shall be O/J/'l'Ovcd by cnt,·11 o.f an order 11·ithi11 7
days of the filing n.f m,ch joint prt.iUon and sti p nlation
,citho11t a hearing 1111/P.ss the jud,qc determines, ot. his dis
cret.ion, that additional testimony i.s needed before .s11c/1 sdtle
ment can be approved or disa.pproved and so notifies the
parties. The probnbilitr of the death of the in,iured employee
or other person entitled to compensation before the expira
tion of the neriod during which such person is entitled to
compensation shall, in the absence of special circumstances
making such course improper, be determined in accordance with
the most recent United States Life Tables published by the
National Office of Vital Statistics of the United States De
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare. The probability
of the happening of an;, other contingency affecting the amount
or duration of the compensation, except the possibility of the
remarriage of a surviving spouse, shall be disregarded. As a
condition of approving a lump sum payment to a surviving
spouse, the judge of industrial claims in the judge's dis
cretion may require security which will insure that, in the
event of the remarriage of such surviving spouse, any un-
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accrued future payments so paid ma,· be recovered or recou pe,l
b,• the empln;•er or carrier. Such applications shall be considered
and determined in accordance with ss. 440.25 and 440.27 and
the workmen's compensation rules of procedure prescribed b"
the commission and adopted by the Supreme Court.
Section 8. Subsection (3) of section 440.25, Florida Statutes,
is nmended to read:
4�0.25

Procedure in respect to claims.-

(3) (a) The division or judge of industrial claims shall make
or cause to be made such investigations as it considers necessan
in respect to the claim and upon application of any interested
party the judge of industrial claims shall order a hearing there0f; providrd, hnwc1 1 Pr, 110 claim for diminut.ion o.r wa,or-car11i11.f/
cupacity shall mat11rc until .9 0 days o.fter the cmplo11ec J,,,.,
rear.lied 111a:ri11111111 medirnl imp)'()t•rmr11t. If a hearing on such
claim is ordered, the judge of industrial claims shall give the
claimant and other interested parties at least Hi days' notice
of such hearing �erved upon the claimant and other interested
parties by mail. All medical reports obtained by the cnrrier or
en1plo,·er under this section shall be furnished free of charl.'.c
to the· employee or the attorney thereof on demand.
(b) The hearing shall be held in the county where the injury
occurred, if the same occurred in this state, unless otherwise
agreed to between the parties and authorized by the .iudire of
industrial claims in the county where the injury occurred. If the
injury occurred without the state, and is one for whic� compen
sation is payable under this chapter, then the hearing above
referred to may be held in the county of the employer's re�idence
or place of business. or in any other county of the state which
will at the time of forwarding the file for hearing, in the clis
cretion of the division, be the most convenient for a hearing.
Subsequent to the forwarding of the file to such county, the
parties and the judge may agree to transfer such file to a county
that is deemed most convenient for a hearing. The hearing shall
be conducted by a judg-e of industrial claims, who shall within
30 davs. unless otherwise airreed to by the parties, after such
hearing determine the dispute in a summary manner . . At such
hearing the claimant and employer may each present e\'ldence m
respect of such claim and ma�• be represented b�• any . attorney
authorized in writing for such purpose. When there JS a con
flict in the medical evidence submitted at. the hearing the judge
of industrial claims may designate a disinterested doctor to
submit a report or to testify in the proceeding, after such
doctor has reviewed the medical reports and evidence, examined
the claimant. or otherwise made such investigation as appropri
ate. The report or testimony of any doctor so desiimated b�· the
judge of inclustrial claims sha_ll be made a part �f the_ record of
the proceeclin!!' and shall be gwen the same cons1dei:at1on �y the
judl!e of industrial claims as is accorded other medical evidence
sub.mitted in the proceeding; and all costs incurred in connec
tion with such examination and testimony may be assessed es
costs in the proceeding. subject to the provisions of s. 4,10J3/3) /a). No jud,a P of i11d11.stria/ claims shall rithrr make n f,nc/
ing of, or award compe11sation for, a riisabilit.i'. .fo7:. ph11s_1cnl
impairment that is greater t_han the .ore'!test d1sr:b_il1t11 .a 111cn
.
thr claimant. by any cxamin111g
or treatmg ph11s1cian, c:rcept
upon stipulation of the parties.
(c) The order making an award or rejecting the clnim, re
ferred to in this chapter as a compensation order, shall �et
forth the findings of ultimate facts end the mand�te. and the
order need not include any other reason or just1f1cntion . for
such mandate-: 6-fH:I. Jiol<'C'Vcr. 1·11 m.okin.o an n1unrd fn1· ri,n"!'11tion of waqc-earnino capacit.11. th,· iudge of i11d11strial claim�
·
·
·
·.
fl,r nrrIrr
·
of fad .'1'
shall ronside,·
a11d make
u·rit.·ten .fi11din
os
on cnrh of the fnl/nicing factor.< which arc aprl1rnblc to t he
.specif. ic da im be.fore him:
1.
2.

Extent of claimant' s actnal physical impairment;
Claimant's age;

3.

Claimant's work history;

4.

Education of claimant;

Sf0:�· ..
5. Inability to obtain work which claimant can perfo"" "' ,c~.
,,
his a.ftcr-injury condition;
• �--•�,:,,1t-S::
6. Wa,aes actuall11 being earned by claimant afur W
inj11r11;
�
.
, . Claimant's abilit.71 to compete in the open labor ffl4rut; . :-�;,. ;;,
·
��
• '.' · ,r
O
8. Claimant's continued em.pIoyment 111. the •amt
• ,.
ment; or

..

</ (.
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the date of the last payment of compensation or within 2 years
after the date of the last remedial attention furnished by the
employer; and all rights for remedial attention under this sec
tion pursuant to the terms of an award shall be barred unless
a further claim therefor is filed with the division within 2 Years
after t_he entry of such award, except that if payment of· com
pensation has been made or remedial attention has been furn
ished by the employer under the terms of the award a further
claim may be filed within 2 years after the date of the last
payment of compensation or within 2 years after the date of the
last remedial attention furnished by the employer.
Section _5. Paragraph (u) of subsection (3), paragraph (c)
?f subsection (10), and subsection (11) of section 440.16, Flor
ida Statutes, are amended to read:
4 �0.15 Compen�ation for disability.-Compensation for dis
ability_ shall be paid to the employee, subject to the limits pro
vided ms. 440.12(2), as follows:
(�) PER:M2':NENT PARTIAL DISABILITY.-In case of dis
ability_ partrnl m_ charac_ �er but permanent in quality, the com
pensation shall, m add1t10n to that provided by subsection (2),
be 60 percent of the average weekly wages, and shall be paid
to the employee as follows:
(u) Other cases: In all other cases in this class of disabilitv
the compensation shall be:
1. 60 percent of th!! injured employee's averng-e weeklv
wage for such nu?Jbe_r of weeks as the injured emplo:.-ee's per
centag-e of disabil1ty 1s of 175 � weeks when the injured em

ployee's percentage of disability is JO percent or less;

2. 60 percent of the injured employee's average weekly 1!'aqe
for -�nch_ '!umber o_f weeks a.� the ·injured employee's percPnta�e
of d1sab1lity is of .150 weeks when the injured employee's per
centaqe of disahility is. more than 10 percent but less than a.11d
including 50 percent;
3. 60 percent of the injured employee's average wcck/11
wa,qc for such numher o_f week., as the injured emplo11ec·s
pcrcentaqc of disabilit11 is of 525 weeks when the in/ured
employee's percentage of disability ·is more than 50 pr1·cent
but less than and includinq 99 percent.

fH"",'i�fl, However, Ula.; for the purpose of this paragraph
"disability" means either physical impairment or diminution of
wage-earning capacity, whichever is greater.
(10) EMPLOYEE ELIGIBLE FOR BENEFITS UNDER
THTS CHAPTER AND FEDERAL OLD-AGE, SURVIVORS,
AND DISABILITY INSURANCE ACT.(c) No disability compensation benefits pa)rable for any
week. including- those benefits provided by paragraph (1) (e),
shall be reduced pursuant to this subsection until the Social
Security Administration determines the amount otherwise pav
able to the employee under 42 U.S.C. s. 423 and s. 402 and the
employee has begun receiving such social security benefit pay
ments. The emplo,,-ee shall. upon demand by the division,
the employer, or the carrier, authorize the Social Securit,·
Administration to release disability information relating to
him, a11d authori=e the Division of Employment Security to
release unemployment compensa.tion infnrm.ation relatin(J to
hi111. in accordance with rules to be promulgated by the cliv.ision

prescribing- the procedure and manner for requesting the
authorization and for compliance by the employee. Neither the
division nor the employer or carrier shall make any payment of
benefit� for total disability or those additional benefits pro
vided by paraJ;raph (1) (e) for any period during which the
employee willfully fails or refuses to authorize the release of
information in the manner and ,vithin the time pre�crihed by
said rules. The authority for release of disability information
granted by an employee under this paragraph shall be effective
for a period not to exceed 12 months, such authority to be
renewable as the division may prescribe by rule.
(11) EMPLOYEE ELIGIBLE FOR BENEFITS UNDER
THIS CHAPTER WHO HAS :RECEIVED UNEMPLOYMENT
COMPENSATION.-Weekly compensation benefits payable
under this chapter for temporary total disability or permanent
total disabilit?I resulting from injuries to an employee who is
receiving or has received unemployment compensation under
chapter 443, or under the unemployment compensation law of
any other state. for any week with respect to which weekly
compensation benefits are payable under this chapter for
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temporary total disability or permanent total di.,ability, shall
be reduced by the amount of unemployment compensation re
ceived.
Section 6. Subsections (2) and (9) of section 440.185, Flor
ida Statutes, are amended to read:
440.185 Notice of injury or death; reports; penalties for
violations.(2) Within 7 � days of actual knowledge of injury or
death, the employer shall report same to the carrier by letter
or on a form prescribed by the division, providing the follow
ing information:
(a) The name, address, and business of the employer;
(b) The name, social security number, street, mailing ad
dress, and occupation of the employee;
(c)

The cause and nature of the injury or death;

(cl) The year, month, day, and hour when, and the par
ticular locality where, the injury or death occurred; and
(e)

Such other iniormation as the division may require.

(9) Any employer or carrier who fails or refuses to send
any form, report, or notice required by this section shall be
subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $100 for each such
failure or refusal. However, any employer who fails to notify
the carrier of the injury on the prescribed form or by letter
within the 7 � days required in subsection (2) shall be liable
for the civil penalty, which shall be paid by the employer and
not the carrier. Failure by the employer to meet its obli
gations under subsection (2) shall not relieve the carrier from
liability for the civil penalty if it fails to comply with subsec
tions (4) and (5).
Section 7. Subsections (5), (7), and (10) of section 440.20,
Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
440.20 Payment of compensation.(5) If any installment of compensation payable without
an award is not paid within 14 days after it becomes due, as
provided in subsection (2), there shall be added to such
unpaid installment an amount equal to 20 � percent thereof,
which shall be paid at the same time as, but in addition to,
such installment of compensation, unless notice is filed under
subsection (4), or unless such nonpayment results from con
ditions over which the employer or carrier had no control.
When any installment of compensation payable without an
award hrrs not been paid within 14 days after it became due
and the claimant concludes the prosecution of the claim before
a judge without having specifically claimed additional compen
sation in the nature of a penalty under this section, he will be
deemed to have acknowledged that, owing to conditions over
which the employer or carrier had no control, such install
ment could not be paid within the period prescribed for pay
ment and to have waived his right to claim such penalty.
However, during the course of a hearing, the judge on his
own motion may raise the question of whether such penalty
should be awarded or excused. If no claim for such penalty i�
presented and the judge does not raise the question on his
own motion during the hearing, no penalty will be awarded,
and it will be deemed that the judge has excused such delay
in payment of compensation pursuant to this section. The divi
sion may assess without a hearing the above-mentioned 20 W
percent additional payment against either the employer or the
insurance carrier, depending upon who was at fault in causing
the delay. However, ii any party requests a hearing within
20 days of the assessment, such hearing shall be conducted
before a judge of industrial claims in accordance with s.
440.25. The insurance policy cannot provide that this sum
will be paid by the carrier if the division or the judge of in
dustrial claims determines that the 20 W percent additional
payment should be made by the employer rather than the
carrier. Any additional installment of compern1atio-n paid by
the carrier purwant to this sectio-n shall be paid directly to
the amployee.

(7) In addition to any other penalties prov;'ded by this
chapter for late payment, if an71 installment of compensation
is not paid when it becomes due, the employer or carrier
shall pay interest thereon at the rate of 12 percent per annum
from the date the installment becomes due until it is paid,
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pcnsatory damages, pills all reasonable investigation and liti17at,ion expenses, including attorne11's fees at the trial and
appellate courts.
(d) For the purposes of this sub.,ection, the term "state
m1mt" includes, but is not limited to, an11 notice, .statement, proof
of injuru, bill for services, dia17nosis, prescription, hospital or
doctor records, x-ray, test result, or other evidence of lo.,s, in
jury, or expense.
( c) The provisions of this subsection shall also appl11 with
rr.spect to an11 emplo11er, insurer, self-i.,rnurer, adjusting firm,
or a,aent or representative thereof who intentional/11 in.iures, de
fra,uds, or deceives an11 claimant with rc17a.rd to any claim. Such
claimant shall have the right to recover the damages provided
in this subsect.ion.
(f) It fa unlawful for an11 attorn.e11 or other person, in his
individnal capa,cit11 or in his capacit11 as a public or privn.te
em.plo11ee, or for a.ny firm, corpora,ti:on, partnership, or associa
tion to unlawfully solicit any /m.siness in and about cit11 or
county hospitol.s, courts, or any public institution or public
place, in and about private hospitalR or nanitariums, or in and
a hont any pri11a.te institntion, or upon private propert11 of a.n 11
character what.rncver, for the purpose of malcing workmen's
compensation claims. Any person who violates the provisions
of this paragraph is vnilt11 of a felony of the third de17ree,
pnnishable a.s provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.08$, or s. 775.084.
Whenever an11 circuit. or special _qrievance committee acting
under the jnri.sdiction of the Supreme Court finds probable
cau�e to believe that an attorney i.s guilty of a violation of
thi.s .section, sllch committee shall forward to the appropriate
stat.e attorney a cop11 of the findings of probable cause and a
copy of the report being filed in the matter.
Section 12. Subsection (5) of section 440.38, Florida Sta
utes. is renumbered as subsection (6), and a new subsection (5)
is added to said section to read:
440.38

Security for compensation.-

(5) All insurance carriPrs authorized to write workmen's
compensation insurance in this sta.te shall make available, at
the option of the emplo11er, an insur(l.nce policy containing a co
in
. suranee provision which shall bind I.he carrier to pay 80 per
cent, and the emplo11er to pay !20 percent, of the medical ben
efit" due to an employee f_ or an i .njury compensable under this
chapter, up to the amount of $5,000. One hundred percent of the
medical benefits above $5,000 dne to an employee for one i.njury
sha.ll br paid b11 the carrier. Re,oardless of any coinsurance or
deductible amount, the claim shall bP paid by the applicable car
rier, which sha.ll then be reimburRed b11 the employer for any
coinmirnnce or deductible amounts paid b11 the carrier. The em
pToyrr Rhall be lia.blP for 1<uch ·rmmburRement. No i,1surance co.r
rier .,ha.Tl be required to offer coin.suran.ce t.o any employer if, as
a rr.•ult of a credit inve.�tigation, the carrier determines that t,he
emplouer is not sufficir.nt/y financial/11 stable to be responsible
for pa11mcnt of such coinwrn.nce amounts.
Section 13.
read:

Section 440.442, Florida Statutes, is created to

41.0.J,4!2 Code of Judicial Conduct.-lndustrial Relations Com
mi�sioners and judge" of industrial claims shall observe and
a.bide b11 the Code of Judicial Condnct adopted by the Supreme
Court of Florida as of the effective d(l.te of this act, a.s well as
all nmcndmr.nts.. thereto that, are hereafter
adopted by the court.
.
An11 ma.tcrial violation of a canon of the Code of Judicial Con
dnct shall. con .•titute either malfeasance or mi.sfeasancr in of
fice and Rhall be grounds for si1.spension and removal of such
commissioner or jud,oe pu.r.,uant to the provisions of sec. 7, Art.
JV of the State Con11titution, and all general laws implementing
tho t provision.
Section 14. Subsection (1) of section 440.45, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
440.45

Judges of industrial claims.-

/1) The Governor shall appoint as many full-time judge� of
industrial claims as may be necessary to e.ffectually perform
the dutie� prescribed for them under this chapter. The Governor
Rhall initiall11 appoint a judge from. a list of at. least three per
Fons nominof.ed bu the Appellate District Judicial Nominatinv
Commission for the appellate diRtrict in which the judge will
pri,i,cipall11 conduct. hearings. No person shall be nominated or
appointed as a full-time jud�e of industrial claims who has
not had 8 years' experience in the practice of law in this state;
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and no judge of industrial claims during a term o! office shall
engage in the private practice of law. The Governor may
appoint any former judge of industrial claims to serve as a
judge of industrial �!aims pro hac vice to . complete the pro
ceedmgs on any claim with respect to which the judge had
heard testimon,• and which remained pending at the time of
the expiration of the judge's term of office. However, no for
mer judge of industrial claims shall be appointed to serve ns
a judge of industrial claims pro hac vice for a period to exceed
60 successive days.
Section 15. Subsections (2) through (4) of section 440.49
Florida Statutes, are renumbered as subsections (3) throu.:h
(fi), respectively, new subsection (2) is added to said section
and paragraph (g) of present subsection (4) of said section i�
amended to read:
440.4!) Rehabilitation of injured employees; Special Dis
ability Trust Fund.(2) An11 insurer or insurance holding company, or subsidiary
of either, which offers to seeHre employment or help or ,qive 8
in(onnation as to where employment or help ma11 /,e secured
a.nd performs such acts c:rr.lnsiMl]I in conjunction with it,;
efforts f.o rehabilitate injured or disa.bled individuals, shall /,c
exempt. from the provisions of chapter 44.9, relating to private
employment agencies.
(4) LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR SUBSEQUENT
INJURY THROUGH SPECIAL DISABILITY TRUST
FUND.(g) Reimhursement of employer.-The right to reimburse
ment as pro\'ided in this subsection shall be barred unless
written notice of claim of the right to such reimbursement is
filed by the employer or carrier entitled to such reimbursement
with the division at Tallahassee prior to 60 days after the order
awarding the excess permanent compensation with respect to
which such reimbursment is claimed becomes final or, if pay
ment of such excess permanent compensation is made by the
employer or carrier without an award, prior to 60 days after
the date the first payment of excess compensation for the per
manent disability was made. The notice of claim shall contain
such information as the division by rule or regulation may
require; and the employer or carrier claiming reimbursement
shall furnish such evidence in support of the claim as the divi
sion reasonably may require. For notice o.f claims on the Spedal
Di.�ability Tr1tst Fund filed on or after July 1, 1978, the Special
Disability Trust FHnd, shall, within 120 days of receipt of
notice that a carrier has paid. been required to pay, or accepted
liabilit11 for excess compensation, serve notice of the acceptance
of the claim for reimb1trRement. Failure of the Special Di.11abilit,1 Tru.sf. Fund to serve the notice shall be deemed a denial
of tlie claim b11 the Special Di.sa/,ilit1. 1 Trust Fttnd for reim
bursement. If the Special Disability Trust Fund throul!'h its
representative denie� or controverts the claim, the right to
such reimbursement shall be barred unless an application for a
hearing thereon is filed with the division at Tallahassee within
60 days after notice to the employer or carrier of such denial
or controversion. When such application for a hearing is timely
filed, the claim shall be heard and determined in accordance
with the procedure prescribed in s. 440.25 to the extent that
same is applicable, and in accordance with the workmen's
compensation rule� of procedure. In such proceeding on a claim
for reimbursement, the Special Disabilitv Trust Fund shall be
made the part,• respondent, and no finding-s of fact made with
respect to the claim of the injurerl employee or the dependent�
for compensation, including any finding made or order enter_ed
pursuant to s. 440.20(10). shall be res ,iudieata. The Special
Disability Trust Fund shall not be joined or made a part y to
any controversy or dispute between an employee and the
dependents and the employer or between two or more employen
or carriers without the written consent of the fund. When It
has been determined that an employer or carrier ie entitled to
ll
reimbursement in any amount, the employer or carrier shaal
be reimbursed periodically every 6 months from the Sped
Disability Trust Fund for the compensation and medical bcn�
fits paid by the employer or carrier for which same is entit)eo
to reimbursement, upon filing request therefor and submittint
evidence of such payment in accordance with rules prescribed
by the division.
Section 16.
read:

Section 440.57, Florida Statutes, is amended to
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Evidence of good faith work sea:rch.

The compcn.rntion order shall be filed in the office of the
division at Tallahassee. A copy of such compensation order
shall be Rent by mail to the parties and attorneys of record at
the last known address of each, with the date of mailing noted
thereon.
(d) Each judge of industrial claims or the Industrial Rela
tions Commission is required to submit a special report to the
Bureau of vVorkmen's Compensation in each conte.�ted work
men's compensation case in which the case is not determined
within .10 days of final hearing or within 180 days of filing
an application for review. Said form shall be provided lr/1 the
bureau and shall contain the name of the judge of industrial
claims, if the case is before a judge of industrial claims, the
attorneys involved. and a brief explanation by the judge of
industrial claims or the Industrial Relations Commissioner
a.� to the reason for such a delay in issuing a final order. The
Bureau of H1orkmen's Compcn .safion. shn/l compile these sr,e
cial reports into an annual public report to the Governor, the
Secretary of Commerce. the Legislature. the Florida Bar, and
the Appellate District Judicial Nominating Commissions.

Section 11.
read:

�-440.37

Section 440.37, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Misrepresentation; fraudulent activities;

penalties

(1) Any person who willfully makes any false or mis
leading- statement or representation for the purpose of ob
taining or denying any benefit or payment under this chap
ter �� be � &f a miAaemeaRel"
the .fH.s.l; � �
�ft-!!� tft e, � e, � 9P &, �:

*

(a) Who presents or causes to be pre.,ented any written
or oral statement as part of, or in support of, a claim for pay
ment or other benefit pursnant to any provision of this chapter ,
knowin.'7 that s. uch statement contains any false or mislcadi11q
i· nformation concerning a"?! fact or thing material to such
claini, or

Section 9. Subsection (3) of section 440.29, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:

(b) Who prepares or makes any written or oral statement
that is intended to be presented to any employer, insnrn,1cc
company, or self-insured program in connection with, or in
support of, any claim for payment or other benefit pnrsuant
to any provision of this chapter, knowing that such statement
contains a1>y false or misleadin.q information concerning any
fact or thing material to such claim,

440.29 Procedure before the commission or judges of in
dustrial claims.-

shall be g11ilt!! of a felony of the third degree, punishable as
provided ins. 775.082, s. 775.08,1, or s. 775.084.

(3) The practice and procedure before the commission and
the judges of industrial claims shall be governed by rules
adopted by the Supreme Court except to the extent that such
rules conflict with the provisions of this chapter.
Section 10. Subsection (1) of section 440.34, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
440.34

Attorney's fees; costs; penalty for violations.-

( 1) If the employer or carrier shall file notice of contro
versy as provided in s. 440.20, shall decline to pay a claim
on or before the 21st day after they have notice of same, or
shall otherwise resist unsuccessfully the payment of compen
sation, and the claimant shall have employed an attorney at
law in the successful prosecution of the claim, there shall, in
addition to the award for compensation, be awarded a reason
able attorney's fee of 25 percent of the first $5.000 of the
amount of the benefits secured, 20 percent of the next $5.000 of
the amount of the benefits secured. and 15 percent of the re
maining- amount of the benefits secured, to be approved by the
judge of industrial claims, which fee may be paid direct to
the attorney for the claimant in a lump sum. With respect to
attorne11's fees on claims for benefits other than medical
be11cfit.s. 75 percent .shall be paid b11 the nn.p/n1,1er or carrier
and 25 percent �hall be paid by the claimant; however, the
employer or ca.rrier sh.all pay all of the attorney's fee if
the claiman t prot•es to the judge that the employer or carrier
handled his claim in a negligent, arbitrar11,
·
or capricious
monner. However, the judge of industrial claims shall con
sider the following factors in each case and may increase or
decrease the attorney's fee if in his judgment the circum
stances of the particular case warrant such action:
(a\ The time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty
of the questions in\'oh·ed, and the skill requisite to perform the
legal service properly.
(b\ The likelihood, if apparent to the claimant. that the
acceptance of the particular employment will preclude employ
ment of the lawyer by others or cause antagonisms with other
clients.
(c) The fee customarily charged in the locality for similar
legal services.
(d) The amount involved in the controversy and the bene
fits resulting to the claimant.
(e) The time limitation imposed by the claimant or the
circumstances.
(f) The nature and length of the professional relationship
with the claimant.
(g) The experience, reputation, and ability of the lawyer
or lawyers performing the services.
(h)

The contingency or certainty of a fee.

(2)(a) All claims form.� as provided for in this chapter
shnll co11tain a notice that clearl11 states in substance thr
fol/owin.r,: "Any person who, knowingly an.d 1l'ith inte11t tn
injure. defraud. or deceive any employer or employee, insurance
compan,,, or self-insured proqram, files a statement of claint
co11tai11inq a1111 false or �nisleading information is guilty of a
felony of the third degree."
(b) 1. A 11'/ physician. licensed under chapter 458, osteopath.
licensed nnder cha.pter 45!1, chiropractor licensed under chapter
460, or 01111 othrr practitioner licen.scd under the laws of thi.s
state who knowi11,.r,ly and willfnl/.11 ossists. conspires with. or
urges an11 person to fraud1,lentlJ1 violate an11 of the provisions
of this chapter. or an11 person who, due to such a.ssistance. con
spiracy, or 1U"ging by said ph11sician, osteopath, chiroprnctor, or
pl'nditioner, knowingly and willfully benefits from the proceed.�
derived from the 1ue of such fraud, fa guilt11 of a felony of th,·
thirrl deqree.punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083. or
s. ':'7.5.0fi!,. [,, the event that a. phy.sician. osteopath, chiropractor,
or other practitinnrr is acliudicatrd guilt11 of a violation of thi.s
wh11araqraph. the Sta.te Bnard of Medical Examiners ris set
fnrth in. chapter 4.58, the State lJonrd of Osteopathic Mrdical
E.,·n,,,i,,ers a.s set forth in chn.pter 45.9. th� Florida. State Board
nf Chironrr,cli� E:raminer . s a.s . set forth in. chapter 460, nr ofl•rr
np11,.op,-iatr licrnsing authority. whichrver is appropriate ..
shn/1
hold an admiui.st.rati1•e hearing to consider the imp
. osition of
orfmi11i.strafine sanctions a.s provirlrd b11 law a o. ainst said ph11.•i
cic "· ostrona f h, chiropractor, or other practitioner.
2. A»" attorJ1ey who k11010inr,l11 and willfnl/11 assists, cn11spirr.s ,,•ith. nr urges a.1111 clnima.nt to fraud,,lently t•iolate any
o_f the prn1:isions of th,'s chapter. or any person who, due In
such a. ssi.sta11ce. conspirnc11, or urgin.rJ on such attorney's part.
/.:nowin,;/;: am/ ,,,,·11r,,//_11 henefit,q from the proceed., derivP.d from
the 11�e of such frawi. is guilty of a felon11 of the third r/Pqree.
punishable as prnvir/Pr{ i11 •. . 77.5.081!. s. 775.083, or s. 77.5.f)B!,.
.,. No person or governmental unit licensed under chapt!'r
3.9.5to maintain or operate a hospital, and no administrator ,,,.
employee of any .mch hospital, shall knowingly and wilffu/111
al/ow the use of the facilities of such hospital by any person
in a scheme or conspiracy to fraudulently 11iolate any of thr
provisions of this chapter. A n.y hospital administrator or em
ployee who violates this subpara(Trrtph is guilty of a felony of
the third dP..oree, punisha.ble a., provided in. s. 775.082. s. 775.08,'J, or s. 775.084. Any adjudication of guilt for a violation nf
this subparagraph, or the 1.n
r eof business practices demon.st,rnt
in_Q a pn.tfcr,1 indicatinQ that the .spirit of the law set forth in
this pa.rt is not beinq followed, shall be grounds for suspension
or revocation.nf the license to operate the hospital or I.he impo.si
tion. of an administrative penalty of up to $5,000 by the licrns
ing agency as set forth in chapter 395.
(c) An,, person danw,.r,ed as a result of a violation of an11
provision of I.his sub.sectionwhere there has been a criminal ad
jwlication of gnilt .shall have a cause of action to recover com-
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SC'ction 21.
read:

Section fi27 .0!J2, Florida Statutes, is created to

62i.0.q2 Tl"orkmen's Compensntinn A dmini.strator.-Therc is
created within thr Divi,sion of /11.,urancc Compar111 Rrg1tlntio11
of the Dcrartmcnt of lnstLrancc the position of Workmcn',s Co111pe11.satio11 A.dminist.rator to monitor carrier practices in the
field of 1l'Orkme11's compen.sation.
Section 22. Subsection (1) of section G27.101. Florida Stal
utes, is amended to read:

627.101 When filing becomes effective; workmen's compen
sation and employer's liability in�urances.-

(1) The department shall review filings as to workmen's
compensation and employer's liability insurances as soon as
reasonably possible after they have been made in order to
determine whether they meet the applicable requirements of
this part. If the depa.rtment determines tha.t part of a rate
fili11g does not meet the applicable requirem1mts of this part,
it ma-11 reject so much of the filing a3 does not meet these re
quirements, and approve the remainder of the filing.
Section 23. The presiding officer of each house of the Legig
lature shall, on or after ,July 1, 1978, designate members of
each house of the Legislature to serve on a joint committee,
for the purpose of receiving reports, recommendations, and sup
porting cost data from state officers and others with expertise
and experience in the workmen's compensation system who have
prepared reliable data as to the effects of the proposals on
injured workers, employers, and other members of the public.
The committee members so designated shall prepare recom
mendations and present them to their respective houses on
March 1, 1979. There is hereby appropriated from the General
Revenue Fund $150,000 to carry out the provisions of this sec
tion.

Section 24. It is the intent of the Legislature, in enacting
this act, that it shall not operate to supersede or repeal any
changes made to the ,ections herein contained at the 1978 regu
lar session of the Legislature unless a contrary intent is ex
pressly set forth herein. To that end, the Division of Statutory
Revision of the Joint Legislative Management Committee is di
rected to give full effect to the provisions of this act, as well as
to any such changes, insofar as it is possible to do so.
Section 25. This act shall take effect July 1, 1978, and shall
apply to all claims arising out of injuries which occur on or
after such date.
Mr. Moffitt moved the adoption of the amendment.
Representative Papy offered the following amendment to
the amendment:

Amendment I to Amendment 1-0n page 2, lines 21 through
31. and on page 3, lines 1 through 3, strike all underlined lang
uage

Mr. Papy moved the adoption of the amendment to the
amendment.

Mr. Melvin moved the previous question on the amendment to
the amendment and the amendment, which was agreed to.
The question recurred on the adoption of the amendment
to the amendment, which failed of adoption.

The question recurred on the adoption of Amendment 1,
which was adopted. The vote was:
Yeas-66
The Chair
Adams
Andrews
Batchelor
Becker
Bell
Black
Bloom
Bcwd
Brown
Cherry
Considine

Conway
Cox
Crawford
Crenshaw
Davis
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Fontana
Fox
Frank
Gersten

Girardeau
Gordon
Gustafson
Haben
Hazelton
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hill
Hodes
Kershaw

Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Langley
Lockward
lllalloy
Mann
Margolis
McPherson
J\!ica
Moffitt
Moore, R.

Moore, T.
Nelson
Nuckolls
O'Malley
Pajcic
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Papy
Patterson
Ready
Richmond
Rish

Sadowski
Sample
Sheldon
Smith
Steinberg

Warner
Woodruff
Young

Ewing
Fechtel
Forbes
Fortune
Foster
Gallag-her
Grizzle
Hagler
Hattaway
Hawkins
Hodges
Hollingsworth

Hutto
.James
Jennings
Jones
Lewis, J. W.
Lewis, T.
Martin
Maxwe)I
f,lrCall
McDonald
Melvin
Mixson

Morgan
Neal
Ogden
Patchett
Poindexter
Poole
Robinson
R�•als
Tavlor
Thompson
Ward
\\'ill in ms

Nays-48
Allen
Barrett
Blackburn
Burn$ed
Burrall
Carlton
Cas$ens
Cradv
Culb�eath
Dan$on
Dixon
Evans

Votes after roll call:

Nays to Yeas-J. W. Lewis, Allen
Mr. Hazelton moved to reconsider the vote by which Amend
ment 1 was adopted. On motion by Mr. Pajcic, the motion to
reconsider was laid on the table. The vote was:
Yeas-59

The Chair
Adams
Allen
Andrews
Batchelor
Becker
Bell
Black
Brown
Considine
Conway
Cox
Culbreath
Danson
Davis

Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Ewing
Fox
Frank
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Gustafson
Hagler
Hawkins
Hazelton
Ilazouri
Healey

Hieber
Hodes
.Jones
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser
Langley
Lockward
11-!allov
Marg-olis
McPherson
Moffitt
Moore, R.
Moore. T.
Nuckol1s

O'J\falley
Pajcic
Papy
Patterson
Poindexter
Richmond
Rish
Sadowski
Sample
Sheldon
Smith
Steinberg
Woodruff
Young

Evans
Fechtel
Fontana
Fortune
Foster
Grizzle
Haben
I -Iodg-es
Hollingsworth
Hutto
James

Jenning-s
Lewis,J. W.
Lewis, T.
Maxwell
l\IcCall
McDonald
Melvin
Mica
Morgan
Neal
Nelson

Patchett
Poole
Ready
Redman
Robinson
Taylor
Thompson
Ward
\\'arner
Williams

Nays-43
Barrett
Bloom
Burnsed
Burrall
Carlton
Cassens
Cherry
Crady
Craig
Crenshaw
Dixon

Votes after roll call:

Yeas-Gallagher
Nays-Mixson
Yeas to Nays-Lockward, Danson, Hawkins
Nays to Yeas-Fontana, Cherry, Warner
Representative Moffitt offered the following title amend·
ment:

_ ..,_1...
Amendment 2--Strike the entire title and insert: A bill to " ;
be entitled An act relating to workmen's compensation; �roe� .: -.: .
ini::_s: _440.02(1)(b) and (2)(d), Florida_Statu tes,_chan�n� rs
def1mt1on of emplovment and excludmg certam voluntee
from the definition· of "employee"; amending . s.. �40.11 (�
Florida Statutes, extending the exclusiveness of hab1lrty 2 1
�� · .
low employees with certain exceptions; amendmg 8• 44 0 • �ta)• ,·,1:
i.
and (2), Florida Statutes, relating to compcnsntton Pj�e n � -i-t·:;-,
a
nr • �_:; ..
amending s. 440.13(1) and (3), Florida Statutes, re
roe
injured _ employees' rem_edial treatment, c�re,_ and stt� ntclot '. ��.';'
,
am
s
e
mod1fymi:: procedure W1th respect to furmshmg; care ·'f:,�- ..
ing treatment or service at hospitals and other h ea 1 vi.aT1' �
providers under certain fee provisions; creating an ad
.:;_: •·
.
i'li,"fi..

u;

::•;;'
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440.57 Pooling liabilities.-The division may, under such
rules and regulations as it may prescribe, permit two or more
employers to enter into agreements to pool their liabilities under
this chapter for the purpose of qualifying as self-insurers and
each employer member of such approved group shall be classi
fied as a self-insurer as defined in this chapter. The agreement
entered into under this section may provide that the pool shalt
be liable for 80 percent, and the employer member shall be
liable for 20 percent, of the medical benefits due any employee
for an injury compensable under this chapter up to the amount
of $5,000. One hundred percent of the medical bene;its above
$5,000 due to an employee for one injunJ shall be paid by the
pool. The agreement may also provide that each employer
memher shall be responsible for the first $100 of medical
benefits due each of its employees for each injury. The claim
shall be paid by the pool, regardless of its size, which shall be
reimbu,·.sed by tHe employer for any amounts. required to be
paid by the employer under the agreement.
Section 17. Section 440.59, Florida Statutes, is created to
read:
440.59 Risk management report.-The Division of Labor
of the Department of Commerce shall complete on a quarterly
basis an analysis of the previous quarter's injuries which
resulted in workmen's compensation claims. The analysis. shall
be broken down by risk classification and shall show for each
such risk classification the frequency and severity for the
various types of injury, and shall include an analysi. s of the
cause.� of such injuries. The division shall distribute to each
employer and self-insurer in the state covered by the work
men's compensation law the data relevant to its work force.
The report shall also be distributed to the insurers authorized
to write workmen's compensation insurance in the state.
Section 18. Subsection (7) of section 443.12, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
443.12 Division and board; powers, duties, etc.; rules and
regulations; personnel; advisory councils; records and reports;
cooperation, etc.(7) RECORDS AND REPORTS.-Each employing unit
shall keep true and accurate work records, containing such
information as the [division] may prescribe. Such records
shall be open to inspection and be subject to being copied by
the division at any reasonable time and as often as may be
necessary. The division or an appeals referee may require
from any employing unit any sworn or unsworn reports, with
respect to persons employed by it, deemed necessary for the
effective administration of this chapter. Information thus
obtained, or obtained from any individual pursuant to the
administration of this chapter, shall, except to the extent
necessary for the proper presentation of a claim or upon written
authorization of the claimant who has. a workmen's com.pensa
tion claim pending, be held confidential and shall not be
published or be open to public inspection (other than to public
employees in the performance of their public duties), in any
manner revealing the individual's or employing unit's identity,
but any claimant (or his legal representative) at a hearing
before an appeals referee or the [board] shall be supplied
with information from such records to the extent necessarv
for the proper presentation of his claim. Any employee o·r
member of the [board] or any employee of the division who
violates any provision of this subsection shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in
s. 775.082 or s. 775.083. Provided, however, the division may
furnish to any employer copies of any report previously sub
mitted by such employer, upon the request of such employer,
and the division is authorized to charge therefor such reason
able fee as the [division] may by regulations prescribe not to
exceed the actual reasonable cost of the preparation of such
copies. Fees received by the division for copies as herein pro
vided shall be deposited to the credit of the Employment Se
curity Administration Trust Fund.
Section 19.
read:

Section 624.435, Florida Statutes, is created to

621,.1,3.'i Rcport,q of information by wo·rlcmen's compen.sa
tion insurers requircd.(1) Any in.mrer authorized to write a policy of worlcmen'.s
compensation insurance or self-insurer shall transmit the
the following information to the department each year with
the annual report of such insurer, and such information shall
be brnkcn down by its nationwide and Florida insura1:ce
writings:

(a)

Direct premiums written;

(b)

Direct premiums eanred;

(c)

Dividenda paid or credited to policyholders;

(d)

Losses paid;

(e)

Allocated loss adjustment expense.�;
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(f) The ratio of allocated loss adjustment expe11ses to
losses paid;
(g)

Unallocated loss adjustment expenses;

(h) The ratio of unallocated loss adjustment expenses to
losses paid;
(i) The total of lo.•ses paid and unallocated and allocated
loss adjustment expenses;
(j) The ratio of losses paid and unallocated and allocated
loss adjustment expenses to premiums earned;
(k) The number of claims outstanding as of December 31
of each year;
(l) The total amount of losses unpaid as of December 31
of each year;
(m) The total amount of allocated and unallocated loss
adjustment expenses unpaid as of December 31 of each year;
and
(n) The total of losses paid and allocated loss adjustment
expenses and unallocated loss adjustment expenses, plus the
total of losses unpaid as of December 31 of each year and loss
adjustment expenses unpaid as of December 31 of each year.
(2) The department shall provide a summary of informa
tion provided pursuant to subsection (1) in its annual report.
(S)(a) The first report of this information shall include
th� ·information for the last 6 months for the year ending
December 31, 11178. Such report shall be filed no later tha"
March 1, 1979. Beginning with the report for the period end
ing Deceniber 31, 1980, all future reports shall have all infor
mation requ-ired by subsection (1) broken down by year for the
current and 2 preceding years.
(b) Within 30 days after March 1, 1.980, the Department
of Insurance shall commence a review of the rates of all work
men's compensation insurers i· n effect at the time. If, after
the review, the department finds on a preliminary basis that
the rate may be excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discrimina
tory, the department sh.all so notify the insurer. Upon being so
notified, the filer shall within 60 days file with the depart
ment all information which the filer believes proves the reason
ableness. adequacy, and fairness of the rate. In such i1rntances,
the filer shall carry the burden of proof. In the event the de
partment finds that a rate is excessive, inadequate, or unfairly
discriminatory, the department may order that a new ra,te
schedule be thereafter filed by the filer and may further specify
the manner in which noncomplia.nce shall be corrected.
(4) There is hereby authorized one position and, for the
J,qi8-7!1 fiscal year, $10(),000 appropriated from the ln.surnJ1ce
Com miss·ioner's Re_qulatory Trust Fund to implement the pro
visions of this section.
Section 20. Subsection (1) of Section 627.091, Florida Stat
utes, is amended, and subsection (5) is added to said section
to read:
627.0!Jl Rate filings; workmen's compensation and employ
er's liability insurances.( 1) As to workmen's compensation and employer's liability
insurances, every insurer shall file with. the department every
manual of classifications, rules and rates, every rating- plan
and every modification of any of the foregoing which it pro
poses to use. Every insurer is hereby authorized to include
deductible provisions in its manual of classifications, rules, and
rates. Such deductible.� shall in all cases be in a form and
manner which is consistent with the underlying purpose of
chapter 440.
(5) Pursuant to the provisions of s. 627..121, the department
may examine the underlying statistical data used in such filings.
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committee to aid in adoption of schedules of charges; empower
ing the Division of Labor of the Department of Commerce to
conduct certain investigations relative thereto; amending s.
440.15(3) (u), (10) (c), and (11), Florida Statutes, relating to
compensation for disability; changing the basis upon which
unscheduled permanent partial disability benefits are deter
mined; providing for authorization to release unemployment
compensation information; amending s. 440.185(2) and (9),
Florida Statutes, decreasing the time period for reporting
knowledge of injury or death; amending s. 440.20(5), (7),
and (10), Florida Statutes, providing additional penalties !or
late payment; authorizing the judge of industrial claims to
examine lump sum payments in excess of benefits allowable
under the law; authorizing lump sum settlements without a
hearing un<ler certain circumstances; amendine; s. 4-I0.2!i(3),
Florida Statutes, specifying limitations on and considerations
of judges of industrial claims conducting hearings on awards
for diminution of wae;e-earning capacity; limiting the extent
of an award for disability; requiring reports; amending s.
440.29(3), Florida Statutes, modifying provisions relating to
practice and procedure before the Industrial Relations Com
mission and judges of industrial claims: amending s. 440.34
(1), Florida Statutes; providing for determination of attorney's
fees by judges of industrial claims; specifying that a portion
of the attorney's fees are payable by employer or carrier
under certain circumstances; amending s. 440.37, Florida
Statutes, specifying fraudulent activities and penalties there
for; adding a new subsection to s. 440.38, Florida Statutes,
relatine; to security for compensation, providing for certain
medical benefits policies; creating s. 440.442, Florida Statutes,
pro,·iding that commissioners and judges of industrial claims
shall follow the Code of Judicial Conduct; amending s. 440.45
(1), Florida Statutes; providing initial procedure for appoint
ment of judges of industrial claims; amending s. 440.49(4)
(g), Florida Statutes, and adding new subsection (2) thereto,
relating to rehabilitation of injured employees and certain
uses of the Special Disability Trust Fund; amending s. 440.57,
Florida Statutes, modifying provisions relating to pooling, by
employers, of liabilities; creating s. 440.59, Florida Statutes,
providing for a quarterly risk management report; amending
s. 443.12 (7), Florida Statutes; providing circumstances for
the release of unemployment compensation records; creating s.
624.435, Florida Statutes; requiring workmen's compensation
insurers to submit certain reports; specifying contents; pro
viding for rate review; providing an appropriation; amending
s. 627.091(1), Florida Statutes, and adding a subsection, pro
viding for deductible provisions in manuals of classifications,
rules, and rates; creating s. 627.092, Florida Statutes, providing
for a Workmen's Compensation Administrator; amending s.
627.101(1), Florida Statutes, relating to rate filings; provid
ing an appropriation; providing an effective date.
Mr. Moffitt moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representatives O'Malley, Woodruff, Becker, Hill, Papy,
Gustafson, and Fox offered the following amendment:
Amendment 3-On page 22, strike all of lines 4-10 and insert:
However, the judge of
Mr. O'Malley moved the adoption of the amendment.
Representative Forbes offered the following substitute amend
ment:
Substitute Amendment 3-On pag-e 23, line 11, strike "Of such
attorney's fees," and insert: With respect to attorney's fees on
claims for benefits other than medical benefits,

Mr. Forbes moved the adoption of the substitute amendment.
Pending consideration thereof, without objection, the substitute
amendment was with<lrawn.
Mr. Pajcic moved the previous question on the amendment and
the bill, which was agreed to.
The question recurred on the adoption of Amendment 3, which
failed of adoption.
On motion by Mr. Pajcic, the rules were waived and SB 3-D,
as amended, was read the third time by title. On passage, the
vote wae:

Yeas-100

The Chair
Adams
Allen
Andrews
Barrett
Batchelor
Black
Blackburn
Bloom
Boyd
13urnsed
Burrall
Carlton
Cassens
Considine
Cox
Crady
Craig
Crawford
Crenshaw
Danson
Davis
Dixon
D,·er
E�sley

Eckhart
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EwingFechtel
Fontana
Forbes
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Foster
Fox
Girardeau
Gordon
Grizzle
Gustafson
Haben
Hr'.g-ler
Hattaway
Hawkins
Hazelton
H::izouri
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hill
Hodges
Holling-sworth

Hutto
James
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Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Langley
Lewis,J. W.
Lewis. T.
Malloy
Mann
Mnrg-olis
Martin
Maxwell
lllcCall
McDonald
McPherson
Melvin
Mica
Mixson
Moffitt
l\loore. R.
Moore. T.

Morgan
Neal
Nelson
Nuckolls
Og-den
O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson
Poole
Ready
Richmond
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Robinson
Sadowski
Sample
Sheldon
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Taylor
Thompson
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Warne,
Williams
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Frank
Gallairher
Gersten

Hodes
Lockward
Papy

Poindexter
Woodruff

Nays-11
Becker
Cherry
Conway

Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Bell, Brown
Nays to Yeas-Becker, Conway, Gallagher
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified
to the Senate after engrossment.
THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE IN THE CHAIR
By Representative Cox-

RB 21-D-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Depart
ment of Professional and Occupational Regulation; adding- s.
20.30 (6), Florida Statutes; requiring each examining and licens
ing- board of such department to have a lay member; requiring
the Governor to appoint a lay member; providing an effective
date.
-was read the first time by title. On motion by Mr. Culbreath,
the rules were waived and HB 21-D was read the second time by
title.
Representatives James and Richmond offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 1, line 24, strike the effective date
and insert: January 21, 1979
Mr. Richmond movecl the adoption of the amendment. On mo
tion by Mr. Culbreath, the amendment was laid on the table.
On motion by Mr. Culbreath, the rules were waived and RB
21-D was read the third time by title. On passage, the vote was:
Yeas-70
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CHAPTER 78-299

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 78-299

Section 8.
If any provision of this act or the application
thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity
shall not affect other provisions or applications of the act which
can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and
to this end the provisions of this act are declared severable.
Section 9.
The provisions of this act, shall be in addition to,
and shall not supersede, the provisions of any other act passed
during the 1978 regular session.
Section 10. This act shall take effect July 1, 1978, except that
paragraph (m) of subsection (7) of section 212.08, Florida Statutes,
shall take effect January 1, 1979; and except that sections 4 and 5
of this act shall take effect October 1, 1978.
Approved by the Governor June 16, 1978.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 16, 1978.
CHAPTER 78-300
Senate Bill No. 3-D
AN

ACT relating to workmen's compensation; amending s.
440.02(1)(b) and (2) (d), Florida Statutes, changing the
definition
of
employment
and
excluding certain
volunteers from the definition of •employee•; amending
s.
440.11(1),
Florida
Statutes,
extending
the
exclusiveness of liability to fellow employees with
certain exceptions; amending s. 440.12(1) and (2),
Florida Statutes, relating to compensation payments;
amending
s. 440.13(1) and (3), Florida Statutes,
relating to injured employees' remedial treatment,
care, and attendance; modifying procedure with respect
to furnishing same; including treatment or service at
hospitals and other health care providers under certain
fee provisions; creating an advisory committee to aid
in adoption of schedules of charges; empowering the
Division of Labor of the Department of Commerce to
c onduct
certain
investigations
relative thereto;
amending s. 440.15(3) (u), (10) (c), and (11), Florida
Statutes, relating to compensation for disability;
changing the basis upon which unscheduled permanent
partial disability benefits are determined; providing
for authorization to release unemployment compensation
information; amending s. 440.185(2) and (9), Florida
Statutes, decreasing the time period for reporting
knowledge of injury or death; amending s. 440.20(5),
(7), and (10), Florida Statutes, providing additional
penalties for late payment; authorizing the judge of
industrial claims to examine lump sum payments in
excess of benefits allowable under the law; authorizing
lump sum settlements without a hearing under certain
circumstances; amending s. 440.25(3), Florida Statutes,
specifying limitations on and considerations of judges
of industrial claims conducting hearings on awards for
diminution of wage-earning capacity; limiting
the
extent of an award for disability; requiring reports;
amending s. 440.29(3), Florida Statutes, modifying
847

CHAPTER 78-300
(d)

CHAPTER 78-300

LAWS OF FLORIDA

The term "employee" shall not include:

1.
An independent contractor, including an individual who agrees
in writing to perform services for a person or corporation without
supervision or control as a real estate salesman or agent, if such
service by such individual for such person or corporation is
performed for remuneration solely by way of commission; er
2. A person whose employment is both casual and not in the course
of the trade, business, profession, or occupation of the employerL
0 rT
3.

A volunteer who falls into one of the following categories:

a.
Volunteers who serve in private nonprofit agencies and who
receive no compensation other than expenses in an amount less than or
e uivalent to the standard milea e and er diem ex enses rovided to
sa ar e emp oyees n t e same agency.
in

federal

ro rams

established

Section 2. Subsection (1) of section 440.11, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:
440.11

Exclusiveness of liability.--

(1) The liability of an employer prescribed in s. 440.10 shall be
exclusive and in place of all other liability of such employer to any
third party tortfeasor and to the employee, the legal representative
thereof, husband or wife, parents, dependents, next of kin, and
anyone otherwise entitled to recover damages from such employer at
law or in admiralty on account of such injury or death, except that
if an employer fails to secure payment of compensation as required by
this chapter, an injured employee, or the legal representative
thereof in case death results from the injury, may elect to claim
compensation under this chapter or to maintain an action at law or in
admiralty for damages on account of such injury or death. In such
action the defendant may not plead as a defense that the injury was
caused by negligence of a fellow servant, that the employee assumed
the risk of the employment, or that the injury was due to the
contributory negligence or comparative negligence of the employee.
The same immunities fr
e

to
furt
pr
Section 3.
Subsections (1)
Statutes, are amended to read:
440.12
Time
compensation.--

for

commencement
849

and (2) of section 440.12, Florida
and

limits

on

weekly

rate of
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721 A bill to be entitled

An act relating to work men's compensation;

1.1/4

3

adding a new subsection (2) to s. 440.11,

1.1/6

F lorida Statutes, exempting employees from
5

6

liability as third party tortfeasors under

1.1/7

Florida Statutes, relating to actions against

1.1/8

certain circumstances; amending s. 440.39 (1),

8

third party tortfeasors, to conform to the act;

9

p roviding an effective date.

11 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

1.1/9
l:enc

17
13

Section 1.

Subsection (2) of section 440.11, Florida

1� Statutes, is renumbered as subsection (3) and a new subsection
15

1.1/10
1.1/11

(2) is added to said section to read:

16

440.11

17

(2)

Exclusiveness of liability.--

An employee shall not be liable as a third party

1.1/12
1.1/13

18 tortfeasor for any injury to or the death of a fellow servant
19 due to the negligence or wrongful act of the employee in the

1.1/14

20 course of his employment if his employer secures payment of

1.1/15

21 compensation for the injury or death as required by this

1.1/16

22 chapter.
23

Section 2.

Subsection (1) of section 440.39, Florida

24 Statutes, is amended to read:
25

440.39

1.1/16
1.1/17

Compensation for injuries where third persons

2.2

� are liable.-27

(1)

I f an employee, subject to the provisions of the

2. 2/1,

28 F lorida Workmen's Compensation Law, is injured or killed in

2.2/2''

29 t he course of his employment by the negligence or wrongful act

2.2/3·

30 of a third party tortfeasor, such injured employee, or in the

2.2/1:·

31 I case of his death his dependents, may accept compensation

2.2/s"
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benefits under the provisions of this law, and at the same
2 time such injured employee, his dependents or personal

2.2/6

3 representatives may, except as provided in s. 440.11(2) (as

2.2/7

4 created by this a ct), pursue his remedy by action at law or

2.2/8

5 otherwise against such third party tortfeasor.

2.2/9

Section 3.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1978.

2.2/9

7
8

l:hbs

9

l:hbs

11

2.2/12
2.2/13
2.2/14

1:

2.2/15

10

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31

2
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FLORID\ HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVF.S
DONALD L. nTCKER, Speaker/JOHN L. RYALS, Speaker Pro Tempora

COMMIITEEONCOMMERCE

John R. Forbes
Chairman

John W. Lewis

Vi� Chairman

FROM:

John R. Forbes

RE:

Legislative Intent

Due to increased judicial emphasis on "legislative intent,"
the Speaker's Office has suggested that such intent be obtained
on each bill being considered. Because "intent" can best be
explained by the author and introducer of a bill, I am asking
each member to provide this (in a short paragraph) for the
House's records.
It will be necessary to have this returned to me before your
bill can be considered by the committee.

Bill No.

HIJ

ZJ./

STATEMENT OF LEGISLATIVE INTENT:
The present law protects the
employer who secures coverage under Florida's Workmen's Compensation
Law from suits by injured employees. HB #721 would extend the same
protection to every employee of the employer. This would mean an
employee injured by a fellow employee would not be able to sue his
fellow employee and would receive the full benefit under the
employer's workmen's compensation coverage.

J aclt Herzor, Stat!' Director
310 HouH Office Buildlnf, Tailah...-. Florida

32304

19041

"88-:1123

{i)

14-56tl-8

/&/t,')/j
(�,.-'

A bill to be entitled

An act relating to workmen's compensation;
amending s. 440.11(1), Florida Statutes;

4

6
8

9

10

11

12

13

u
15

providing that the immunities from liability
enjoyed by an employer shall apply to an

employee acting in the furtherance of the

employer's business; providing an effective
date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Subsection (1) of section 440.11, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
440.11
(1)

Exclusiveness of liability.--

The liability of an employer prescribed in s.

16 440.lU shall be exclusive and in place of all other liability

17

of such employer to any third party tortfeasor and to the

19

parents, dependents, next of kin, and anyone otherwise

18

employee, the legal representative thereof, husband or wife,

20 entitled to recover damages from such employer at law or in

21 admiralty on account of such injury or death, except that if

22

an employer fails to secure payment of compensation as

24

representative thereof in case death results from the injury,

23
25

28

29

required by this chapter, an injured employee, or the legal
may elect to claim compensation under this chapter or to

maintain an action at law or in admiralty for damages on

account of such injury or death.

In such action the defendant

may not plead as a defense that the injury was caused by

negligence of a fellow servant, that the employee assumed the

JO risk of the employment, or that the injury was due to the
I
31, contributory negligence or comparative negligence of the
l
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employee.

The same immunities from liability enjoyed by an

2 employer shall extend as well to each employee of the emoloyer
J when such employee is acting in furtherance of the employer's
4 business.
Section 2.
6

This act shall take effect July 1, 1978.

*****************************************

8

SENATE SUMMARY

9

Extends the immunity from liability enjoyed by an
employer under the workmen's Compensation Law to each
employee of the employer when such employee is acting in
furtherance of the employer's business.

11
12
13
14

15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29

JO
JI
2
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DI\TE: April 10, 1978
AHAillI

STAFF D1 RECTOR

2, _____ ------

SENATE
STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT

3, _____ -----BILL

No.

AND

SB 407

COMMERCE COMMITTEE

SPONSOR:

3.
AMEND, OR CS ATTACHED ___

SUBJECT:

Senator Plante

REFERENCES:
I.

2,

Martin�fJ{

L Brainerd

.56: t/c )

1.

Workmen's Compensation

Commerce

SUMMARY:
Provides for fellow employee immunity under workmen's compensation.

IT.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

Under current law, when an employee is injured at work he receives
workmen's compensation benefits from the employer. The employer
provides these benefits regardless of fault, but in return is given
immunity from liability. Workmen's compensation is the employee's
exclusive remedy against his employer. If the employee is injured
on the job by someone other than the employer, he has an additional
remedy. Under s. 440.39, F.S., the injured employee, in addition
to accepting workmen's compensation benefits, may pursue his remedy
by a suit against the third party tort-feasor. This includes an
action against a fellow employee. Should a judgment be obtained,
the employer can recover up to 100% of the workmen's compensation
benefits he has paid.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

This bill would grant immunity to a fellow employee who is acting
in furtherance of the employer's business. The fellow employee
therefore could not be named as a third party tort-feasor and
workmen's compensation would be the injured worker's only recourse.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A.

Economic Impact on the Public:

X Yes

No

An injured employee would lose his cause of action aqainst certain
fellow employee third party tort-feasors. A dollar loss to the
injured employee is not quantifiable at this time. Additionally,
the employer would no longer have subrogation rights against those
employees. Insurers indicate, however, that very little is current
ly recovered through subrogation.
B.
IV.

Economic Impact on State or Local Government:

Yes

X No

COMMENTS:
Technical errors -- none noted.

Absent the showing of an overpowering public necessity, the courts
have expressed disfavor towards curtailing rights without providing
reasonable alternatives for redress.
This is similar to 1978 House Bill 721.
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CS/SB 636

310-1708-8

reprndut::
by
FLORIDA STAT ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY UIL01NG
Tallatlas6"- FL 32399-0250

A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to workmen's compensation;

3

amending s. 440.02(1) (b), (9), Florida

4

Statutes; changing the definitions of

.5

"employment" to one with three or more

6

employees and "disability" to require physical

7

impairment and to include diminution of wage

8

earning capacity; amending s. 440.11(1),

9

Florida Statutes; extending the exclusiveness

10

of liability to fellow employees with certain

11

exceptions; amending s. 440.12(2), Florida

12

Statutes; providing that the average weekly

13

wage shall be adjusted to the nearest dollar;

14

amending s. 440.13(3) (a), Florida Statutes;

15

p roviding that fees or charges for hospital

16

treatment may be limited by rule; amending s.

17

4_40.15(3), (10} (cl, (11), Florida Statutes;

18

changing provisions for. permanent partial

19

disability compensatio.n; providing for release

20

of certain unemployment compensation

21

information; providing for reduction of

22

workmen's compensation benefits for permanent

23

total disability if the claimant is also

24

receiving unemployment compensation benefits;

25

amending s. 440.185 (2),

26

Statutes; reducing the number of days in which

27

t he employer shall report an injury to his

28

insurer; requiring the division to notify an

29

injured employee o·f his ·rights; increasing the

30

penalty to the employer for failure to notify

31

his carrier within the specified time; amending

(4),

s�rles

/

£

(9), Florida

1
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
2
3

Section 1.

Paragraph (bl of subsection (1) and

4 subsection (9) of section 440.02, Florida Statutes, are
5 amended to read:
6

440.02

Definitions.--When used in this chapter, unless

7 the context clearly requires otherwise, the following terms
8 shall have the following meanings:
9

(1)

•Employment.•

10

(b)

The term •employment• shall include:

11

1.

Employment by the state and all political

12 subdivisions thereof and all public and quasi-pub! ic
13 corporations therein, including offi�ers elected at the polls.
14

2.

All private employments in which three e"e or more

15 employees are �ployed by the same employer.
16

17

(9)

•nisability• means physical impairment which is

medically or scientifically demonstrable and which results in

18 � incapacity because of the injury to earn in the same or any
19 other employment the wages which the employee was receiving at
20 the time of the injury or diminution of wag�earning capacity
21
22
23

as prescribed bys. 440.15(3)(b).
S ection 2.

Statutes, is amended to read:

24

440.11

25

(1)

�

Subsection (1) of section 440.11, Florida

Exclusiveness of liability.--

The liability of an employer prescribed in s.

440.10 shall be exclusive and in place of all other liability

11 of such employer to any third party tortfeasor and to the
28 employee, the legal representative thereof, husband or wife,
'l1 parents, dependents, next of kin, and anyone otherwise
30 entitled to recover damages from such employer at law or in
31 admiralty on account of such injury or death, except that if
4
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an employer fails to secure payment ot compen!!ation ag
2 required by this chapter, an injured employee, or the legal
3 representative thereof in case death results from the injury,
4 may elect to claim compensation under this chapter or to
5 maintain an action at law or in admiralty for damages .on
6

account of such injury or death.

In such action the defendant

7 may not plead as a defense that the injur.y was caused by
8 negligence of a fellow servant, that the employee assumed the
9 risk of the employment, or that the injury was due to the
10 contributory negligence or comparative negligence of the
11 employee.

The same immunities from liability enjoyed by an.

12 employer shall extend as well to each employee of the employer
13 when such employee is acting in furtherance of the employer's
14

business.

Those immunities from liability enjoyed by an

15 emplorer shall not extend to any emplox:ee who acts with
16 w illful and wanton disregard or unprovoked physical !!99ression
17

or with gross negligence in the o�ration of a motor vehicle,

18 when such acts result in injur:r: or death, or such acts
19 proximatel;r: cause such injury or death.

Provided, however,

� emplorees of the same employer may have a cause of action if
21 each is operating in the furtherance of the employer's
22

business but they are not assigned to the same job site or are

23 assigned primarily to unrelated works within priv ate or public
24

25
26
11

28
29

employment.
Section 3.

Subsection (2) of section 440.12, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

440.12

Time for commencement and limits on weekly rate

of compensation.(2)

Compensation for disability resulting from

30 injuries which occur after December 31, 1974, shall not be
31

less than $20 per week.

However, if the employee's wages at
5

·_

DATE: May
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COMMITTEE ACTION:
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2,

Martin

2, _____ ------

srnATE

STAFF ANALYSIS.AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
COMMERCE COMMITTEE

3, _____ ------

REFERENCES:
I.

3.
AMEND, OR CS ATTACHED ___
SUBJECT:

BILL tlo, AND SPONSOR:
CS/SB 636

1, Fav./CS - 5/11/78

Senator McClain

Workmen's Compensation

Commerce; Judiciary-Criminal

SUMMARY:
Makes numerous substantive and procedural changes to present
workmen's compensation law.

II.

PURPOSE:
Present Situation and Effect on Present Situation:
[Due to the complexity of the subject matter, a section-by-section
comparison will be used for present situation and effect on present
situation.]
Section 1

�:

This section would require coverage only if three or more employees
are employed by the same employer. Current law requires coverage if
one or more are employed. The section also would require physical
impairment to be medically or scientifically demonstrable.
Section 2
This section would change the law to provide for fellow-employee tort
immunity.
Section 3
Currently, the maximum weekly compensation rate, set by formula, is
66 2/3% of a statewide average weekly wage adjusted to the nearest
multiple of $7. This bill would adjust it to the nearest dollar.
Section 4
This bill would require that fees and charges for hospitals and other
health care providers be governed by a fee schedule established by the
Division through rules.
Section 5
This bill would eliminate the schedule for anatomical loss and sub
stitute.- a percentage of the average weekly wage based on a bodily
disability as a whole for physical impairment. It would allow claims
for diminution of wage-earning capacity in addition to any impairment
benefit received. In making an award based on diminution of wage
earning capacity, the judge would be required to make written findings
of fact in the record based on certain criteria.
The carrier would be given 21 days from the date of the last permanent
partial disability payment based on a rating subsequent to maximum
medical improvement to accept a wage earning loss.

(j)

DATE:

May 12, 1978

PAGE:

UPDATE

2

BILL NO.: CS/SB 636
SPONSOR: McClain
SENATE
STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC STATEMENT
Commerce Cammittee (
Brainerd
)

The employee, upon the demand of the employer, would be required to
authorize release of certain unemployment compensation information.
A reduction of permanent total disability benefits would be allowed
when the claimant is also receiving unemployment compensation.
Section 6
This bill would require the employer to give notice of injury to the
carrier within 7 days instead of the current 10 days. It would also
further penalize late payment and the penalties would be paid directly
to the claimant. The division would be required to inform the injured
worker of his rights and responsibilities.
Section 7
The 10% penalty currently levied against the carrier would be increased
to 20% and be paid directly to the claimant. The Judge of Industrial
Claims (JIC) would be authorized to reject wash out settlements if
excessive. If both sides are represented by counsel, a wash out could
be authorized without a hearing. Employers would be allowed to have
attorney representation in wash outs. Wash outs for future medical
would be prohibited.
Section 8
JIC's would be prohibited from making awards that are greater than the
medical testimony would justify. Reports would have to be submitted
to the Bureau of Workmen's Compensation if cases were not determined
in a timely manner.
Section 9
JIC's would be subject to the practices and procedures determined by
division rule instead of Supreme Court rule.
Section 10
JIC's would be required to determine attorneys' fees rather than
merely approve them. A new provision would allow for offers of set
tlement similar to those in Rule 1.442; Florida Rules of Civil Pro
cedure. Penalties for solicitation of cases would increase to a
third degree felony.
Section 11
This section would establish more stringent fraud provisions.
Section 12
JIC's and Industrial Relations Commissioners (IRC) would be made
subject to the Code of Judicial Conduct.

DATE:

May 12, 1978

PAGE:
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SENATE
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Commerce Committee (
Brainerd
)

Section 13.
This section would require that the initial appointment of JICs be
made from a list of three nominees submitted by a Appellate District
Judicial Nominating Commission.
Section 14
This would require that any injured worker who, without reasonable
be subject to a
cause, refuses to participate in rehabilitation
50% reduction in benefits.
Section 15
This section is a technical change to correspond with the earlier
change in section 5.
Section 16
A new reporting section would be added to chapter 6�4, requiring
workmen's compensation insurers to make annual reports to the
Department of Insurance.
Section 17
This provision would require the �nsurance Conunissioner to review all
workmen's compensation rates. If he finds that they are excessive,
inadequate or unfairly discriminatory, he may order a new rate schedule.
Sections 18 and 19 provide for severability and an effective date of
July 1, 1978.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
A.

Economic Impact on the Public:

YES x·

NO

This bill would have economic impact on the public. Testimony on
similar proposals, heard last year in the Senate Commerce Committee,
resulted in estimates of impact ranging from "much more expensive"
to "a dramatic savings." Since any increases or· decreases are
contingent on the number and severity of future workmen's compensation
claims, a dollar impact is not quantifiable at this time.
B.
IV.

Economic Impact on State or Local Government:

COMMENTS:
Technical errors -- none noted.

YES

NO X

SUMMARY:

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF' STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahassee. F'L 32399-0250

Committee Substitute for SB 636
Workmen's Compensation

Section 1.

Serles

{J(: Carton�

This section amends the definitions

section in two places - "employment" and "disability".
The definition of employment is amended to cover only
employers having three or more employees.
This section amends. the definition of the term
II disability" to conform. it· t� the changes that ar� ��de _,_.: ->::_;/
in permanent partial disability benefits. · The language
·.-:--·--::.::;_�=-:-:: �:-: -. _.:�·-.-:--!"?.:�·=--��--...

·•-·

�:·':'·--··:.. �--

·. -- :, .... -.:· ..-<----·:,-�· ·--·------

con tained__i_n,_ ��-� -��� -��firii _ti <J!1 _:r:elating to physical _.,.,_//... :, ,.,,�.-.

.

impairment ··is the same as that contained 1.n the no-fault � '--�"-''-'--·:_·: _._. __ ·

definition.

It was thought that the language has been

tested and most of those involved would understand its use.
Section 2.

This section extends the exclusiveness

of liability to fellow employees.

However, if the

.

.. .

-----------

--- -- . -·

employee acts with willful and wanton disregard, unprovoked
physical aggression, or with gross negligence in the operation
of a motor vehicle, the immunities are not extended to
him.
Section 3.

This section amends the criteria used

in establishing the average weekly wage formula.

The new

language would require that the computation of the average

.

..

\

..
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COMMITTEE ACTION:
SENATE
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SB 3-D

l.

2.
3.

AMEND, OR

CS

ATTACHED ___

SUBJECT:

W;)rkmen's �ation

REFERENCES :
I.

SUMMARY:
Makes numerous substantive and prcx:edural chang-es to present v.Drkmen's canpensation
law.

II.

PURPOSE:
Present Situation and Effect on Present Situation:
[Due to the canplexity of the subject rratter, a section-by-section canparison will
be usro for present situation and effect on present situation.)
Section 1.
This section v.Duld require coverage only if three or rrore employees are employed
by the same employer. Current law requires =verage if one or -rrore are employed.
Amends section 440.02(2) (d) to exempt fran chapter 440 volunteers who serve private
non-profit agencies and receive no canpensation other than expenses in an airount
less than or equivalent to the standard mileage and per diem expenses receive1
by t:J:i.e salarierl employees in the same agency. Also exempts volunteers participatiIB
in federal programs established pursuant to Public Law 93-113.
Section 2.
Amends section 440.11(1) to provide that fella.v employees shall enjoy the same
imnunities fran tort-liability as enjoyed by employers under chapter 440.
Section 3.
Amends section 440.12(1) to provide that weekly cx:rnpensation, except for the first
week, shall be paid by check. Currently, the maximum weekly canpensation rate,
set by fonnula is 66 2/3% of a statewide average weekly wage adjusted to the
nearest nrultiple of $7. This bill Y,Quld adjust it to the nearest dollar.
Section 4.
Amends section 440.13(1) to require that the practitioner furnish to the division
and the self -insured employer or the carrier a Sv.Drn statanent declarb1;J' that the
facts allegro in the report are true, and that the treatment and services rendere1
were reasonable and necessary with respect to the bodily injury sustained.
Amends section 440.13(3) (a) to explicitly require the division to adopt hospital
fee schedules based on hospital charges which prevail in the saire cumrunity for
similar treatrrent of injured persons of like standard of living.
Adds a new paragrap,. (b) to section 440.13(3) which creates an advisory cx:mnittee
to assist the Departrrent of Ccmnerce in developb1;J' a hospital fee schedule.
Adds a new paragraph (c) to section 440.13(3) which empa.vers the Division of Labor
of the Department of Cam-erce to investigate hospitals and medical practitioners
to determine if they are in cx:rnpliance with the fee schedule or are requiring
unjustified utilization. Offenders will receive no payirent for such services.
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Section 5

Amends s. 440.15(3) (u) to provide for a three-tiered systan of payment for
certain permanent partial disabilities. If the employee's percentage of
disability is 10% or less, the canpensation will be 60% of his average weekly
wage for such m:rnber of weeks as the injured employee's percentage of dis
ability is of 175 weeks. If the disability is between 10% and 50%, it will be
a percentage of 350 weeks. If the disability is greater than 50%, then
canpensation will be based on a percentage of 525 weeks.
Arrerrls section 440.15(11) to provide that benefits for permanent total disability
shall be reduced by the arrount of any une-iployrrent canpensation received. Also
amends section 440 .15(10) to allCM the Division of E:tployrrent Security to release
unemployrrent info:i:rnation relative to the employee.
Section 6
Arrends section 440.185(2) to reduce the employer's reporting time fran 10 days
to 7 days fran knCMledge of injury or death.
Section 7
Arrerrls section 440.20(5) to raise the penalty for late payment fran 10% to 20% and
provides that the penalty shall be paid directly to the employee.
Amends subsection (7) of section 440.20 to provide for an additional 12% per annum
interest rate on overdue payments.
Amends section 440.20(10) to provide that a Jtrlge of Industrial Claims is not
required to approve any award for lump sum payment when it is determined by the
judge to be in excess of the value of benefit the claimant �uld be entitled to
under the act.
Also amends this section to provide that a lump sum settlement may be approved by
the judge by order without a he.n-ing if the claimant is represented by legal
counsel, unless the jtrlge determines that additional testirrony is needed.
Section 8
Airends section 440.25(3) (a) to provide that a claim for diminution of wage
earning capacity shall not mature until 90 days after the employee has reached
rnaximL:u:n rredical improvement.
Arrerrls 440.25(3) (b) to provide that the Judge of Industrial Claims may not make
a firrling of, or award canpensation for, a disability for physical :iltpai.rment
which is greater than the greatest disability given the claimant by any examining
or treatin::i physician, except upon stipulation by the parties.
Arrerrls section 440.25(3) (c) to require the Judge of Irrlustrial Claims to make
written findin:Js of fact based on specified criteria when canpensation for
diminution of wage earning capacity is awarded.
Creates section 440.25(3) (d) to require that the JIC or IRC shall sul:mit a
special report in each contested case which is not determined within 30 days
of final hearin:J or within 180 days of filing and application for review. The
Burreu of Workrren's Canpensation shall file an annual report to the Governor,
Legislature, Florida Bar, Judicial Ncrninating Ccrrmissioner and Secretary of
Ccrrmerce.
Section 9
Amends section 440.29 to provide that procedure before the IRC and JIC is governed
by the rules of the Suprane Court except to the extent that they conflict with
chapter 440.
Section 10
Arrerrls section 440.34(1) to provide that the a:nployer or carrier shall pay 75% of the
employee's attorney's fee, and the employee shall pay 25%.
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SENATE
STAF F ANALYSIS AND ECONOM I C STATEMENT
C omme rce Commi t t e e (
Brainerd
)

Section 11
Arrerrls section 440.37 to raise the penalty for fratrl fran a first degree misderooanor
to a third degree felony. It also inserts into Section 440.37 an extensive anti
fraud provision similar to the auto insurance fratrl law, section 627.7375. The
arrendrnent provides that claim fonns shall contain a notice of the penalty for fraud,
and provides that rre:lical practitioners and attorneys who assist or conspire with
any person to violate the provisions of chapter 440 shall be guilty of a third
degree felony and that the medical practitioners shall be subject to sanction by the
appropriate licensing authority. It also provides penalties for hospitals and their
agents which violate the anti-fraud provisions. The arnerrlment forbids "runnin,J"' by
attorneys and others.
Section 12
Arrends section 440. 38 to require insurance carrier to make available1 at the
employer's optionJ work:rren's ccmpensation insurance policy containing an 80/20
coinsurance provision up to $5,000 for medical costs.
Section 13
Creates section 440.442, ·which subjects the JIC's and the IOC to the Code of Jtrlicial
Cooouct adopted by the Suprare Court of Florida. Provides that a violation of the
code shall be misfeasance or m3.lfeasance, and shall be grounds for suspension cir
reiroval fran office.
Section 14
Amends 440.45(1) to provide that the Governor shall appoint the Jtrlges of Industrial
Claims fran a list of three persons naninated by the Jtrlicial Naninating Ccmnission
of the appellate district in which the judge will principally conduct hearings.
Section 15
Arrends section 440.49 to provide that carriers who offer to secure employrrent for
injured employees shall be exempt fran the provisions of chapter 449, relating to
private employrrent agencies.
Arrends section 440.49(4) to provide that the Special Disability Trust Fund must make
a decision within 120 days of receipt of notice that the carrier has paid the claim.
Section 16
Amends section 440.57 to allow self-insurance pool agrearents to provide coinsurance
and deductable provisions.
Section 17
Creates section 440.59, which.requires the Division to analyze 1.nJury reports and
furnish data broken down by risk classification and send these reports to employers
and insurers and self-insurers.
Section 18
Ameoos section 443.12 to conform to change in 440.15(10) ll\3.de by Section 5.
Section 19
Creates section 624.435, which requires insurers to sul::mit certain data to the
Depa.rt:rrent of Insurance. Authorizes one position and $100,000 for implementation
of the section.
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Section 20
Arrends section 627.091(1) to allo,; insurers to include deductible provisions in
their workrren's catpen5ation rate filin;s.
Adds a subsection (5) which allows the Departrrent of Insurance to examine the
underlyiJ"B statistical data of workmen's carpensation rate filin;s.
Section 21
Creates section 627.092 which provides for the position of W:)rkrren's Conpensation
Administrator within the Departrrent of Insurance.
Section 22
Arrerrls section 627.101 to authorize the Departrrent of Insurance to reject part
of a workrren's CCl'll)ensation rate filin;J', and accept the remairrler.
Section 23
Provides for a joint legislative ccmnittee to study the workrren's cxnpensation
systan and report to the legislature on March 1, 1979. Appropriates $150,000
for this purpose. Repeals chapter 440, effective July 1, 197 9.
Section 24
Provides that this act shall not supersede or repeal changes rrade in regular session
unless contrary intent is expressly set forth.
Section 25
Effective date of July 1, 1978.
III. ECONCMIC CONSIDERATICNS:
A. Econanic Impact on the Public:

YES

X

NO

This bill would have econanic impact on the public. Testinony on similar proposals,
heard last yerr in the Senate Cornrerce Carmittee, resulted in estirrates of impact rangin;
fran "much rrore expensive" to "a drarratic savin;s." Sin:::e any increases or decreases are
contin;J'ent on the nurrrer and severity of future workrnen's c:x:xrpensation claims, a dollar
impact is not quantifiable at this time.
B. Econanic Impact on State or Local Governnent:

YES X

NO

The reporting provisions contained in this bill could result in additional costs
to the DepartJne.nt of Insurance. The bill authorizes one position and $100,000 to
implement this provision. The creation of the position of W:)rkrren's Conpensation
Administrator could also result in an increase in costs. An exact dollar arrount is
not quantifiable at this time.
IV. CCM-1ENI'S:
Technical errors -- none noted.

Approved by Governor on June 16, 1978 as Chapter 78-300.
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A bill to be entitled

Senes--1::)._ Carton

2

An act relating to the Workmen's Compensation

3

Law; amending s. 440.15, Florida Statutes,
modifying provisions relative to the

5
6

8
9

'FCB

2/

&)

!3>

1.4
1.4/1

determination of compensation for��ility;

1.4/2

Statutes, relating to p: ��of compensation,
i
'\
and repealing subse
� (11), (12), and (13)
�
of said section,�ting to payment and

1.4/3

amending s. 440.20(1) and (2)�1,otida

l. 4/4

10

reimbursement of advance payments of

11

compensation; amending s. 440.25(1), Florida

12

Statutes, and adding new subsections; providing

13

for the establishment of medical panels and of

l.4/6

14

labor-management panels to hear and determine

1.4/7

15

certain di,sputes; providing for selection of

16

panel members; providing general procedure

17

relative to hearings conducted thereby;

18

providing authority of judges of industrial

19

claims; transferring and amending s. 440.25(4)

20

( 6), Florida Statutes, to newly created s.

1.4/10

21

440.255, Florida Statutes, relating to appeal

1.4/11

22

of a compensation order; amending s. 440.34(1)

23

(3), Florida Statutes, to conform; amending s.

24

440.49 (1) -(3), Florida Statutes, and adding a

25

new subsection, modifying provisions with

26

respect to rehabilitation of injured employees;

27

amending s. 440.50(1) (a), Florida Statutes,

28

relative to the workmen's Compensation

29

Administration Trust Fund, to provide that

30

certain expenses not be paid therefrom;
l
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c:i.1- A

Section 1.

Subsections (1) and (3) of Section 440.13,

440.13

3

Medical services and supplies; penalty for

4 violations; limitations.-5
6

( 1)

Subject

to

the

limitations specified in paragraph

(3) (b), the employer shall

furnish

to

the

employe .

such

remedial treatment, care, and attendance under t he direction
a

and supervision of a

9

other

recoqnized

qualified

physician

or

surgeon,

or

practitioner, nurse, or hospital, and for

10

such period as the nature of the injury or

11

recovery

12

artificial members, and other apparatus.

13

fails

14

employee, such injured employee may do so at the expense

15

the

16

approved by a judge

17

shall

18

expended for such treatment or service unless such

19

shall

20

the employer shall have failed, refused, or neqlected tc

21

so,

22

treatment, nursing, and services and

23

superintendent

24

injury, shall have neglected to provide the same; nor

�

any claim for medical, surgical, or other remedial treatrrent

26

te valid and enforceable unless within

may

to

require,

provide
the

en,ployer,
not

he

have

or

the

process

medicines,
If

the

employer
of

of

claims.

industrial
to

The

employee

any amount personall y

recover

employee

the employer to furnish the same and

nature

of

the

injury
the

do

required such

employer

or

the

or foreman thereof, hav inq knowledge of such

10

29

by

(except
may

in

shall

days following the

rendered), and thereafter at such intervals as the

treatment

regulaticn

crutches,

request by the injured

after

n
n

first

of

and the necessit y to te

requested
the

the

reasonableness

entitled

unless

including
same

cases where first-aid only is

prescribe,

the

physician

division
or

other

30
31
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recoqnized practitioner giving such treatment or
furn ishes

to

the

division

and to the employer, or to the

3

carrier if the employer is not

4

such

5

division, provid ed that a judge

6

good

injury

and

treatment

treatments

self-insured,
on

forms
of

a

report

prescribed

industrial

of

by

the

claims

for

cause may excuse the failure of the physician or other

reccgnized practitioner to furnish

any

report

within

the

8

period prescribed and may order the payment to such em�loyee

9

of such remuneration for treatment or

service

10 the judge of industrial claims finds equitable.

rendered

as

Along with

11 such reports, the physician or other recognized practitioner
12 shall furnish a sworn statement that the treatment or s·ervices
13

rendered were reasonable and necessary with respect to the

14

bodily injury sustained.

15

follows:

16

read the foregoing, and the facts alleged are true, to the

17

best of my knowledge and belief and that the treatment and

18

services rendered were reasonable and necessary with respect

19

to the bodily injury sustained."

w

of the carrier or self insurer, the physician or other

21

recognized practitioner shall produce forthwith and permit

22

the inspection and copying of his records regarding the

23

history, condition, treatment, dates, and cost of treatment

24

upon which the report furnished to the carrier or self

25

{nsurer is based.

26

physician-patient privilege or invasion of the right of

27

privacy shall be permitted against� physician or other

28

recognized practitioner complying with the provisions of this

29

act.

30

2J2jws JJhi.8FbjJ21Tfil11es teRa i.�eiwe e€rrJRed.ica1 benefits; the

Said sworn statement shall read as

"Under penalty of perjury, I declare that I have

At the request

No cause of action for violation of the

WM!i a ltearlng is held bcfor.@ a judge cf iiidastr±-a-1

31
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When a hearing is

held before a judge of industrial claims which involves the
issue of medical benefits, the report of the physician or
other recognized practitioner shall be entered into evidence,
5

along with his sworn statement.

6

or received by the employer, the carrier, or the injured

All medical reports obtained

employee, or the attorney for any of them, with respect to
the remedial treatment, care, and attendance of the injured
employee, including reports of every examination, diagnosis,
10

or disability evaluation, shall be filed with the Bureau

11

of Workmen's Compensation within 5 days after receipt of

12

same.

13

shall not be received in evidence in a contested case

14

unless the party offering same has furnished a copy thereof

15

to the opposing party or his attorney at least 5 days prior

16

to the hearing at which it is offered.

17

Ti1c- physir,_ian :-;hc1J.J. al.Go tur;ii.sh to t.Le injured c:>1:1i:;loyer:, r.r

A medical report not previously filed with the bureau

18

a

ccpy

of

each

19

wi.thout

20

to th:! physicL1n er hosrital furni�:hinq s<Jr;ie.

21

chc1n1c
(3) (a)

such

rc,:ort:

t.o the iniurctl e:,:ployee, except uct.ual co:-;t
All fees and other charges for such treatment

22

or service, including treatment or service at any hospital or

23

other health care provider, shall be limited to such charges

24

as prevail in the same community for similar treatment of in

25

jured persons of like standard of living, provided that such

26

fees and charges shall be limited to those prescribed by the

27

division by rule if the division determines that a different

28

fee or charge will enable the employee to obtain necessary

29

remedial treatment, care, and attendance.

30
31
3

Such fees and

charges shall be subject to regulations by the division,
2 which, after conducting an independent investigation into
3 medical costs in the various regions of the state, shall
4 adopt schedules of charges for such treatment or services.

(b)

5

The Division of Fraudulent Claims of the Department

6 of Insurance shall be empowered to investigate hospitals and

medical practitioners to determine if they are in compliance
8 with the schedule of charges adopted by the division or if
9 they are requiring unjustified treatment, hospitalization,

If the division finds that the hospital or

10 or office visits.

11 medical practitioner has made such excessive charges or required
12 such treatment, hospitalization or visits, the hospital or

and,� e11+1fled -fo

13 medical practitioner shall receive)\no payment under this chapter

!et+ne.r fl"'OM a.. Qa.rner, ernplo4er or @rnpl,yee

14 for the excessive fees or unjustified treatment, hospitalization

o.rict +"'-r+h• r"" ou.

15 or visit� the hospital or medical practitioner shall be

16 liable to return to the carrier any such fees or charges
17 already collected.

In addition, the practitioner or hospital

18 shall be barred from receiving payment for any treatment
19 required to be furnished to injured employees under the
20 12rovisions for this cha12ter for a 12eriod of two years.
21

_01_�bt All r iqhts for remedidl attention under this section

22

shall De barred unless a claim therefor is

23

division

within

years

2

that if payment of corrpensa tion has been

2

attention

26
27

been

with

furnished

by

made

or

remedial

the employer ....-i thout an

award on account of such injur y a clai:n may be filed
2

years

the

after the time of injury, except

24

has

filed

within

after the date of the last payment of compensation

28

or within 2 years

'19

attention

of

after

the

date

by

the

employer;

furnished

the

last

remedial

and all rights for

30
1
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remedial attention under this s ection pursuant to the
2 of

terms

an award shall be barred unless a further claim therefor

3 is filed with the division within 2 years after the entry of
4 such

award, except that if payment of compensation has teen

5 made

or

remedial

attention

has

been

furnished

by

the

6 employer under the terms of the award a further claim may te
filed within 2 years after the date of the last
8 compensation

or

within

payment

of

2 years after the date of the last

9 remedial attention furnished by the employer.
10

Section 2.

Paragraph (u) of subsection (3) of s.

11 440.15, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
12

440.15

Compensation for disability.--Compensation

13 disability shall be paid to the
14
15

empl oyee,

subject

to

the

limits provided in s. 440. 12 (2), as follows:
(3)

16 parti;il

PERMANENT
in

17 compensation

PARTIAL DISABILITY.-In case of disatility

character
sha 11,

but
in

permanent
addition

in
to

that

18 subsection (2), be 60 percent of the average

the

quality,
provided
weekly

by

wages,

19 and shall be paid to the employee as follows:
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

(u)

Other cases:

In all other cases in this class

of disability the compensation shall be determined as
provided for in this paragraph.

When a disabled worker

reaches maximum medical improvement, he shall receive a
percentage of bodily disability rating from the authorized
treating physician.
The employee's compensation shall be 60 percent of his
average weekly wage for such number of weeks as the injured
employee's percentage of bodily disability is of 350
weeks.

After the payment of compensation for bodily

31
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l FLORIDA ·
ASSOCIATION OF LIFE)AND CASUALTY INSURERS, INC.
SUITE 310, BARNETT BANK BLDG.
315 S. CALHOUN STREET

P. 0. BOX 1819

TELEPHONE:

THOMAS A. WADDELL

TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32302

A/C 904 - 224-9614

EX£Ci.JTIV£ 01R£CTOR

January 9, 1978

HUGHE. RAY
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
MRS. VON POWELL
ACMINISTRATI\/£ ASSISTANT

To:.

All Organizations interested in the current
Worker's Compensation Problem in Florida.

From:

FALCI 1 s Worker's Compensation Committee

Subject:

Attached proposal for Worker 1 s Compensation Revision
in Florida

For the last several years, the Worker 1 s Compensation program in
Florida has continued to deteriorate. Employers have been critical
of the meteorical rise in premium cost. Some have even hinted that
high premium costs have caused new industry to locate outside of
Florida. Many hav·e established self-insured programs, which are
only a temporary answer to high premium cost.
The insurance industry has been criticized because promulgated
rates are high and claims control practices· are said to be inade
quate. On the other hand, companies point to the continued rise
in claims cost, attorney involvement in "routine clairns n and the
fact that companies writing business in Florida lost over $112
million last year. Without remedial legislation, losses will
continue to climb,_ and premiurrs will again have to be increased.
It is the attitude of companies that injured workers should be
justly compensated for their injuries. We do believe, however,
that inflated claims make the system more costly than necessa�y.
FALCI's Worker's Compensation Committee has met on several occasions
to consider the various problems that need attention. From
discussions with top claims people from member carriers, with
industry, labor, and the ·Florida Bar, several concepts merit review
and have been indentified as areas of concern.
While there is no unanimous agreement on how to
of high rates, it ii our desire that you review
summary and the attached proposal. The various
be ranked accor�ing to your estimation of their

WALTER G. GROTH. JR , Vice P�i:S1D£ST

JAMES C. BLANTON, PR£51DEN.-

AETNA Lif"E ANO CASUAl.T'f COMPANt(S

CAROL1NA. CASUALTY IMSUAANCE CO-"'IPANY
JOHN J

TRACY

solve the problem
the attached
revisions should
importance to the

DARRELL G. HAASS. V!CC PRESIDEl'<T
AMERICAN PIONEER Llf'E INSURANCE COo..tP4.NY

ExCC'.JTIVE VICE ?RESIDENT

MUTUAL or OMAHA INSURANC£ Co,,,n-•ANY
WILLIAM A

HOLLOWAY. SECRETARY-TRE.•SURER

-2Proposal f or W.C. in Florida

January 9, 1977

solution of high frequency and severity of claims in Florida.
The Comrnittee would appreciate your suggestions as to langua·ge
changes that would make the .rsvisions more understandable and
point out those sections with which you disagree. We need your
response back in Tallahassee no later than January 24th. Your
suggestions along with 'the findings of the "closed" claim study
now being completed will form the basis for an excellent vehicle
for the legislature to consider in April.
HER/mg

reproduce{! by
FLORIDA STATE A.RCIII I/ES
DEPARTMENT OF ST!\ TE
R. A. GRAY UILD,N·'.'i
Tallahassee, Fl 32399-0250 ·

A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to workmen's compensation;

3

amending s. 20.17 (3) (a), Florida Statutes;

4

establishing salaries for industrial relations

5

commissioners; amending s. 440.02(9), Florida

6

Statutes; changing the definition of

Series� arton3,3

RY.

"disability" to require physical impairment and
8

to include diminution of wage-earning capacity;

9

amending s. 440.09(2), and adding s. 440.09(5),

10

Florida Statutes; excluding from coverage any

11

employee covered by the supplemental security

12

income program; providing that certain benefits

13

are excess; amending s. 440.12(2), Florida

14

Statutes; providing that the average weekly

15

wage shall be adjusted to the nearest dollar;

16

amending s. 440.13(3) (a), Flor.ida Statutes;

17

providing that fees or charges for treabnent

18

may be limited by rule; amending s.

19

440.15(3) (u), (10) (c), (11), and adding s.

20

440.15(3) (v), Florida Statutes; changing the

21

provision for diminution of wage-earning

22

capacity; providing circumstances for

23

acceptance of wage earning loss; requiring a

24

claimant, on demand, to authorize the release

25

of unemployment compensation information

26

relating to him; providing for reduction of

27

compensation benefits for permanent total

28

disability when unemployment compensation is

29

received; amending s. 440.20(10), Florida

30

Statutes; providing for discharge of liability

31

by lump sum or periodic payments; amending s.
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1j less than $20 per week. However, if the employee's wages at
I.
2 the time of injury are less than $20 per week, he shall
3

receive his full weekly wages.

4

the injury exceed $20 per week, compensation shall not exceed

5

an amount per week which is:

6

(a)

If his wages at the time of

Equal to sixty-six and two-thirds percent of the

7

average weekly wage, determined as hereinafter provided for

8

the year in which the injury occurred and

9

(b)

Adjusted to the nearest dollar mtli�i�ie-ef-$�.

10

11

For the purpose of this subsection the "average weekly wage"

12

means the average weekly wage paid by employers subject to the

13

Florida Unemployment Compensation Law as reported to the

14

department for the four calendar quarters ending each June 30,

15

which average weekly wige shall be determined by the

16

department on or before November 30 of each year and shall be

17

used in determining the maximum weekly compensation rate with

18

respect to injuries occurring in the calendar year immediately

19

following.

20

department shall be reported annually to the legislature.

The average weekly wage determined by the

21
22
23

24

�

26
27
28

Section 5.

Paragraph {a) of subsection (3) of section

440.13, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
440.13

Medical services and supplies; penalty for

violations; limitations.-(3)

(a)

All fees and other charges for such treatment

or service, including treatment or service at any hospital or
other health care provider, shall be limited to such charges

29

as prevail in the same community for similar treatment of

30

injured persons of like standard of living, provided that such

31

fees and charges shall be limited to those prescribed by the
-5-
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division by rule if the division determines that a different
2 fee or charge will enable the employee to obtain necessary
3 remedial treatment, care, and attendance.

Such fees and

4 charges and shall be subject.to regulations by the division,
5 which shall adopt schedules of charges for such treatment or
6

services.
Section 6.

Paragraph (u) of subsection (3), paragraph

8

(c) of subsection (10), and subsection (11) of section 440.15,

9

Florida Statutes, are amended, and paragraph (v) is added to

10 subsection (3) of said section, to read:
11
12

440.15

Compensation for disability.--Compensation for

disability shall be paid to the employee, subject to the

13 limits provided in s. 440.12(2), as follows:
14

(3)

PERMANENT PARTIAL DISABILITY.--In case of

15

disability partial in character but permanent in quality, the

16

compensation shall, in addition to that provided by subsection

17

(2), be 60 percent of the average weekly wages, and shall be

18

paid to the employee as follows:

19

(u)

Other cases:

In all other cases in this class of

20

disabilitr the compensation shall be 60 percent of the injured

21

employee's average weekly wage for such number of weeks as the

22

injured employee's percentage of disability is of 350 weeks;

23

provided, however, that for the purpose of this paragraph

U

"disability" means either physic�l impairment or diminution of

25

wage-earning capacity, whichever is greater.

26

wage-earning capacity may be considered by the industrial

27

claims judge only in cases where the employee's disability is

28

15 percent or more of the body as a whole.

Diminution of

In doing so, the

29

industrial claims judge shall consider the injured worker's

30

physical condition and inability to obtain a type of work

31

which he can do insofar as affected by the injury, wages
-6-
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2 �nempxeyment-eempen5ot±on� Notwithstanding any other
provisions of existing law, the commissioners shall be paid a
d

salary of $41,0UU annually e��a!-to-that-pe±d-tlnde�-5tete-!ew
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6

Section 2.

Subsection (9) of section 440.02, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
440.02

Definitions.--When used in this chapter, unless

9 the context clearly requires otherwise, the following terms
10 shall have the following meanings:
11

(9)

"Disability" means physical impairment which is

12 medically or scientifically demonstrable and which results in
13 an incapacity because of the injury to earn in the same or any
14

other employment the wages which the employee was receiving at

15 the time of the injury or diminution of wage-earning capacity
16
17

18
19

�
21

as prescribed by s. 440.15 (3) (u).
Section 3.

Subsection (2) of section 440.12, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
440.12

Time for commencement and limits on weekly rate

of compensation.-(2)

Compensation for disability resulting from

22

injuries which occur after December 31, 1974, shall not be

23

less than $20 per week.

However, if the employee's wages at

2d the time of injury are less than $20 per week, he shall
25

receive his full weekly wages.

26

the injury exceed $20 per week, compensation shall not exceed

27

an amount per week which is:

28
29
30
31

(a)

If his wages at the time of

Equal to sixty-six and two-thirds percent of the

average weekly wage, determined as hereinafter provided for
the year in which the injury occurred and
(b)

Adjusted to the nearest dollar ffltl!t±p!e-ef-��4
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A bill to be entitled

,_,-, .. ,,.

An act relating to workmen's compensation;
amending s.

20.17(3)

(a), Florida Statutes;

l'i r .- • ·• • 1 r < ·f· (
r, _ /

T,... 11_,1

establishing salaries for industrial relations
commissioners; amending s.
6

440.02(9),

Florida

Statutes; changing the definition of
"disability" to require physical impairment and
to include diminution of wage-earning capacity;

9

amending s.

440.12(2),

Florida Statutes;

10

providing that the average weekly wage shall be

11

adjusted to the nearest dollar; amending s.

12

440.13(3)

13

fees or charges for treatment may be limited by

14

rule; amending s.

15

and adding s.

16

Statutes; changing the provision for diminution

17

of wage-earning capacity; providing

18

circumstances for acceptance of wage earning

19

loss; providing for adoption of rules;

20

requiring a claimant, on demand, to authorize

21

the release of unemployment compensation

22

information relating to him; providing for

23

reduction of compensation benefits for

24

permanent total disability when unemployment

25

compensation is received; amending s.

26

440.20(10),

27

discharge of liability by lump sum or periodic

28

payments; providing circumstances for

29

disapproval of an agreement for such discharge

30

of liability; amending s.

31

Statutes; providing a procedure for selecting a

(a), Florida Statutes; providing that
440.15(3)

440.15(3)-(v),

(u),

(10)

(c),

(11),

(w), Florida

Florida Statutes; providing for

440.25(3)

r,.' ' ..

(b), Florida

1
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2

For the purpose of this subsection the "average weekly wage"

3 means the averag� weekly wage paid .by employers subject to the
4

Florida Unemployment Compensation Law as reported to the

5 department for the four calendar quarters ending each June 30,
6 w hich average weekly wage shall be determined by the
7 department on or before November 30 of each year and shall be
8

used in determining the maximum weekly compensation rate with

9 respect to injuries occurring in the calendar year immediately
10 following.
11
12

The average weekly wage determined by the

department shall be reported annually to the legislature.
Section 4.

Paragraph (a) of subsection (3) of section

13 440.13, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
14
15
16
17

440.13

Medical services and supplies; penalty for

violations; limitations.-(3) (a)

All fees and other charges for such treatment

or service, including treatment or service at any hospital or

18 other health care provider, shall be limited to such charges

19

as prevail in the same community for similar treatment of

20 injured persons of like standard of living, provided that such

21

fees and charges shall be limited to those prescribed by the

22

division by rule if the division determines that a different

23 fee or charge will enable the emoloyee to obtain necessary

24 remedial treatment, care, and attendance.
25
26
27
n
29
30
31

Such fees and

charges encl shall be subject to regulations by the division,
which shall adopt schedules of charges for such treatment or
s er vi c es .
Section 5.

Paragraph (u) of subsection (3), paragraph

(c) of subsection (10), and subsection (11) of section 440.15,
Florida Statutes, are amended, and.paragraphs (v) and (w) are
added to subsection (3) of said section, to read:
5
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A bill to be entitled
2

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY UILDtNG

An act relating to workmen's compensation;
amen ding s. 440.02( 1) (b), (9), Florida

by

FLORIDA STAT ARCHIVES
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250
S-erles

4

Statutes; changing the definitions of

.5

"employment" to one with th ree or more

6

employees and "disability" to require physical

/[

impairment and to include diminution of wage
8

eacning capacity; amending s. 440.11(1),

9

Florida Statutes; extending the exclusiveness

10

of liability to fellow employees with certain

11

exceptions; amending s. 440.12(2), Florida

12

Statutes; providing that the average weekly

13

wage shall be adjusted to the nearest dollar;

14

amending s. 440.13(3) (a), Florida Statutes;

15

p roviding that fees or charges for hospital

16

t reatment may be limited by rule; amending s.

17

H0.15(3), (lO)(c), (11), Florida Statutes;

18

changing provisions for. permanent partial

19

disability compensation; providing for release

20

of certain unemployment compensation

21

information; providing for reduction of

22

w orkmen's compensation benefits for permanent

23

total disability if the claimant is also

24

receiving unemployment compensation benefits;

25

amending s. 440.185 (2), (4), (9), Florida

26

Statutes; reducing the number of days in which

27

t he employer shall report an inju r y to his

28

insurer; requiring the division to notify an

29

injured employee of his rights; increasing the

30

penalty to the employer for failure to notify

31

h is carrier within the specified time; amending
1
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

Section 1.
4 subsection (9)

Paragraph (b)

of subsection (1) and

of section 440.02, Florida Statutes, are

5 amended to read:
6

440.02

Definitions.--When used in this chapter, unless

7 the context clearly requ ires otherwise, the following terms
8 shall have the following meanings:
9

(ll

•Employment."

10

(b)

The term "employment" shall include:

11

1.

Employment by the state and all political

12 subdiv is ions thereof and all public and quasi-public
13 corporations therein, including offis:ers elected at the polls.
14

15
16
17

2.

All private employments in which three e�e or more

employees are employed by the sa me employer.
(9)

"Disability" means physical impa irment which is

medically or scientificallydemonstrable and which results in

18 � incapacity because of the injury to earn in the sa me or any
19

other employment the wages which the employee wa s receiving at

20 the time of the injury or diminution of wage-earning capacity
21
22
23

as prescribed bys. 440.15(3) (bl.
S ection 2.

Subsection (1)

of section 440.1 1, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

24

440.11

25

(1)

Exclusiveness of liability.--

The liability of an @mployer prescribed in s.

�

440.10 shall be exclusive and in place of all other liability

27

of such employer to any third party tortfeasor and to the

28

employee, the legal representative thereof, husband or wife,

29 parents, dependents, next of kin, and anyone otherwise
30

entitled to recover damages from such employer at law or in

31

admiralty on account of such injury or death, except that if
4

CS/SB 636

310-1708-8

an employer fails to secure pa yment of compensation as
2 required by this chapter, an injured employee, or the legal
3

representative thereof in case death results from the injury,

4 may elect to claim compensation under this chapter or to
5 maintain an action at law or in admiralty for damages .on
6 account of such injury or death.

In such action the defendant

may not plead as a defense that the injury was caused by
8 negligence of a fellow servant, that the employee assumed the
9 risk of the employment, or that the injury was due to the
10 contributory negligence or comparative negligence of the
11 employee.

The same immunities from liability enjoyed by an

12 employer shall extend as well to each employee of the employer
13

when such employee is acting in furtherance of the employer's

14

business.

15

employer shall not extend to any employee who acts with

16

willful and wan ton disre9ard or unerovoked physical a99ression

Those immunities from liability enjoyed by an

17 or with gross negligence in the operation of a motor vehicle,
18

when such acts result in injury or death, or such acts

19 proximately cause such injury or death.

Provided, however,

20 employees of the same employer may have a cause of action if
21 each is operating in the furtherance of the employer's
22 business but they are not assigned to the same job site or are
23 assigned primarily to unrelated works within private or public
24 employment.
25

Section 3.

Subsection (2) of section 440.12, Florida

26 Statutes, is amended to read:
27
28
29

30

440.12

Time for commencement and limits on weekly rate

of compensation.-(2)

Compensation for disability resulting from

injuries which occur after December 31, 1974, shall not be

31 less than $20 per week.

However, if the employee's wages at
5
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the time of injury are less than $20 per week, he shall
If his wages at the time of

2 receive his full weekly wages.

3 the injury exceed $20 per week, compensation shall not exceed
4 an amount per week which is:
5

(a)

Equal to sixty-six and two-thirds percent of the

6 average weekly wage, determined as hereinafter provided for
7 · the year in which the injury occurred and
8

(b)

Adjusted to the nearest dollar ffl�iti�ie-e£-$�.

9

10 For the purpose of this subsection the "average weekly wage"
11 means the average weekly wage paid by employers subject to the
12 Florida Unemployment Compensation Law as reported to the
13 department for the four calendar quarters ending each June 30,
14 which average weekly wage shall be determined by the
15 department on or before November 30 of each year and shall be
16 used in determining the maximum weekly. compensation rate with
17 respect to injuries occurring in the calendar year immediately
18 f ollowing.

The average weekly wage determined by the

19 department shall be reported annually to the legislature.
20

· Section 4.

Paragraph (a) of subsection (3 ) of section

21 440 .13, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
22

440.13

Medical services and supplies; penalty for

23 violations; limitations.-24

(3) (a)

All fees and other charges for such treatment

25 or service, including treatment or service at any hospital or
26 other health care provider, shall be limited to such charges
27 as prevail in the same commun•ity for similar treatment of
28 injured persons of like standard of living, and shall be
29 subject to regulations by the division, which shall adopt
30 schedules of charges for such treatment or services.
31
6
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STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 636
The Committee Substitute for Senate Bill 636 makes seven changes
and nine additions to the original bill. The Committee Substitute:
1) deletes the language contained in the original bill which
freezes the salaries of the Industrial Relations Commission
(IRC) and Judges of Industrial Claims (JIC) at their present
level;
2) retains the language requiring a fee schedule for hospitals
but deletes the provision allowing different fees to be
charged in certain circumstances;
3)

makes numerous changes in the computation of permanent
partial disability benefits;

4) deletes the original bill's change of venue provision;
5)

deletes the original bill's doctor selection language;

6) deletes the original bill's requirement of claimant
participation in the payment of attorney's fees;
7) modifies the original bill's Code of Conduct for JlCs and IRCs.
Nine additional provisions, not found in the original bill, are
contained in the Committee Substitute. Those provisions:
1) provide for fellow-employee tort immunity;
reduce the time limits for employer reports of injury. �They
also provide that penalties and interest for late payment be
paid directly to the injured employee;
permit JIC disapproval of lump sum settlements in certain
cases;
allow attorney representation of employer in lump sum
settlements (wash outs);
5) prohibit wash outs for future medical benefits;
6)

require reports to Bureau by JIC and IRC if cases are not
processed timely;
Commerce
Committee on

continued...

ctor
Cl4(4-74)

(File 2 copies with Committee Substitutes)

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGE$ CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 636 continued ...

7) provide that division rule would regulate practices and
procedures before JIC;
8) provide for 50% reduction of benefits if the claimant,
without reasonable cause, refuses rehabilitation;
9) require reports of information by workmen's compensation
insurers and provide for Department of Insurance rate review.

Committee on

Cl4(4-74)

(File 2 copies with Committee Substitutes)
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employee.

The same immunities from liability enjoyed by an

2 employer shall extend as well to each employee of the emoloyer
3

when such employee is acting in furtherance of the employer's

�

business.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1978.

6

*****************************************
8

SENATE SUMMARY

9

Extends the immunity from liability enjoyed by an
employer under the workmen's Compensation Law to each
employee of the employer when such employee is acting in
furtherance of the employer's business.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
JO
31

2
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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to workmen's compensation;
amending s. 440.11(1), Florida Statutes;

providing that the immunities from liability
enjoyed by an employer shall apply to an

employee acting in the furtherance of the

6

employer's business; providing an effective
date.

9

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

10
11

Section l.

12

Subsection (1) of section 440.11, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

13

440.11

1-l
15

(1)

Exclusiveness of liability.--

The liability of an employer prescribed in s.

440.lU shall be exclusive and in place of all other liability

16

17

of such employer to any third party tortfeasor and to the

18

employee, the legal representative thereof, husband or wife,

:9 parents, dependents, next of kin, and anyone otherwise

20 entitled to recover damages from such employer at law or in
71

admiralty on account of such injury or death, except that if

23

required by this chapter, an injured employee, or the legal

25

may elect to claim cor.ipensation under this chapter or to

22 an employer fails to secure payment of compensation as
�

representative thereof in case death results from the injury,

26 1 maintain an action at law or in admiralty for damages on
27

W
n

1

account of such injury or death.

In such action the defendant

may not plead as a defense that the injury was caused by

negligence of a fellow servant, that the employee assumed the

30 risk of the employment, or that the injury was due to the
i
JI, contributory negligence or comparative negligence of the
1
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WORKER'S COMPENSATION DRAFT

1.

Section

3

440.13

·

Subsections (1) and (3) of Section

Se;les --- Carton :

Medical services and sup2liesi penalty for

4 violitionsi limitations.-6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21

to

Subject

ill

the

the employer shall

(3) (b),

limitations specified in paragraph
to

furnish

the

remedial treatment, care, and attendance under the direction
i
ar.d su�ervision of a qualified physician or surgeon, or

other•

recoqnized

practitioner, nurse, or hospital, and .for

such period as the nature of the injury or

recovery

require,

.may

including

medicines,

artificial members, and other apparatus.
fails

to

provide

the

same

the

after

If

process

the

employer

request by the injured

employee, such injured employee may do so at the expense

the

the

e�ployer,

reasonableness

The

employee

expended for such treatment or service unless such

err.ployee

approved by a judge

sha ll

not

shall

have

he

of

industrial

entitled

requested

to

recover

claims.

any amount personally

the employer to furnish the sa�e and

the employer shall have failed, refused, or neglected tc

so,

or

unless

the

nature

of

the

injury

superintendent

the

do

required such

injury, shall hav� neglected �o provid� the same; nor

employer

or

the

or foreman thereof, having knowledge of such
shall

any claim for medical, surgical, or other remedial treat�ent

he valid and enfo rceable unless within

27

first

29

by

n

of

and the necessity tote

�

�

of

crutches,

treatment, nursing, and services and

25

such

employee

22
n

· reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARC�IVES
DEPARTMENT OF S��TE

R. A.
GR
BUIL
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2 florida Statutes, are amend�d to read:

5

©@ �/i 'u

treatr.ient

(except

in

10

days following the

cases where first-aid only is

rendered), and thereafter at such int�rvals as the
requlaticr:

rr:ay

prescribe,

the

physician

division

or

othei:-

30
31
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33

reccqnized practitionel'.' giving such treatment or
furnishes

to

the

division

treatment's

and to the employer, or to the

3 carrier if the employer is not self-insured, a report of
'1 •.
4 such injury and treatment on forms prescribed b y the
5 division, provided that a judge
6 good

of

industrial

claims

for

cause may excuse the failure of the physician or other

7 reccgnized practitioner to furnish

any

report

within

the

s period prescribed and may order the payment to such e m�loyee
9 of such remuneration for treatment or

service

10 the judge of industrial claims finds equitable.

rendered

as

Along with

11 such reeorts, the f>hysician or other recognized 12ractitioner
12 shall furnish a sworn statement that the treatment or services
13 rendered were reasonable and necessary with res12ect to the
14 bodily injury sustained.

fhi:-;
I

:,wort'\

15 follows:
16

Said sworn statement shall read as

"Under eenalty of :eerjurz, I declare that I have

read the fore9:oin9:, and the facts alleged are true, to the

;to.:ti,... �-,--;- best of my knowledge and belief and that the treatment and
::.G 21-II
?. 2.

18

services rendered were reasonable and necessary with reseect

19 to the bodily injury sustained. II
20
'.tpo1+
,f pl-.�. 21
I'\ C:>1Jt,-, C

·� �1-.i.. 22

23

When a hearing is

held before a judge of industrial claims which involves the
issue of medical benefits, the re:eort of the ]2hysician or
other recognized 12ractitioner shall be entered into evidence,
alo!1g: with his S\vorn statement.

All medical reports obtained

�. or received by the employer, the carrier, or the injured
25

employee, or the attorney for any of them, with respect to

26

the remedial treatment, care, and attendance of the injured

27

employee, including reports of every examination, diagnosis,

W

or disability evaluation, shall be filed with the Bureau

�

of Workmen's Compensation within 5 days after receipt of
same.

A medical report not previously filed with the bureau

shall not be received in evidence in a contested case
2

unless the party offering same has furnished a copy thereof

_3

to the opposing party or his attorney at least 5 days prior

4

to the- hearing at which it is ·offered.
a

of

each

7

wit.lieut

8

to th� physici:in cr:hosr-ita.l fu::nishir.q s<.1r;ie.

osp1�\ 9
=1t �
10
c.J...�cJ-•�
lo tlll!. 11
' S z. 1-t-.
l.
} D 111'1 12
13

14
15
16
17
18

chs!rqe

copy

(3) (a)

such

rc�ort

ta tl:c injured· e:r.ployee, excc;:,t actual cost
All fees-· anff "other:-: ch�rges - for such treatment

or service, including- tre·atment or service at any ho·spital or
other he:;J t:h care provider, shall be limited to such charges

as prevail in the same-:cbrnrnunlti for - similar treatment of in
jured persons of like standard of living, provided that �uch
fees and charges shall be limited to those prescribed by the
division by rule if the division determi�es that a different
fee or charge will .enable the -employee-to- obtain necessary
remedial treatment, .care, �nd a�te�dance. - Such fees and
charges shall be subject to:-: r�guiations by the division,

19 which, after conducting an indepe�d��On.v�st_igation into

20 medical costs in the· various -�_e_gions__ of_the _state, shall
_
_ _
21 adopt schedules of charges for·s�ch·treatment or services.

22

(bl

There is hereby· cr:-eated-a-n--a-dvisorv committee to

:!osp»tc, (
23 _aid and assist the Deoartment.-of Comrnerce--in adopting
Au.
: • I",< f'I,

l:lus

24 _schedules of itiax imum charges .for-- hosp-it:al-- treatment and

5.0/8

� b
_ e appointed and serve at the pleasure of- the Secretary of
27 _Coinme.rce.
28

5.0/9

25 _services pa_yable through workmen's --comp-er:t:2-tion benefits, to

29
30

31

The Division 6£ Fraudulent Claims of the Department
Insurance shall be empowered to investigate hospitals and
•..,\/uh�«-+rjl-Pf
"lhl?.d,c,..t
3 medical practitioners to determine if they are in compliance
·o�-k
)� if-A .i with the schedule of charges adopted by the division or if
5 they are requiring unjustified treatment, hospitalization,

6 or office visits.

If the division finds that the tospital or

medical practitioner has made such excessive charges or required
8 such treatment, hospitalization or visits, the hospital or
9 medical practitioner shall receive and is entitled to no pay10 ment under this chapter either from a carrier, employer or
11

employee for the excessive fees or unjustified treatment,

12 hospitalization or visits and furthermore, the hospital or
13 medical practitioner shall be liable to return to the carrier_
14 any such fees or charges already collected.

In addition, the�

15 practitioner or �ospital shall be barred from receiving
16 payment for any treatment required to be furnished to injured_

17

employees under the provisions of

this chapter for a period

18 of two years.
19

ili-{bt All riqhts for remedial attention under this section

20

shall be barred unless a claim therefor is

2l

division

n

that if payment of corrpensation has been

23

attention

�

award on account of such injury a claim may be filed

25

2

�

or within 2 years

v

attention

28
29
30
31

years

within
has

yeacs

2

been

filed

with

the

after the time of injury, except

furnished

by

made

or

remedial:

the employer ,;.;;i thout an
within

after the date of the last payment of compensation
after

fucnished

by

the

date

of

the

eIT�loyer;

the

last

remedial

and all rights for

re�edial attention under this section pursuant to the

2 of

terms

an award shall b e barred u nless a f urther claim therefor

3 _is filed with the division within 2 years after the entry of !

4 such

5 made

. I

award, except that if payment of compensation h as J:een

or

re�edial

attention

has

been

furnished

by

1

i
thei

.. I

6 employer under. the. terms of the award a further claim may l:e !
7 filed within 2 years.after the date of the last

8 com,:e nsation

or

withi n

payment

ofl

2 years after the date of the last

9 remedial attention furnished by the e�ployer.
Section

Paragraph (u) of subsection (3) of section

11 440.15, Florida Statutes, is amended and new paragraphs (v) and
12

13

(w) are added to said subsection, to read:
-440.15

Compensation for disability.--Compensation for

14 disability _shall be paid to the employee, subject to the

15 limits provided in s. 440.12(2), as follows:
16

( 3)

PERMANENT PARTIAL DISABILITY.--In case of

17 disability partial in character but permanent in quality, the

18 compensation shall, in addition to that provided by subsection

. 2.0/49

2.0/50

4.0/1
4.8

4.9

19 (2), be 6U percent of the average weekly wages, and shall be

4.10

21

5.0/1

w paid to �he employee as follows:

22

23
2-l

25
26

,:,,.c.c/...JJ
{er

·2.0/48

27

(u)

Other cases: In all other cases in this class of

disability the compensation shall be 60 percent of the injured

5.0/2

injured employee's percentage of disability is of 350 weeks;

5.0/4

employee's average weekly wage for such number of weeks as the

provided, however, that for the purpose of this paragraph

"disability" means either physical impairment or diminution of

wage-earning capacity, whichever is greater.

Diminution of

waqe-earninq capacity may be considered by the industrial

claims judge only in cases where the employee's disability is

5.0/3

5.0/5
5.0/7
5.0/8

5.0/9
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recoqn �ed practitioner giving such treatment or treatro.,nts
,
Se iesl_.1J_c rton_
Florida Statutes, nre amended to read:
furnishes to the division and to the employer, or to the
440.13 Medical services and supplies/ penalty for
carrier if the employer ls not aclf-inoured, ., repoct of
violations, limitations.-such injury and treatment on forms prescribed by the
11) Subject to the limitations specified in paragraph
division, provided that a judge of industrial claims for
(3) (b), the errployer shall furnish to tho employee such
good cause may excuse the failure of the physician or other
rerr.edia 1 treatment, care, anri attenriance under the di l·ection
reccgnized practitioner to furnish any report within the
and oupr.rvision of a qualified physician or surgeon, or 1
1
period prescribed and may order the payment to such emFloyee
other recoqnized practitioner, nurse, or hospital, and for I
of such remuneration !or �reatment or service renclered 11!1

587

10

such period as the nature of the injury or

recovery

may

1l

failo

provide the

1S

tho

11

shall

not

shall

have

11

12

u

require,

including

medicines,

artificial �embern, and other apparatus.
to

same a fter

the, process of j

If

the

thr.

reasonableness

employee

18

expended for such treatment or service unless such

employee

20

the r.mployer shall have failed, refused, or neqlected tc

19

a�provecl by a judge

or

he

of

entitled

requested
the

unless

industrial
to

claims.

recover. any amount personally

the employer to furnish the sarre and'

nature

the

injury

do

required such

21

so,

13

superintenclen t

15

any claim for: medic�l, surgical, or other re�edial tr:eat�ent

of

n treatment, nursing, and services and the employer or the
or foreman thereof, havinq knowledge of such

141 injury, shall have neqlected to provide the name; nor
16

"I
18

Bhilll

bodily injury sustained.
follows,

Said sworn statement ohall read as

"Under penalty of perjury, I declare that I have

'f'h�:1 1 read the foregoing, and the facts alleged are true, to the
SWerr,
sf-..t1,-.,,.,1 best of my knowledge and belipf and that the treatment and

,.,

rtl$11-,

20
fft.ttf t
•F Phy, 2
r.
Pt,.ISll•J. 2

II\•-•"•"'

eervices rendered were reasonable and necessary with respect

to the bodily injury sustained." Hhen a hearing ie

held before a judge of industrial clai�s which involves the
isaue of medical benefits, tho report of the physician or

other recognized practitioner shall be entered into eviclencet
along with his oworn stat�ment.

be valid and enforceable unless within 10 days followinq the

first

cases where first-aid �nly is
rendered), and thereafter at such int•rvals an the division

29 I by
30

rendered were reasonable and necessary with respect to the

of l

The

16

shall furnish a sworri statement that the treatrnent or services

request by the injured,

and the·necessity tote·

treatment

requlaticn

(except

rray

in

prescribe,

the

phy�lclan

or

other

)1

�
t-.�,IIG: Wo,dt I�� 1i.._l. trp• ••• dtltll•n.• Iron, ul,lint low; word, .!!!!J!orllntd ••• oddillon,.

l\long with

such reports, the physician or other recognized practitioner

empl�yerl

er.iployee, such i njured employee may do so at tlrn expense
errployer,

the judge of industrial claims finds equitable.

crutches, i

<l

shall not be received in evidence in a contested case

(,:)

:rrn1ut1�..-f nf Insurance shall be empowered to investigate hoseitals and
,-(' r,,.e;J,c,.f medical practitioners to determine if
they are in compliance
1
toitt

unless the party offering same has furnished a copy thereof
to the opposing party or his attorney at least 5 days prior

f(.4 .,.,.

to the hearing at which it is offered.

with the schedule of charges adopted by the division or if

, !hoy or� reguiring unjustified treatment, hoseitnlization,

s Th-:- plly5ir.1«n i.:lrnll alno t:11i::>I.Bh to tl.n injucccl em�loyt?e, or
to !,is attorney, on ,1,:1;.i111rl,
wltl•out

HC>S r•-+«- I
F• •

clHrqc

ii

copy

of

each

s11ch

or ofiice vi�its.

n:i:,irt:
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ScktJ .. I«..

11?. tl'IC 11

rcJ ,,...

ltl 111'\ 11
13
1'
B
16
17

/Ill

fees

such treatment, hoseitalization or visits, the hoaeitnl or

medical practitioner shall receive and is entitled to no eay-

and other charges for such treatment

ment under this chaeter either from a carr:ier, emeloyer or

or service, including treatment or service at any hospital or

employee for the excessive feee or unjustified treatmentc

other health care provider, shall be limited to sue� charges

hoseitalization or visits and furthermore, the hoapital or

as prevail in the same community for similar treatment of in

medical eractltioner shall be liable to return to the carrier

jured peroono of like otandard of living, provided that �uch

any such fees or charges already collected.

fees and charges shall be limited to those prescribed by the

enyment for any treatment reguired to be furniahed to injured

fee or charge will enable the employee to obtain necesear�

emeloyees under the erovisions of

Such fees and

11 charges shall be subject to regulations by the division,

18 of two years.

20 m·edical costs in the varioua regions of the state, shall

20

19

19 which, after conducting an independent investigation into

21 adopt schedules of chargea for such treatment or serviceB.

!brl'f�I

M11,

(!, ... 11-

Mt.111'

i2

There is hereby created an advisory committee to

(bl

23 aid and assist the oeeartment of Commerce in adoeting

27 Commerce.

21

division

13

attention

2

yeara

24
2S

2

5

?6

or within 2 years

21
28

2'I

2'I

JO

30

3

within

IS

28

31

shall be barred unless a c

22 that if payment of corrpens

2S services payable through workmen's compensation benefits, to

16 be appointed and secve at the pleasure of the Secretary of

ffiibt �11 riqhts for ren

11

I

24 schedules of maximum charges for hoseltal tre<1tment and

In addition, the

eractitioner or hospital shall be barred from receiving

division by rule if the division determines that a different
remedial treatment, care, nnd attendance.

If the divioion finds thu t the hos121ta1 or

medical practltioner haa made such excessive charges or re9uir,
red

t.o tl:c iniure,1 eq,loycc, except nctu,--il cont

to thi? phy!;ir:L1n er ho::iri tal furnishlr.q n,1me,
(3) (a)

Tho Division of Fraudulent Claims of the Deear:tme nt

JI

has

been

fur�

award on account of such i
years

attention

after the date c
after

furniahed

by

J{

this chapter for a eeriod

,•-:•·

remedial attention under this section purauant to the
of

terms

15 pctcent or more of the body as a whole.

industrial claims judge shall consider the injured worker's

an award shall b e barred unless a further claim therefor

. I

31physical condition and inability to obtain a type of work

is filed with the division within 2 years after the entry of 1 1

,1 such

award, excei:;t that if payment of comi:;ensatlon has

made or re�edlal attention

has

been

f urnished

I
teen•

by

I
the•

•1which he can do insofar as affected by the injury, wages

·

5 actually being earned after the injury, and evidence of

F1tc!1� d6 realistic work search. lf the industrial claims judge makes
'F�<-i•l
::r'IC. 1 an award based on diminution of wage-earning capacity, he

61 employer under the terms of the award a further claim rnay l;e
filed within 2 years after the date of the last

comi:;ensation or

within

payment

of

2 years after the date of the last

shall make specific written findings;of fact in the record

91 reir.edial attention f urnished by the employer.·
111

440.15,

9lbased on the above criteria, setting forth the justification

Paragraph (u) of subsection (3) of section

Section

10

,440.15

Compensation for disability.--Compensation for

1'ldisabillty shall be paid to the employee, subject to the
HI limits provided in s. 440;12(2), as follows,
13)

16

PERMANENT PARTIAL OISABILITY.--In case of

17 disability partial in character but permanent in quality, the

18 compensation shall, in addition to that provided by subsection
19

(2), be 60 percent of the average weekly wages, and shall be

2

(u) Other cases, In all other cases in this class of
11 disability the compensation shall be 60 percent of the injured
2J

7

employee's average weekly wage for such number of weeks as the

• injured employee's percentage of disability is of 350 weeks1
15
provided, however, that for the purpose of this paragraph
16
"disability• means �ither physical impairment or diminution of

lN'w..Jd
-fo(

111!\ir-h••

11

ia
JO
31

wage-earning capacity, whichever is greater.

Diminution of

'-i111 judge only in cas·es where the employee's disability is

\, _,

�

nfter the date of the last permanent partial disability

,,....,,...,.-t

,�a.,.� 1

4

payment based on the bodily disability rating os provided in
paragraph (u)' shall accept a wage corning loss if such wage
earning loss is greater than the disability rating.
(wJ

The division chall adopt ru l cc for determining th e

impairments.

Such rules shall be in accordance with
1

5

1

5

15

such disability or impairment made for the purposes of this

chaptel'__shall be made in accordance with such rules.

5

11
13

5
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19

H

,,

5.0/19
5.0/20

5.0/21

5.0/22
JS. 0/23
5,0/24

/¼I,,
Medical Association where such guidelines are applicable.
-hr
5 ,n-;...,,,...,.: Any evaluation or finding as to the existence or degree of
ro.11�
5

s

5.0/14

existence and degree of permanent disability and p�ysical

guidelines for such determination established by the American

5

wage-earning capacity may be considered by the industrial

£r

authorized treating physician, the carrier, within 21 days

10

11

5. 0/13

5.0/18

4�
1
ll••f"Ct'r-.-4
4 M 1\-#( 1

� p aid to the employee as follows,

5.0/12

{v ) When a disabled work�eaches maxi�um medical
12 improvement_
a bodilLdJsabilit�_tjng from the
-- and receives

2 �/Ml\t
for fll'M,,
2 o.H1r

4

5. 0/11

5.0/17

11

Florida Statutes, ie amended and new paragraphs (ir) and

5.0/10

of any award based on diminution of wage-earning capacity.

10

171 (w) are added to said subsection, to read1
1)

Ir doing so, the

•

5.0/25
5.0/26
5.0/28
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determination of compensation f
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Statutes, relating to ,.p·avment of compensation,
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1.4/2
1. 4/3

o f said section, relating to payment and

1. 4/4
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compensation; amending s. 440.25 (1), Florida

11. 4/5

13

for the establishment of medical panels and of

1.4/6

12

reimbursement of advance payments of

Statutes, and adding new subsections; providing

14

labor-management panels to hear and determine·

16

panel members; providing general procedure

1.4/8

18

p roviding authority of judges of industrial

1.4/9

20

(6), Florida Statutes, to new ly created s.

1. 4/10

15
17

19

certain disputes; providing for selection of

relative to hearings conducted thereby;

claim s; transferring and amending s. 440.25(4)

1.4/7

21

440.255, Florida Statutes, relating to appeal

1. 4/11

23

(3), Florida Statutes, to conform; amending s.

1.4/12

new subsection, modifying provisions with

1.4/13

27

amending s. 440.50(1) (a), Florida Statutes,

1.4/14

29

Administration Trust Fund, to provide that

1. 4/15

22

24

· 25
26

28

30

31

of a compensation order; amending s. 440.34(1)

440.49(1)-(3), Florida Statutes, and adding a

respect to rehabilitation of injured employees;

relative to the Workmen's Compensation

certain expenses not be paid therefrom;
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WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION DRAFT #4
Section 1.
Employer Not to Change Physician (p.l, 1.12-19)
This proposal would amend Section 440.13(1) to provide
that an employer may not change the authorized physician
without the consent of the employee unless the JIC determines
that this is in the.best interest of the employee.
Doctor's Sworn Statement (p.2, 1.17-25)
Section 440.13(1) requires medical practitioners to furnish
to the division and to the employer a report of the injury and
treatment. The section would be amended to require that the
practitioner furnish along with the report a sworn statement
declaring that the facts alleged in the report are true, and that
the treatment and services rendered were reasonable and necessary
with respect to the bodily injury sustained.
By exposing practitioners to the penalties of perjury for
rendering unnecessary treatment, overutilization caused by dis
honest practitioners may be curbed.
Report of Physician in Evidence (p.2, 1.25-30)
This change would require that the report of the practitioner
required presently by s. 440.13(1), and the sworn statement
discussed above, would always be entered into evidence when
the issue of medical benefits arises during a hearing before
a JIC.
This proposed change has two purposes: (1) if the report
and sworn statement will always be considered at these hearings,
it will increase the changes that dishonest medical practitioners
will be exposed; and (2) such report generally is good evidence of
whether the medical claim is justified. Of course, even though
such report will be entered into evidence, it will still be
subject to cross examination.

Jack Herzog, StafTDirector
310 House Office Building, Tallahassee, Florida

32304

(904)

488-2123

Workmen's Comp Draft #4
Page Two
May 15, 1978
Hospital Fee Schedule (p.3, 1.17-28)
While the present wording of section 440.13(a) appears
to empower the division tO adopt fee schedules for hospitals,
as well as doctors, the division has not yet adopted hospital
fee schedules. The proposed change will explicitly require
the division to adopt hospital fee schedules based on hospital
charges which prevail in the same community for similar treat
ment of injured persons of like standard of living.
Hospital Advisory Committee (p.4, 1.1-6)
This committee will assist the Department of Commerce
in developing a hospital fee schedule.
Investigation of Medical Costs (p.4, 1.7-25)
This proposal would empower the Division of Fraudulent
Claims of the Department of Insurance to investigate hospitals
and medical practitioners to determine if they are in
compliance with the fee schedule or are requiring unjustified
utilization. Offenders will receive no payment for such
services, and will be barred from treating workmen's compensation
victims for a period of two years.
Proposals for Permanent Partial Disability (by bill no.)
Section 2 .

HB 1845 (p.5, 1.16

&

p.7, 1 .3)

This bill modifies somewhat the provisions of s. 440.15(3)
( u) , "other cases" (i.e. those injuries not covered by the
schedule injuries). Only if an injured worker receives an
anatomical rating of 15% or more of body as a whole will he
be entitled to benefits for diminution of wage earning capacity:
This change is evidently aimed at preventing overcompensation
of relatively minor impairments. Some of those involved with the
workmen's compensation system have stated that workers who receive
impairment ratings of between 5% and 10% often are awarded
diminution benefits which are double their impairment ratings.
The proposal also sets out the following specific standards
which must be determined by the JIC in diminution cases.
1) The injured worker's physical condition and inability
to obtain a type of work which he can do insofar as affected by
the injury,
2)

Wages actually being earned after the injury,

Workmen's Comp Draft #4
May 15, 1978
Page Three
3)

Evidence of realistic work search.

If an award of diminution of wage earning capacity is
made, the JIC must make specific written findings of fact in
the record, based on these standards, justifying the awards.
The proposal provides that physical impairment benefits
shall be paid first, and after the last payment is made, the
injured worker may be entitled to diminution benefits. The
apparent purpose of this change is to provide a realistic period
of time for returning to work or rehabilitation before diminution
of wage earning capacity is determined. This change is made in
a new paragraph (v) of s. 440.15(3).
A new paragraph (w) of s. 44Q.15(3) requires the Division
of Labor to adopt rules for determining the existence and degree
of permanent disability and physical impairments. The rules
must be in accordance with the guidelines of the American Medical
Association.
Section 3.

HB 965 (p.7, 1.4

&

p.8,1.3)

This proposal amends s. 440.15(3)(u) to raise the limit
on benefits .to 400 weeks. It also adds provisions on a
threshold of diminution, ·standards for diminution awards, and
finding of fact by the JIC which are basically the same as those
in HB 1845, except that in this case the threshold is a 10%�
rather than 15%, anatomical rating.
Section 4.

HB 1301 (p.8, 1.4 & p.10, 1.20)

This proposal provides that all permanent partial disability
benefits shall be the amount provided in the schedule, or for
"other cases" the percentage of disability, or diminution of wage
earning capacity, wl1ichever is greater. This in e£fect extends ·
the provisions of s. 440 .15(3)(u) on diminution of wage earning
capacity to all permanent partial cases.
Section 5.

Employee may not be fired because of filing
workmen's comp claim (p.10, 1.21 & p.11, 1.18)

This proposal would amend section 440.15(7) to provide
than an employee may not be discharged solely because of an
injury sustained on the job unless there is no suitable
employment available through the employer or because of a
workmen's compensation claim filed by the employee. An employee
who believes that he has been discharged for these reasons,·
may receive a hearing before a JIC. If the JIC finds that there

Workmen's Comp Draft #4
May 15, 1978
Page Four
has been a violation of this section, he shall order the
employer to pay a penalty to the employee.
Employer Must

Rehire Injured Worker (p.12, 1.1-12)

Creates Section 440.15(7)(e), which requires the employer
to rehire the injured employee, if there is available suitable
employment within the employee's physical and mental limitations.
Provides a penalty equal to the employee's lost wages during
the period of refusal to hire.
Section 6.
Payment of Compensation by Check (p.12, 1.19)
Provides that compensation must be paid by check.
Definition of Timely Payment (p.2, 1.22-25)
Provides that a payment is timely if it is mailed by the
due date.
Time for Payment (p.12! 1.26 & p.13, 1.3)
Provides that the first installment of compensation is
due on the 20th rather than the 14th day after the employer has
knowledge of the injury or death.
Late Payment (p.13, 1.5)
Provides that payment is late if not made by due, rather
than by 14th day following due date.
Penalties and Interest

(p.13, 1.7 & p.14, 1.26)

Raises the penalty for late payment from 10% to 20%.
Provides that the JIC will raise this issue at the hearing.
Provides that the party at fault, whether it is the carrier
or the employer, will pay this penalty.
Also provides for an additional 12% per annum interest
rate on overdue payments. This provision was adopted from an
old workmen's compensation rule which became ineffective in 1977.
Section 7.
Chapter 440 Prevails over Supreme Court Rules (p.4,1.28 & p.13,14)
Amends Section 440.29 to provide that procedure before the
JIC is governed by the rules of the Supreme Court except to the
extent that they do not conflict with Chapter 440.

Workmen's Comp Draft #4
May 15, 1978
Page Five
Section 8.
Deductibles and Coinsurance (p.15, 1.9 and p.16, 14)
Amends Section 440.38 to require insurance carriers to
make available at the employers option workmen's compensation
insurance policy containing an 80/20 coinsurance provision
up to $5,000 and a deductible of $100 per employee for medical
costs.
Section 9.
Senior JIC (p.16, 1.14 & p.17, 1.19)
Provides for a senior JIC to supervise the administration
of the offices of the JICs.
Section 10.
Division not to Expend Money for Rehabilitation (p.17, 1.29)
(p.18, 1.19)
Employer to Pay for Rehabilitation

(p.18, 1.20-29)

Amends s·ection 44 0.49 to require the employer to provide
rehabilitation.
Section 11.
Special Disability Trust Fund

(p.19, 1.16-22)

Fund must make decision within 120 days of a claim
being filed.
Section 12.
Deductibles and Coinsurance for Self-Insurers (p.20,1.24)
(p.21,1. 5)
(see Section 8)
Section 13.
Risk Management

(p.21, 1.8-20)

The Division is to analyze.injury reports and furnish
data broken down by risk classification and send these reports
to employers and insurers and self-insurers.

Workmen's Comp Draft #4
Hay 15, 1978
Page Six
Section 14.
Insurance Reporting

(p.21, l. 2 3 & p.24, l. 24)

Requires insurers to submit certain data to the Department
of Commerce on a quarterly basis.
Section 15.
Excessive Profits

(p.24, l .27 & p .27, l . 14 )

Creates Section 627.215, which provides for yearly
reporting of certain workmen's compensation insurance information
and allows the Department of Insurance to order the return of
excess profits.
Section 16.
Partial Rejection of Rate Filing
Amends section 627.101 to provide that the Department of
Insurance may reject only part of a workmen's compensation rate
filing, and accept the remainder.
Section 17 and 19.
Workmen's Compensation Study Commission

(p.28, 1.1)
(p.29, 1.7)

Creates a Study Commission composed of members of the
Legislature and the public to study the workmen's compensation
law and report to the Legislature in 1980.

@®�11
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Section 1.

Subsections (1) and (J) of Section 440.13,

Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
440.13

Medical services and sup?lies; penalty for

violations; limitations.-ill

subject

to
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furn ish

to

the

employee

10

11

"

IJ
14

15

16

17

other

recoqni zed

qualified

physician

(except in cases where first-aid only is rendered), and

thereafter at such intervals as the division by regulation may

such

rr.ay

surgeon,

prescribe, the physician or other recognized practitioner

require,

including

the

medicines,

artificial �embers, and other apparatus.

process

of

crutches,

Upon authorizing

the employee to receive such remedial treatment, care, and

attendance, the employer shall not change the authorized physi

cian or surgeon or other recognized practitioner giving such
treatment, care, or attendance without the consent of the

employee, unless a judge of industrial claims determines that

18

a change in such t�eatm�nt,_care, or attendance is in the

;>O

provide remedial treat:Jn_E?nt, _care, or attendance-the-!!11111e after

1l

so at the expense of the employer, the reasonableness and the

19

best interests of the em�ee.

giving such treatment or treatments furnishes to the division

or

practitioner, .nurse, or hospital, and for

such period as the nature ot' the injury or
recovery

or

If the employer fails to

ected to provide the same: nor shall any claim for

enforceable unless within 10 days following the first treatment

remedial treatment, care, ana attendance under the direction

·and su�ervision of a

"'

3 medical, surgical, or other remedial treatment be valid and

limitations specifled in paragrai;:h

(J) (b), the errployer shall

•

Tallahassee, FL 32399- J§l(§eman thereof, having !<liowledge of such injury, shall have

and to the employer, or to the carrier if the employer is not

10

self-insured, a report of such injury and treatment on forms

12

claims for good cause may excuse the failure of the physician

11

prescribed by the division, provided that a judge of industrial

131 or'other recognized practitioner to furnish any report within
14

15

the period prescribed and may order the pnyment to �uch employee
of such remuneration for treatment or

service

�, the judge of industrial claims finds equitable.

rendered

1\lon:;1_ with

as

17 such reports, the physician oc other recognized practitioner
1
18 shall furnish a sworri. statement that the trea'tment or services

191 rendered were reasonable and necessary with respect to the

Mr bodily iniury sustained.

Said sworn statement shall read as

'l6

employee shall have requested the employer to furnfsh the same

21
follows: "Under penalty of perju�l• I declare that I have
22 read the foregoing, and the facts alleged are true, t o the
23
best of my knowlec1ge and belief and that the treatment and
24
services renc1ercd were reasonable and necessary with respect
15
hen a hearing is r
to the bodily injury sustained." W
26
held before a judge of industrial claims which involves the

18

so, or unless the nature of the injury required such treatment,

18

21

request by the injured employee, such injured employee may do

lJ

necessity to be approved gy a judge of industrial claims.

15

personally expended for such treatment or service unless such

24

17

'l'I

JO
JI

The employee shall not be entitled to recover any amount

and the employer shall have failed, refused, or neglected to do

nursing, and services and the employer or the superintendent or
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issue of medical benefits, the report of the physician or

other recognized practitioner shall be entered in� evidence,
along with his sworn statement_.
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All medica1 reports obtained

or received by the employer, .the carrier, or the injured

(b}

employee, or the attorney for any of th�n, with respect to

aid and assist the Department of Commerce in adopting

the remedial treatment, care, and attendance of the injured

schedules of maximum charge�·for hospital treatment and

41 employee, including reports of every examination, diagnosis,

services payable through workmen's compe�sation benefits, to

or disability evaluation, shall be filed with the Bureau

be appointed and serve at the pleasure of the Secretary of

of Workmen's Compensation within 5 days after receipt of

Commerce.

same.

A medical report not previously filed with the bureau
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shall not be received in evidence in a contested case
91 unless the party offering same has furnished a copy thereof
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There is hereby created an advisory committee to

to the opposing party or his 'attorney at least 5 days prior
to the hearing at which it is offered.
,:!,� p?tysicicn i;hi\ll a:!.so fur:tl.5h to tLri ir.jured cr.iicloyee, or
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All fees and other charges for such treatment

or service_, including treatment or service at an·
other health care provider, shall be limited to such charges
as prevail in the same community for si�ilar treatment of in
jured persons of like standard of living, provided that •uch
fees and charges shall be limited to those prescribed by the
division by rule if the division determines that a �ifferent
fee or charge will enable the employee to obtain necessary
remedial treatment, care, and attendance:

Such fe·es and

charges shall be subject to regulations by the division,
which, after conducting an independent investigation into
medical costs in the various regions of the state, shall
adopt schedules of charges for such treatment or services.

of Insurance shall be cmpowered_to_investigate hospitals and
10

medical practitioners to determine if they arc in compliance

with the schedule of charges adopted by the division or if
111
the_x: are requiring unjustified treatment,_hospitalization,
12
or ofiice visits. If the division finds that the hospjtal or
13
medical prac_titioner has made such excess_ive charges or re.9.u.lred
u
such treatment, hospitalization or visits, the hospital or
15
medical practitioner shall receive and is entitled to no pay
16
ment under this chapter either from a carrier, employer or
17
employee for the cxcessiv� fees or unjustified treatment,
18
hospitalization or visits and furthermore, the hospital or
19
medic�ractitioner shall be liable to return to the carrier
10
any such fees or charges already collected. In addition, the
21
practitioner or hospital shall be barred from receiving
22
payment for any treatment required to be furnished to injured
lJ
employees under the provisions of this chapter for a period
74
25 of two years.
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The Division of Fraudulent Claims of the Department

(d)�bt 1\11 riqhts for remedial .attention under this section

shall 1.,e barred unless a claim therefor is
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provided, however, that for the purpose of this paragraph
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"disability• means either physical impairment or diminution of

after ·the date of the last pay:nent of compensation
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wage-earning capacity, whichever is greater.
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wage-earning capacity may be considered by the industrial

attention furnished by the crq:loyer; and all rights for
71 remedial attention under this section pur:suant to the l:er:ms
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15 percent or more of the body as a whole.
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or

within

payment

2 years after the date of the last

r err.edial attention furnished by the err.player.·
Section

2.

of

Paragraph (u) of subsection (3) of section

410.15, Florida Statutes, is amended and new paragraphs '(v) and
(w) are added to said subsection, to read:
,440.15

Compensation for disability.--Compensation for

disability shall be paid to the employee, subject to the
limits provided in s. 440.12(2), as follows:
(3)

PERMANENT PARTIAL OISABILITY.--In case of

disability partial in character but permanent in quality, the

compensation shall, in addition to that provided by subsection
(2), be 60 percent of the average weekly wages, and shall be

n/ p aid to the employee as follows:

28

(u)

Other cases: In all other cases in this class of

29 disability the compensation shall be 60 percent of the injured
_
1
30 employee's average weekly wage for such number of weeks as the

JI

physical condition and inability to obtain a type of work

101 which he can do insofar as affect�d by the injury, wages
II actually being earned after the injury, and evidence of
ll r ealistic work search. If the industrial claims judge makes
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an award based on diminution of wage-earning capacity, he

shall make specific written findings of fact in the record

based on the above criteria, setting forth the justification
of any award based on diminution cf wage-earning capacity.

W

When a disabled worker reaches maxi�um medical

improvement and receives a bodily disability rating from the

authorized treating physician, the carrier, within 21 days
after the date of the last permanent partial disability

payment based on the bodily disability rating as provided in

paragraph (u), shall acceDt a wage earning loss if such wage
earning loss is greater· than the disability rating.
(w)

The division shall adopt rules for determining the

existence and degree of permanent disability and physical
impairments.

Such rules shall be in accordance with

guidelines for such determination established by the American
Medical Association, where such guidelines are �pplicable.
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Ir doing so, the
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SECTION 1
Employer Not to Change Physician
Summary
This proposal would amend Section 440.13(1) to provide
that an employer may not change the authorized p�ysician
without·the consent of-the employee unless the JIC determines
that this is in the best interest of the employee.
Present Situation
Under the present law, the employer may de�authorize
the authorized physician more or less as it pleases. This
imposes a hardship on the injured employee in that he must
then find another physician or seek a hearing before the
JIC and prove that it is in the best interest of the
employee not to change the physician.
Proposed Change
The proposal would reverse the present situation by
requiring that the employer show that there is a reason for
changing physicians, rather than requiring the employee to
show that there is no reason for doing so.
This proposal could have the effect of discouraging
employers from changing physicians and may therefore reduce
litigation.

Jack Herzog, Staff Director
310 House Office Building, Tallahasse,,, Florida

32304

(904)

488-2123
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Doctor's Sworn Statement
Summary
Section 440.13(1) requires medical practitioners to
furnish to the division and to the employer a report of the
injury and treatment. The section would be amended to
require that the practitioner furnish along with the report
a sworn statement declaring that the facts alleged in the
report are true, and that the treatment and services rendered
were reasonable and necessary with respect to the bodily
injury sustained.
Probable Effect
By exposing practitioners to the penalties of perjury
for rendering unnecessary treatment, overutilization caused
by dishonest practitioners may be curbed. This should
contribute to a reduction in Workmen's Compensation ins�rance
premiums.
Report of Physician in Evidence
Summary
This change would require that the report of the
practitioner required presently by s. 440.13(1), and the
sworn statement discussed above, would always be entered
into evidence when the issue of medic al benefits arises
during a hearing before a JIC.
Present Situation
Medical reports may be entered into evidence at this
time, but are not required to be.
Probable Effect
This proposed change has two purposes:
(1) if the report
and sworn statement will always be considered at these hearings,
it will increase the changes that dishonest medical practitioners
will be exposed; and (2) such report generally is good evidence
of whether the medical cl.a im is justified. Of course, even
though such report will be entered into evidence, it will still
be subject to cross examination.

Workmen's Compensation
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May.19, 1978
Hospital Fee Schedule
Summary
The proposed change will explicitly require the
division to adopt hospital fee schedules based on hospital
charges which prevail in the same community for similar treat
ment of injured persons of like standard of living.
Present Situation
While the present wording of section 440.13(a) appears
to empower the division to adopt fee schedules for hospitals,
as well as doctors, the division has not yet adopted hospital
fee schedules.
Probable Effect
While this proposal will not help to curb overutilization,
it may help to assure that all hospitals in a particular area
will function at a certain minimum level of efficientcy.
Hospital·Advisory Committee
This committee will assist the Department of Commerce
in developing a hospital fee schedule.
Investigation of Medical Costs
Summary
This proposal would empower the Division of Fraudulent
Claims of the Department of Insurance to investigate hospitals
and medical practitioners to determine if they are in
compliance with the fee schedule or are requiring unjustified
utilization. Offenders will receive no payment for such
services, and will be barred from receiving payment for treating
workmen's compensation victims for a period of two years.
Present Situation
The Division of Fraudulent Claims is currently authorized
to investigate insurance fraud within the state. It is funded
by an assessment on motor vehicle insurers. Under the present
law, the Division may investigate fraudulent charges made by
doctors and hospitals against Workmen's Compensation insurers.

Workmen's Compensation
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Probable Effect
The proposal would expand the power of the Division
to investigate cases which are not out and out fraud, but
rather violations of the Division's fee schedules. The
Division may already have the power to investigate cases
involving unnecessary treatment, hospitalization, and
office visits, but the proposed change will insure that the
law is clear on this point.
It is questionable, however, whether there is a great
deal of deliberately dishonest overutilization in the
system at the present time. It has been suggested that since
the Division of Fraudulent Claims has lately.curtailed the
activity of professional automobile Tri·su
· ranc·e defrauders in
Florida, these persons may now move in on the Workmen's
Compensation system. If these observations on present and
future medical dishonesty are accurate, an effective means
of spotting and investigating these abuses could serve to
retard future increases in premiums rather than to reduce
the present cost of the system.
Finally, it must be pointed out that investigation by
the-Division of Fraudulent Claims may not be the best
method for accomplishing the goals of this section. Determining
whether a fee schedule has been violated ia a simple matter
which may be best left up to the Department of Commerce,
which after all, is charged with developing the schedule. The
determination of whether treatment is necessary is primarilly
a medical question, and may be better decided by some sort of
peer review group.

SECTION 2
Employee May Not Be Fired Because of.Filing Wbrkmen's
Compensation Claim and Employer Must Rehire Injured Wbrker
Summary
This proposal would amend substantially section 440.15(7}
to provide that an employee may not be discharged solely because
of an injury sustained on the job unless there is no suitable
employment available through the employer or because of a
Workmen's Compensation claim filed by the employee. An
employee who believes that he has been discharged for these
reasons may receive a hearing before a JIC. If the JIC
finds that an employee has been unlawfully discharged, the
employer will be required to pay a penalty to the employee
equal to the employee's rate of temporary total disability
payment from the date of discharge until re-employment of

Workmen's Compensation
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the employee, and reasonable attorney's fees and costs. In
addition, if an employer without reasonable cause refuses
to rehire an injured employee where suitable employment is
available within the employee's physical and mental
limitations, the employer must pay to the employee the wages
lost during the period of refusal, not exceeding one year's
wages.
Present Situation
The present language of Section 440.15(7), Florida Statutes
merely requiresthat an injured employee must accept employment
suitable to his capacity if it is offered, or lose his
entitlement to any compensation during the continuance of
such refusal. Employers are not restrained from firing·
injured workers or required to rehire them.
Probable Effect
These two provisions seem to provide two different remedies
to an employee who is unlawfully fired and whose employer
refuses to rehire him. He may seek a hearing before a JIC
and receive t'e.ITlporary total disability, costs and attorney's
fees. He may also seek an order from the Department and
receive up to one year lqst wages.

SECTION 3
Disability from Asbestosis, Berylliosis, Silibosis and
Other Dust Diseases.
Summary
This proposal changes the time limitation for the filing
of benefits for disability or death due to an occupational
dust disease. Disability must occur within eight years of
the last injurious exposure for exposures occuring on or
before January 1, 1979. For exposures occuring after this
date no such time limit applies.
Present Situation
Dust diseases such as asbestosis, berylliosis, silicosis
can require a period of from eight to twenty years to
develop. Under the present two year fi�ing limit, a large
number of persons who develop disability because of such
diseases are ineligible to receive benefits.

Workmen's Compensation
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Probable Effect
Because the 8 year time limit for disabilities due to
exposure occuring on or before January 1, 1979, and because
the disease generally takes at least 8 years to develop,
very few persons will collect benefits for occupational
dust diseases resulting from exposure occuring before
January 1979. For exposure occuring after January 1979,
it may be expected that disabilities will begin to appear
during 1987, and that the number of such disability cases
will increase at an accelerated rate until about 1999,
when the rate of increase should level off. To the extent
that this proposal will entitle more disabled workers to benefits,
it will increase Workmen's Compensation insurance rates.

SECTION 4
This section makes the following changes in the
compensation payment system with the aim of reducing
late payments.
Payment of Compensation by Check
Provides that compensation must be paid by check.
Compensation is now generally paid by drafts, which banks
will not cash until they clear the banks upon which they
are dr,9-wn. Payment by check will eliminate this delay
in payment.
Definition of Timely Payment
Provides that a payment is timely if it is mailed by
the due date.
Time for Payment
Provides that the first installment of compensation is
due on the 20th rather than the 14th day after the employer
has knowledge of the injury or death.
Since employers are not required to notify their
carriers of acciden� until the 10th day, carriers now have
only 4 days to make payments.
This proposal will give
carriers more time to pay and reduce late payments.
Late Payment (p.13, 1.5)
Provides that payment is late if not made by due d�t�; �ather
than by 14th day following due date.

Workmen's Compensation
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Penalties and Interest
Raises the penalty for late payment from 10% to 20%.
Provides that the JIC will raise this issue at the hearing.
Provides that the party at fault, whether it is the carrier
or the employer, will pay this penalty.
Also provides for an additional 12% per annum interest
rate on overdue payments. This provision was adopted from
an old Workmen's Compensation rule which became ineffective in
1977.
SECTION 5
Chapter 440 Prevails over Supreme Court Rules
Amends Section 440.29 to provide that procedure before
the JIC is governed by the rules of the Supreme Court except
to the extent that they do not conflict with Chapter 440.
SECTION 6
Deductibles and Coinsurance
Amends Section 440.38 to require insurance carriers to
make available �t ·the employers option Workmen's Compensation
insurance policy containing an 80/20 coinsurance provision up
to $5,000 and a deductible of $100 per employee for medical
costs.
This will provide a means for employers with good ex
perience to reduce premium. It should also provide an
incentive to carefully watch medical costs.
SECTION 7
Senior JIC
Provides for a senior JIC to supervise the administration
of the offices of the JIC's.
This proposal will allow more efficient allocation of
case load and· may reduce the backlog of cases which now
exists in some offices.
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SECTION 8
Division not to Expend Money for Rehabilitation
Since no appropriation was made to the Division of
Labor for this purpose during the last legislative session,
this proposal will have little impact other than to eliminate
unused language from the statutes.
Employer to Pay for Rehabilitation
Amends section 440.49 to require the employer to
provide rehabilitation.
The purpose of this requirement is to return an injured
employee to work before he loses motivation. Studies have
shown that after twelve weeks of collecting benefits, the
claimant's desire to return to work diminishes significantly.
SECTION 9
Special Disability Trust Fund
Fund must make decision within 120 days of a claim being
filed.
Because of a large backlog of cases, the Fund is
apparently not as effective in providing an incentive for
hiring injured workers as it could be. The purpose of
this proposal is to reduce the time lag between the
filing and the decision of claims.
SECTION 10
Deductibles and Coinsurance for Self-Insurers
See report on Section 6.
SECTION 11
Risk Management
The Division is to analyze injury reports and furnish
data broken down by risk classification and send these reports
to employers and insurers and self-insurers.
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While this information should help to prevent accidents,
it is possible that the Division does not at this time have
the personnel or the funds to provide this data to all employees
and insurers.
SECTION 12
Insurance Reporting
Requires insurers to submit certain data to the
Department of Commerce on a quarterly basis. This
will enable the Department to determine how efficiently the
system is functioning.
SECTION 12
Excessive Profits

Creates Section 627.215, which provides for yearly reporting
of certain Workmen's Compensation insurance information and
allows the Department of Insurance to order the return of
excess profits.
This proposal is modeled after the motor vehicle ..
insurance excessive profits law. It will enable the
Department to determine how much of the Workmen's Compensation
problem is an insurance problem, and may result in a reduction
in premium.
SECTION 14
Partial Rejection of Rate Filing
Amends Section 627.101 to provide that the Department of
Insurance may reject only part of a workmen's compensation
rate filing, and accept the remainder.
Under the present law, the Department of Insurance must
reject an entire rate filing if it finds that only part of
the filing is unsatisfactory.
SECTION 15
Workmen's Compensation Study Commission
Creates a Study Commission composed of members of the
Legislature and the public to study the Workmen's Compensation
law and report to the Legislature in 1980.
This proposal would provide the data to determine
what changes need to be made in the law.
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PROPOSALS FOR PERMANENT PARTIAL DISABILITY
Amendment #1
This proposal is taken from House Bill 1845. It
modifies somewhat the provisions of Section 440.15(3) (u),
"other cases" (i.e. those injuries not covered by the
schedule injuries). Only if an injured worker receives an
anatomical rating of 15% or more of body as a whole will he
be entitled to benefits for diminution of wage earning
capacity.
This change is evidently aimed at preventing over
compensation of relative minor impairments. Some of those
involved with the Workmen's Compensation system have stated
that workers who receive impairment ratings of between 5%
and 10% often are awarded diminution benefits which are
double their impairment ratings.
The proposal also sets out the following specific standards
which must be determined by the JIC in diminution cases.
1) The injured worker's physical condition and inability
to obtain a type or work which he can do insofar as affected
by the injury,
2)

Wages actually being earned after the injury,

3)

Evidence of realistic work search.

The amendment adds a paragraph (v) to Section 440.15(3).
This provides that within 21 days of the payment of the last
permanent partial disability payment based upon "bodily
disability rating as provided in paragraph (u) the "carrier ...
shall accept a wage earning loss if such wage earning loss
is greater than the disability rating". Because the
language of paragraph (v) is consistent with that of the
rest of subsection (3), it is difficult to determine
exactly what this paragraph is intended to do. The term
"bodily disability rating" probably means "percentage of
physical impairment". The meaning of "accept a wage loss"
is more problematical. It may mean that the carrier shall
be responsible for paying benefits for diminution of wage
earning capacity, or it may mean that the carrier shall pay
benefits for actual lost wages. Because no method for
determining the extent of lost wages is provided for, it is
more likely that it refers to diminution. If this is the
case, the paragraph would mean that physical impairment
benefits shall be paid first, and after the last payment is
made, the injured worker may be entitled to diminution benefits.
The apparent purpose of this change is to provide a realistic
period of time for returning to work or rehabilitation before
diminution of wage earning capacity is determined.
11
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A new paragraph (w) of Section 440.15(3) requires the
Division of Labor to adopt rules for determining the
existence and degree of permanent disability and physical
impairments. The rules must be in accordance with the
guidelines of the American Medical Association.
Amendment #2
This proposal is taken from House Bill 965. It
amends Section 440.15(3) (u) to raise the limit on benefits
to 400 weeks. It also adds provisions on a threshold of
diminution and standards for diminution awards, which are
basically the same as those in House Bill 1845, except that
in this case the threshold is a 10%, rather than 15%,
anatomical rating.
Section. 4. House Bill_ l�Ql
-·- ·
This proposal provides that the compensation for all
scheduled permanent partial disability shall be the number
of weeks contained in_ the schedule or a percentage of
350 weeks equal to the employee's percentage of disability,
whichever is greater. This in effect extends the provisions
of Section 440.15(3J(uJ on diminution of wage earning capacity
to all permanent partial cases.
Since the non-objection nature of the diminution of
wage earning capacity benefits seems to be one source of
high Workmen's Compensation premiums. Extending the provision
to all permanent partial cases may tend to raise premiums.
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bl:he·r reco<Jnizecl pr.,ctitioner !lhall be cnterctl into <?v.ldC'nCC' 1
blonq with hin GHOrn statP.me_n_t.

11
.

ll

o,
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lood

or_ rec ed. _vc,1 by the employ?r.,..' the !'.a r:ri.er., or the lnj 11rcd

(bJ

ernployce, or the uttorncy .(01: nny of them, wiLh reGpect to

old nncJ nsslut the neonttment of Commerce In :icloptln<1

the remedial treatment, care, and attendance' of the injured

schcclule!. of ma>:lmum chnrge!.·· for hospl t.il trentr.icnt 11nd

employee, including reports of every exnmination, diagnosis,

cervices p:iynblc through workmen's compen!.3tlon_bcneflt�, to

or dioabllity evaluation, shall be filed Hith the nur:cnu

be nppointecJ uncl r;crve ;it the pleusure of the Secretary of

of Work�en'n Compensation within 5 dnys oftet receipt of
some.

Commerce.
------

A medical report not previously filed with the bur:eau

{cl

nhall not be received in evidence in a contested case

11
11

lo ll,e opposing party or hin uttor:ney at least 5 <lnys prior
to the hearing .-.t which it is offered.

13

15 to the physician or hospital furnishing same.
16
(3) (a) All fees and othei charges for cuch treatment
17
-or-nervice, including treatment or snrvicn �t
1!
.other .health care provlder:1-shall•be limited to ouch charges
191

10
ll

l1

. 1]
14
15
16

17

•nn

.

prevail in .the -same community for ci,;,1.lnr tr:eotment of in-

ju red peroon!I of lil:e oto11<lard of living, E_rovlc1c<l · that ·r:uch

;fees Dncl chnr:ges shnll b,; li�l i:eu to tho,:;e pre!lcribeu b�

11
18.
19
,0
71

:fee or chnr:ge·will-ennble the cmrloyce to obtain necesunrl

7J

charge!! chall be subject to regulation!! by the division,

7l

whfch, ofter contlµcting 011·:1;.;uep,;;nu.;-1,t investigntldn into

16

of the state, shall
� me<licnl costs in-the various-regions·
.
.
- .
n adopt sched�leg of··�hnrges for·sucM-tkeatment or cervices.
J.._ ..
. . ·...:�
·'.:- '-':
--- - -- . -]?

16

71

Such fees <Jnd

__

they nre requiring u njustified trentment,__ho_spital_izntion,
or of:[lce vi!;its.

1,

77

If the ,Uvision finds that the hospitnl or

rneclicnl prnct.ltioner hn!1 made m1ch cxcess..lve chilr<1cs or required

HI ouch

ll

. division bf rule if-the•dlvi!lion uetermincs thnt a different
r��•ulal ·treatment; �nre; ·end nttendance:

'fhe Division of Fraudulent Cluim,:; of the De.e_art:n�nt

mc,licnl p,:.,ct�.�1.onrr,: to rlc�.cr:m,1 c, i( U,ry nro in cc,:nplinncc
:
,with tile uchedule of charge,:; auoptcd by lhc, tlivl!;ion or if

ll

IJ to hie attorney, on demand, a copy of each such report
14 without charge to the injured employee, except actual cost

.

10
11

The phyuiclan shall also furnioh to the lnjur:ed employee, or

lr:entment, honpitalizotion or visits, -the-hospital or

medical practitioner shnll receivn and ls entitled to.no pay
ment t;ndcr this chapter either from a carrier, employer: or
emJ?l£Yec for the cxcesd vc fees or uni11stificd _tr:cil tmen t,
hoapitolization or vis.its nnd f11rlhermore, the hor;pital or
medical .e_ract::i.tioner shall be liable to retur n to the c;irr:icr
�ny ouch feco or charqea nlrcac1y collcctec1.

3

In nd<li tion, !:he

pra�titioner or honpitnl shall be barred from receiving

pnyment for any treatment requiicd to be furnished to injured
employees unuer: the pr:ovisiong of

thi!I chapter: for a period

of two years.
J�J_Jb}- 11.11 riqhts for remedial attention tinder this r;ectlon
shall L,e barred unless a claim therefor l!J

11 I division

within

2

year:11

filed' \.lith

the

after the tim,; of injury, except

l9
JO

JI

�I

of: Inr,m:ance r.hall l,e cir.powered l:o investiCJ;:ib:,_hor,p.ltnls nn,1

unlegs the party offering samo hag f utniched n copy thereof
10

Ther� ls hereby crcntcd ,m ridvlsory cor.unlttee to

JI

4

.,

· :pJ · 7\ cL,tm· fllc,cl 1i1ir!'unnt to this chapter b.iscd upon

that if r,aymr.nt o( corrpcn9ation. ha 9_l,ecn .. made .or. rmnediol
nttc-ntion

on injury rcccivc-<l by thd c-mplovcc while on the joh.

furnished l:y the cmr,loyer "ni thout on
. --- --··
- -·- --. .....
ai-ard on account of 9Uch injury· a clai:n may l:e filed "1ithin

,, 2

ye,1r,i

h,,s

l.Jcen

·----·----attc-ntion

ofter oustaininq

a ftcr: ·the elate of the la9l: r-"yment of compen,iation

5--·- -' or \.Ii thin 2 years

n (ter the
··---furnished by the

date

of

last rcrr.edl;1l
-···
and all· riqhts (or

II

11

is filed \.llU1 U1e �i;ision \.llthin 2 years after the e�try
of
... ·- -· - --·-··· ....
9uch award, except that if payment of coU1pensa
tion lws l:een

rnacle

or

ren:edial

attention

has

been

furnl!::hed

by

the

employer un<ler the terr.is of the award a further claim n:ay te
-last
filed wlthin-i years··.;ft�rda t� �f - ti;�
payment of
H'
n
or wit.l1in 2 years after the date of the lost
ll cci,;,;:e nsatio

13 I

16
II

ti;�

l ;err.edlal at�endon furnished
by - the---;;;:pl�yer. ·
Section 2.

Subsection l71 of Section 440,15 1 Florida

18 IStatutes, is amended to read,

19

(7)

10

(a)

ll

(1)

DISCll,'\llGE /IND nEIIInlHG OF lNJUllCD EMPLOYEE

It is the policy of this state that every person

11 has a right to woik.
,
11 solely because of,

N� ·e�ployei may discharge any e�ploye�

fin injury received by the employee while on the

14 job unless it is shown by the employer,
taking into c;nslderation
25 the employee!l physii:_al nnd mental limitations
there ·is no suit�
� ,able employment ovailabl� through the employer.
V

�
�
n
)I

(1)

·:rncl · the

cmployc-c 1'lleges

nnd (21 of subsection (al,

the employee is entitled to request and receive a hearing·befor

a juclge of indu9trlal clnlms.

re�e<llal attention under this section pursuant to the
terms
·
s!of .Hi aCard' :;1t.�i1· l.Je l.Jarre<l unless a f urther claim
thi!refor

10

on-the-job injllr}',

.in

·it is -as o result-of para<Jruphs

the

------------err,-loyei:;

Jn the event that__a_n__e_mE
_ loyec is cli,:;ch;:irc1ed

(b)_(l_J

(bl (2)

In lhe evC'nt that it is found by the judge of

industrial claimg that the discharge of the employee requesting
a hearing pursuant to paragraph (1) was caused solely because

10

11

of tho on-the-job injury, or solely because tho employee filed

1!

be required to pay a penalty to the employee in an amount

11 : a claim hnsed upon the on-the-job in-jury, the employer' shall

14

equal to the employee's rate of temporar:y total disability

-1�

of the employee, together with on amount of the emplorc-e's

1t

payment from the date of discharge until the re-employmcnl

lt

reasonable attorney's fees nnd costs with respect to tho

18 ._hearing or hearings before the judge of industrial claims.
19
�

,1

77

..

(c)

If an injured employee refuses employment suitable

to·the capacity thereof, offered to or procured therefor, such
. --: .. - - ·;.. ;_ �
employee shall not be entitled to any compensation at any time
!.•; :

- � t... ·..:

1. - .:.

••

�-::

:-

_,.

';"" •• :

•

- -

•• -

• - ·- •• - .. - -

-

-- -:

�- - ••..

-

- •• - - -

- - - -

du ing tho continuance of such refusal unlefs at any time in th
_ �
0
- ..
·lJ • �pi�i�� 0f th e judge ·or· industrial clioms such refusnl is
HI justifiable.
15

76
V

·79

·(di ·The penalty described herein shall be considered

in the nature of punitive damage a --and shall-bo-paid...directly

by the employer and shall not be p1'1d from any fund established

or described -'-1,,-· this chapter··or-by-ony-carrier-·providing work-

. n I me1i·'e-co"mpeiisrit:toh···�t,V�rago ·pursuant -to- th is--chepter-.-- -----

5
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WORKMEN'S COMPENSATIOH DRAFT #6
1)

440.12(1).

Weekly compensation pay�ents by check.

Seriea ___ Carton _

To avoid delay in paynent by draft.
2)

440. 12(2)(b).

Maxim\J.I!l comp. rate adjusted to nearest

dollar instead of multin le of $7. A noncontroversial
proposal to minimize increases in the max. comp. rate.
3)

440.13 (1).

No chanp;e of authorized physician without

Order of J. I. C.

To protect injured employees from

arbitrary changes of physicians and to eliminate
occasional "doctor shopping'! by some employer/carriers.
Also, sworn reports by physicians to discourage unnecessary treatment with such reports to be entered
into evidence to minimize costs.
4)

440.13 (3).

Hospital fee schedule, Advisory Committee

and Div. of Fraudulent Claims established.

To prevent

excessive hospital costs and fraud.
5).

440. 15 (7).

Discharge and rehiring of injured employees.

To re�uce cost of compensation of permanent disability for
impairment of wage earning capacity by protecting the
right to work of injured employees.
6)

440.14(10)(c).

Authorizes Div. to release unemployment

compensation inforrnate.

To avoid pyt. of workmen's

comp. when unemployment has been paid.
7)

440.15(11).

Reduction of Permanent Total Compensation by

amount of unemployment comp. received.

To reduce workmen's

compensation costs by prohibiting double payments.
8)

Employer's notice of injury or death reduced from 10 to 7
days.

To avoid unnecessary delays in the payment of

compensation.
9)

440.20.

Penalty increased fro. 10% to 20% and interest on

late payments provided at 12%.
payment of compensation.

1

To encourage the prompt

10)

440.25(a).

No determination of loss of wage earning

capacity until 90 days after M.M.I.

To give employer/

carrier reasonable time to determine any wage loss.
11)

440.25 (c).

Requires finding by J.I.C. in awards for

diminution of wage-earning capacity to avoid arbitrary
awards.
12)

440.25(d).

Reports required for delinquent Compensation

To spotlight and thus discourage delay in the

Orders.

resolution of contested cases and appeals.
13)

440.29.

To prohibit rules inconsistent with law.

14)

440.37.

Comprehensive anti-fraud provisions.

15)

440.442.

16)

440.45(1).

Nomination of J.I.C. 's by Judicial Norn. Comm.

17)

440.15(6).

Position of Senior Judge created.

Code of Conduct for J.I.C. 's & I.R.C.
To supervise

J.I.C. 's with pwoer to do so.
18)

440.49(2).

Rehabilitation requirement.

To expedite and

facilitate the rehabilitation of injured employees and to
thus reduc-e the payment of compensation for permanent
disability resulting from wage earning losses.

Employee

cooperation required.
19)

440. 49(4) (g).
Response.

Sepcial Disability Trust Fund/120 Day

Failure of the Fund to provide notice within

120 days shall be deemed a denial of a claim for reimbursement.
20)

440.57.

Pooling liabilities.

To give two or more employers

option to pool their liabilities to qualify as self insurers.
21)

440.59.

Risk Management Report.

To distribute report of the

frequency and severity of various type of injuries with an
analysis of causes.
22)

624.433.

Reporting Requirements by Mar. 31, 1979.

provide necessary information.

2

To

23)

627.101.

Rate filings.

The Dept. of Insur. may reject

part of rate filings and approve the remainder.
24)

627.215.

Excess Profits.

To prohibit excess profits as in auto

mobile liability insurance.
25)

440.151

Occupational disease provisions.

To include

berylliosis and permit recovery for death following continuous
total disability commencing within 8 years after last injurious
exposure.
26)

440.15(3) (u).

Reduction of compensation for permanent

partial disability in other case.

To lower cost of workmen's

compensation by reducing compensation for permanent partial
disability in other (unscheduled) cases from 350 down to 300 weeks.
Assures significant premium reduction and avoids risks of new, un
tested proposals to make complex changes in subsection (u).

3

l
2

Section 1.

Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

3
I\
,
J

Subsections (1) and (2) of Section 440.12,

440.12

Time for commencement and limits on weekly

reproduced by

rate of compensation.
No compensation shall be allowed for the first 7

(1.)

IOA STATE ARCHIVES
DE ARTMENT OF STATE

R A. GRAY BUILDING
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Serles 1--- Carton ---

6

days of the disability, except benefits provided for in s.

7

440.13; provided, however, that if the injury results in dis-

8

ability of more than 14 days compensation shall be allowed from

9
10
1.1
12
13
1.1\

15
16
18
1.9

20
2L
7.7.

the commencement of the disability.

All weekly compensation

payments shall be paid by check.
(2)

Compensation for disability resulting from injuries

which occur after December 31, 1974, shall not be less than
$20 per week.

However, if the employee's wages at the time of

injury are less than $20 per week, he shall receive his full
weekly wages.

If his wages at the time of the injury exceed

$20 per week, compensation shall not exceed an amount per week
which is:
(a)

Equal to sixty-six and two-thirds percent of the

average weekly wage, determined as hereinafter provided for
the year in which the injury occurred and
(b)

Adjusted to the nearest dollar ffitl±Eiple-ef-$1.

For the purpose of this subsection the "average weekly wage"

23

means the average weekly wage paid by employers subject to the

2 i1

Florida Unemployment Compensation Law as reported to the de-

7. S

partment for the four calendar quarters ending each June 30,

26

which average weekly wage shall be determined by the depart-

21

ment on or before November 30 of each year and shall be used

28

in determining the maximum weekly compensation rate with respect

29

to injuries occurring in the calendar year immediately following.

:rn

The average weekly wage determined by the department shall be

JI

reported annually to the legislature.

1

Section 2.

1
2

Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
440. 13

3
4

Subsections (1) and (3) of Section 440.13,

Medical services and supplies; penalty for

violations; limitations.-(1)

5

Subject to the limitations specified in paragraph

G

(3)(b), the employer shall furnish to the employee such re-

7

medical treatment, care, and attendance under the direction

8

and supervision of a qualified physician or surgeon, or

9

other recognized practitioner, nurse, or hospital, and for

10

such period as the nature of the injury or the process of

11

recovery may require, including medicines, crutches, artificial

12

members, and other apparatus.

13

to receive such remedial treatment, care, and attendance, the

14

employer shall not change the authorized physician or surgeon

15

Upon authorizing the employee

or other attendance without the consent of the employee, unless

16

a judge of industrial claims determines that a change in such

18

employee.

1.9

care

20

employee, such injured employee may do so at the expense of

21

the employer, the reasonableness and the necessity to be

22

approved by a judge of industrial claims.

23

not be entitled to recover any.amount personally expended for sue

treatment, care, or attendance is in the best interests of the
If the employer fails to provide remedial treatment,

or attendance-the-same after request by the injured

The employee shall

24

treatment or service unless such employee shall have requested

2s

the employer to furnish the same and the employer shall have

26

failed, refused, or neglected to do so, or unless the nature of

27

the injury required such treatment, nursing, and services and

28

the employer or the superintendent or foreman thereof, having

29

knowledge of such injury, shall have neglected to provide the

10

same; nor shal l any claim for medical, surgical, or other re

]!

medial treatment be valid and enforceable unless within 10 days

2

following the first treatment (except in cases where first2

aid only is rendered), and thereafter at such intervals as

3

the division by regulation may prescribe, the physician or

'1

other recognized practitioner giving such treatment or treat

5

ments furnishes to the division and to the employer, or to

6

the carrier if the employer is not self-insured, a report of

7

such injury and treatment on forms prescribed by the division,

8

provided that a judge of industrial claims for good cause may

9

excuse the failure of the physician or other recognized

10

practitioner to furnish any report within the period prescribed

11

and may order the payment to such employee of such renumeration

12

for treatment or service rendered as tne judge of industrial

u

claims finds equitable.

1'1

or other recognized practitioner shall furnish a sworn statemen

15
16

Along with such reports, the physician

that the treatment or services rendered were reasonable and
necessary with respect to the bodily injury sustained.

Said

l ";

sworn statement shall read as follows:

18

prejury, I declare that I have read the foregoing, and the

19

facts alleged are true, to the best of my knowledge and belief

20

and that the treatment and services rendered were reasonable

2L

and necessary with respect to the bodily injury sustained."

22

When a hearing is held before a judge of industrial claims

23

which involves the issue of medical benefits, the rep6rt of

2 '1

the physician or other recognized practitioner shall be entered

25

into evidence, along with his sworn statement.

26

reports obtained or received by the employer, the carrier, or

27

the injured employee, or the attorney for any of them, with

28

respect to the remedial treatment, care, and attendance of

29

"Under penalty of

All medical

the injured employee, including reports of every examination,

JO

diagnosis, or disability evaluation, shall be filed with the

31

Bureau of Workmen's Compensation within 5 days after receipt

3

1
2

of same.

A medical report not previously filed with the

bureau shall not be received in evidence in a contested case

3

unless the party offering same has furnished a copy thereof

4

to the opposing party or his attorney at least 5 days prior

5

to the hearing at which it is offered,

G

also furnish to the injured employee, or to his attorney, on

7

demand, a copy of each such report without charge to the

8

injured employee, except actual costs to the physician or

9

hospital furnishing same,

10

(3) (a)

The physician shall

All fees and other charges for such treatment

11

or service, including treatment or service at any hospital or

12

other health care provider, shall be limlted to such charges

13

as prevail in the same community.for similar treatment of in

14

jured persons of like standard of living, and shall be subject

15
16
17

to regulations by the division, which shall adopt schedules
of charges for such treatment or services,
(b)

There is hereby created an advisory committee to

18

aid and assist. the Department of Commerce in adopting

19

schedules of maximum charges for hospital treatment and

20

services payable through workmen's compensation benefits, to

21

�e appointed and serve at the pleasure of the Secretar�

22
23

Commerce.
(c)

The Division of Fraudulent Claims for the Devartment

24

of Insurance shall be empowered to investigate hospitals and

2S

medical practitioners to determine if they are in compliance

26

with the schedule of charges adopted by the division or if

27

they are requiring unjustified treatment, hospitalization,

28

or office visits,

29
30
Jl

If the division find� that the hospital

or medical J?racti_tioner has made such excessive charges or
.r.g_guired such treatment, hospitalization or visits, the hospital
or medical practitioner shall not receive payment under
this chapter either from a carrier, employer or

1

employee for the excessive fees or unjustified treatment,

2

hospitalization or v isits and furthermore, the hospital or

3

medical practitioner shall be liable to return to the carrier

'1

any such fees or charges already collected.

5

practitioner or hospital shall be barred from receiving

6

payment for any t reatment required to be furnished to injured

7

employees under the provisions of this chapter for a period

8

of two years.

9
10
11
12

( d){b1

In addition, the

All rights for remedial attention under this section

shall be barred unless a claim therefor is filed with the
division within 2 years after the time of injury, except
that if paymen_t of compensation has be.en made or remedial

13

attention has been furnished by .the employer without an

1'1

award on account of such injury a claim may be filed within

15

2 years after the date of the last payment of compensation

16

or within 2 years after the date of the last remedial attention

17

furnished by the employer; and all rights for remedial attention

18

under this section pursuant to the terms of an award shall be

19

barred unless a further claim therefor is filed with the

20
21
22

division within 2 years after the entry of such award, except
that if payment of compensation has been made or remedial
attention has been furnished by the employer under the terms

23

of the award a further claim �ay be filed within 2 years after

2 '1

the date of the last payment of compensation or within 2 years

25

after the date of the last remedial attention furnished by

26

the employer.

n

28
2<J

Section

Paragraph (u) of subsection (3) of section

440.15, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
440. 15

Compensation for disability. --Compensation

JO

for disability shall be paid to the employee, subject to the

JI

limits provided in s. 440.12(2), as follows:

5
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A bill to be entitled

1 :btc

2

An act relating to workmen's compensation;

1.1/4

3

adding a new subsection (2) to s. 440.11,

1.1/6

4

Florida Statutes, exempting employees from

5

liability as third party tortfeasors under

6

certain circumstances; amending s. 440.39(1),

7

Florida Statutes, relating to actions against

8

third party tortfeasors, to conform to the act;

9

p roviding an effective date.

1.1/7
1.1/8
1.1/9

10
11 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
13

Section 1.

Subsection (2) of section 440.11, Florida

14 Statutes, is renumbered as subsection (3) and a new subsection

l:enc
1.1/10
1.1/11

15 (2) is added to said section to read:
16

440.11

17

(2)

Exclusiveness of liability.--

An employee shall not be liable as a third party

1.1/12
1.1/13

18 tnrtfeasor for any injury to or the death of a fellow servant
19 due to the negligence or wrongful act of the employee in the
20

course of his employment if his employer secures payment of

21 compensation for the injury or death as required by this

1. 1/14
1.1/15
1.1/16

22 chapter.
23

Section 2.

Subsection (1) of section 440.39, Florida

24 Statutes, is amended to read:
25

440.39

1.1/16
1. 1/17

Compensation for injuries where third persons

2.2

U are liable.-27

(1)

If an employee, subject to the provisions of the

2.2/l

28 Florida work men's Compensation Law, is injured or killed in

2. 2/2'

29 t he course of his employment by the negligence or wrongful act

2. 2/3·

of a third party tortfeasor, such injured employee, or in the

2. 2/1,

case of his death his dependents, may accept compensation

2. 2/s ..

1
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benefits under the provisions of this law, and at the same
2.2/6

2 t ime such injured employee, his dependents or personal
(as

2.2/7

4 created by this act), pursue his remedy by action at law or

2.2/8

5 otherwise against such third party tortfeasor.

2.2/9

3 representatives may, except as provided in s. 440.11(2)

6

Sect ion 3.

This act shall take effect Oct ober 1, 1978.

2.2/9

8

l:hbs

9

l:hbs

10

2.2/12

11

2.2/14

l'.

2.2/15

2. 2/13

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
2
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